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From reservationfor5 at gmail.com Tue Jan 5 17:32:00 2016
From: reservationfor5 at gmail.com (Nicole Miller)
Date: Tue, 5 Jan 2016 16:32:00 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Librarian Day at FGS?
Message-ID: <CADjOuyBSO-Hs263SeM=C_6B1DjZ7zj1T6adEpeh0Oc54mnaffw@mail.gmail.com>
Hi Group,
Does anyone know who is in charge of Librarians' Day for FGS in September
2016?
Nicole
-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of *Fostering Family History
Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and Volunteers, *soon out
from Libraries Unlimited.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160105/164f0cb4/
attachment.html>
From RencherDE at familysearch.org Tue Jan 5 18:00:02 2016
From: RencherDE at familysearch.org (David E. Rencher)
Date: Tue, 5 Jan 2016 23:00:02 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Librarian Day at FGS?
In-Reply-To: <CADjOuyBSO-Hs263SeM=C_6B1DjZ7zj1T6adEpeh0Oc54mnaffw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CADjOuyBSO-Hs263SeM=C_6B1DjZ7zj1T6adEpeh0Oc54mnaffw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <BCF2DAD518383542939D3B185B86AC8642983EE0@w12089.ldschurch.org>
Sue Kaufman, Houston, TX
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nicole Miller
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2016 3:33 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Librarian Day at FGS?
Hi Group,
Does anyone know who is in charge of Librarians' Day for FGS in September 2016?
Nicole
-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of Fostering Family History Services: A
Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and Volunteers, soon out from Libraries
Unlimited.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160105/
e0e44ccb/attachment.html>
From reservationfor5 at gmail.com Tue Jan 5 18:15:21 2016
From: reservationfor5 at gmail.com (Nicole Miller)
Date: Tue, 5 Jan 2016 17:15:21 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Librarian Day at FGS?
In-Reply-To: <BCF2DAD518383542939D3B185B86AC8642983EE0@w12089.ldschurch.org>

References: <CADjOuyBSO-Hs263SeM=C_6B1DjZ7zj1T6adEpeh0Oc54mnaffw@mail.gmail.com>
<BCF2DAD518383542939D3B185B86AC8642983EE0@w12089.ldschurch.org>
Message-ID: <CADjOuyBbRO+Pt+g0fQgXs1pMxugfd7qDNqhXNb3YcyEJ1ubaZw@mail.gmail.com>
Thank you!
On Tue, Jan 5, 2016 at 5:00 PM, David E. Rencher <RencherDE at familysearch.org
> wrote:
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Sue Kaufman, Houston, TX

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Nicole Miller
*Sent:* Tuesday, January 05, 2016 3:33 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* [Genealib] Librarian Day at FGS?

Hi Group,

Does anyone know who is in charge of Librarians' Day for FGS in September
2016?

Nicole

-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of *Fostering Family History
Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and Volunteers, *soon out
from Libraries Unlimited.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of *Fostering Family History
Services: A Guide for Librarians, Archivists, and Volunteers, *soon out
from Libraries Unlimited.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160105/
d992af3a/attachment.html>
From cheryls at plano.gov Thu Jan 7 13:03:18 2016
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)

Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2016 18:03:18 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
Message-ID:
<DM2PR09MB0576127D287379BD25FF81A4ACF50@DM2PR09MB0576.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
In the last few days, I have had several patrons ask me what to use now that Family
Tree Maker is going away. I make a few suggestions with my point of view hoping
not to be more in favor of one over the others. Has anyone created a handout they
give patrons when asked "What software do I use for my family tree?"
I suggest several - Ancestry.com,
know of but haven't used - Master
sure there are a few more. I want
patrons to be able to compare and

FamilySearch, LegacyFamilyTree, Rootsweb Magic. I
Genealogist, Findmypast.com, Myheritage.com. I'm
to create a list of these to handout for the
make their own decisions.

Questions I'm interested in:
1)

Name of product/website URL

2)

Costs?

3)

Tree is private or public

4)

Anyone can edit your tree?

5)

Anyone can "borrow" from your tree?

6)

Can you upload your tree from your software to the new one easily?

7)

Easy/Hard to use

8)

Anything else of interest?

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image007.png at 01D14943.63404D50]
Plano Public Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:youremail at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov>

[cid:image008.png at 01D14943.63404D50]

[cid:image009.png at 01D14943.63404D50]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160107/01f43f1b/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image007.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6246 bytes
Desc: image007.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160107/01f43f1b/
attachment-0003.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image008.png
Type: image/png
Size: 20857 bytes
Desc: image008.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160107/01f43f1b/
attachment-0004.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image009.png
Type: image/png
Size: 9015 bytes
Desc: image009.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160107/01f43f1b/
attachment-0005.png>
From agirmscheid at elburn.lib.il.us Thu Jan 7 13:00:26 2016
From: agirmscheid at elburn.lib.il.us (Amy Girmscheid)
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2016 18:00:26 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
In-Reply-To:
<DM2PR09MB0576127D287379BD25FF81A4ACF50@DM2PR09MB0576.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM2PR09MB0576127D287379BD25FF81A4ACF50@DM2PR09MB0576.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <4350D35D1209354384EF9FC31ADD6B871BE62CEB@TCLFS2.TCLibrary.local>
I've been referring patrons to NEHGS's comparison chart.
http://www.americanancestors.org/education/learning-resources/read/genealogicalsoftware-programs
Amy Vidlak Girmscheid

History & Genealogy Collection Coordinator
Town and Country Library
320 E North Street
Elburn, IL 60119
(630)365-2244
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cheryl Smith
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:03 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
In the last few days, I have had several patrons ask me what to use now that Family
Tree Maker is going away. I make a few suggestions with my point of view hoping
not to be more in favor of one over the others. Has anyone created a handout they
give patrons when asked "What software do I use for my family tree?"
I suggest several - Ancestry.com,
know of but haven't used - Master
sure there are a few more. I want
patrons to be able to compare and

FamilySearch, LegacyFamilyTree, Rootsweb Magic. I
Genealogist, Findmypast.com, Myheritage.com. I'm
to create a list of these to handout for the
make their own decisions.

Questions I'm interested in:
1)

Name of product/website URL

2)

Costs?

3)

Tree is private or public

4)

Anyone can edit your tree?

5)

Anyone can "borrow" from your tree?

6)

Can you upload your tree from your software to the new one easily?

7)

Easy/Hard to use

8)

Anything else of interest?

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image001.png at 01D14942.FD27D3D0]
Plano Public Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:youremail at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov>

[cid:image002.png at 01D14942.FD27D3D0]

[cid:image003.png at 01D14942.FD27D3D0]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160107/54caa7c0/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6246 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160107/54caa7c0/
attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
Type: image/png
Size: 20857 bytes
Desc: image002.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160107/54caa7c0/
attachment-0001.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image003.png
Type: image/png
Size: 9015 bytes
Desc: image003.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160107/54caa7c0/
attachment-0002.png>
From dsmith at usf.edu Thu Jan 7 13:28:35 2016
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2016 18:28:35 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
Message-ID: <7CA8274D-EF39-48CF-8EDE-CBB1BB421A98@usf.edu>
A few points:
1. Patrons will need to understand the difference between desktop software (like
Family Tree Maker) and online family tree services (like Ancestry.com).

2. For online trees, patrons will need to understand the difference between
websites where they can have a personal tree (that nobody else can edit), such as
Ancestry.com, Findmypast, and MyHeritage, and websites where their tree is part of
a single shared tree that anyone else can edit, such as FamilySearch.
3. Don?t confuse RootsWeb (a free website owned by Ancestry) with RootsMagic
(genealogy desktop software).
4.

The Master Genealogist is no longer supported as of about a year ago.

5. I created a blog posting last June to help people understand the difference
between software and services that might be confusing due to similar names:
http://drewsmith-genealogy.blogspot.com/2015/06/a-few-techgenealogy-words-you-maybe.html
Drew Smith
USF Tampa Library
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of Cheryl Smith <cheryls at
plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Date: Thursday, January 7, 2016 at 1:03 PM
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>)" <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
In the last few days, I have had several patrons ask me what to use now that Family
Tree Maker is going away. I make a few suggestions with my point of view hoping
not to be more in favor of one over the others. Has anyone created a handout they
give patrons when asked ?What software do I use for my family tree??
I suggest several ? Ancestry.com,
know of but haven?t used ? Master
sure there are a few more. I want
patrons to be able to compare and

FamilySearch, LegacyFamilyTree, Rootsweb Magic. I
Genealogist, Findmypast.com, Myheritage.com. I?m
to create a list of these to handout for the
make their own decisions.

Questions I?m interested in:
1)

Name of product/website URL

2)

Costs?

3)

Tree is private or public

4)

Anyone can edit your tree?

5)

Anyone can ?borrow? from your tree?

6)

Can you upload your tree from your software to the new one easily?

7)

Easy/Hard to use

8)

Anything else of interest?

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image007.png at 01D14943.63404D50]
Plano Public Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:youremail at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov>
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-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160107/7352c418/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image007.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6246 bytes
Desc: image007.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160107/7352c418/
attachment-0003.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image008.png
Type: image/png
Size: 20857 bytes
Desc: image008.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160107/7352c418/
attachment-0004.png>
-------------- next part --------------

A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image009.png
Type: image/png
Size: 9015 bytes
Desc: image009.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160107/7352c418/
attachment-0005.png>
From misely at charter.net Thu Jan 7 13:29:52 2016
From: misely at charter.net (Megan Isely)
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2016 12:29:52 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
In-Reply-To:
<DM2PR09MB0576127D287379BD25FF81A4ACF50@DM2PR09MB0576.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM2PR09MB0576127D287379BD25FF81A4ACF50@DM2PR09MB0576.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <568EAEA0.9070108@charter.net>
As a TMG (The Master Genealogist) refugee the company that sold TMG,
Wholly Genes, went out of business a couple of years ago. People are
still using it (I am) and there is a group working on a similar
capability program that would be more open source but TMG is not a
current option for folks.
This site encourages reviews: http://www.gensoftreviews.com/
RootsMagic is certified to work with Family Search Family Tree (which is
supposed to make it easy to correct/add information in Family Tree).
There are likely others as well.
Megan Isely
La Crosse, Wisconsin
On 1/7/2016 12:03 PM, Cheryl Smith wrote:
>
> In the last few days, I have had several patrons ask me what to use
> now that Family Tree Maker is going away. I make a few suggestions
> with my point of view hoping not to be more in favor of one over the
> others. Has anyone created a handout they give patrons when asked
> ?What software do I use for my family tree??
>
> I suggest several ? Ancestry.com, FamilySearch, LegacyFamilyTree,
> Rootsweb Magic. I know of but haven?t used ? Master Genealogist,
> Findmypast.com, Myheritage.com. I?m sure there are a few more. I want
> to create a list of these to handout for the patrons to be able to
> compare and make their own decisions.
>
> Questions I?m interested in:
>
> 1)Name of product/website URL
>
> 2)Costs?
>
> 3)Tree is private or public
>
> 4)Anyone can edit your tree?
>
> 5)Anyone can ?borrow? from your tree?

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

6)Can you upload your tree from your software to the new one easily?
7)Easy/Hard to use
8)Anything else of interest?
Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer
Satisfaction Survey
<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
**
**
**
*Plano Public Library*
*System*

Cheryl Smith
/Genealogy Librarian/
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
*_cheryls at plano.gov <mailto:youremail at plano.gov>_**__*
*plano.gov <http://www.plano.gov>*

//
<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

//
//

//

>
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From larryo at evpl.org Thu Jan 7 13:39:03 2016
From: larryo at evpl.org (Oathout, Larry)
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2016 18:39:03 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
In-Reply-To: <568EAEA0.9070108@charter.net>
References:
<DM2PR09MB0576127D287379BD25FF81A4ACF50@DM2PR09MB0576.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<568EAEA0.9070108@charter.net>
Message-ID: <05903BF09C67D44598DA9D0352D281880103CF87A7@Bravo2.evpl.scb>
We switched to Legacy and have been very pleased. The cost, which was between $30
& $40, is good for every computer in the house, and I find it much easier and
faster to get the reports I want... They also have a thriving online community for
questions.
Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-8244
[EVPL_Logo_4c_R_signature]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at

mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Megan Isely
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:30 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
As a TMG (The Master Genealogist) refugee the company that sold TMG, Wholly Genes,
went out of business a couple of years ago. People are still using it (I am) and
there is a group working on a similar capability program that would be more open
source but TMG is not a current option for folks.
This site encourages reviews: http://www.gensoftreviews.com/
RootsMagic is certified to work with Family Search Family Tree (which is supposed
to make it easy to correct/add information in Family Tree). There are likely others
as well.
Megan Isely
La Crosse, Wisconsin
On 1/7/2016 12:03 PM, Cheryl Smith wrote:
In the last few days, I have had several patrons ask me what to use now that Family
Tree Maker is going away. I make a few suggestions with my point of view hoping
not to be more in favor of one over the others. Has anyone created a handout they
give patrons when asked "What software do I use for my family tree?"
I suggest several - Ancestry.com,
know of but haven't used - Master
sure there are a few more. I want
patrons to be able to compare and

FamilySearch, LegacyFamilyTree, Rootsweb Magic. I
Genealogist, Findmypast.com, Myheritage.com. I'm
to create a list of these to handout for the
make their own decisions.

Questions I'm interested in:
1)

Name of product/website URL

2)

Costs?

3)

Tree is private or public

4)

Anyone can edit your tree?

5)

Anyone can "borrow" from your tree?

6)

Can you upload your tree from your software to the new one easily?

7)

Easy/Hard to use

8)

Anything else of interest?

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image002.png at 01D14948.63ED8B00]
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System
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cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov>
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From BHill at rbhayes.org Thu Jan 7 14:14:24 2016
From: BHill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2016 19:14:24 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions RootsMagic
Message-ID: <e80b846119454e8a99ed6dea3a7d53fb@MBX082-W2-CO-2.EXCH082.SERVERPOD.NET>
Just a quck note I have been personally using RootsMagic (rootsmagic.com) for many years and also
have had the owner/writer, Bruce Buzbee, here for annual workshops for over 10
years.
Low cost, easy to use, LOTS of support, webinars, and not "Nickel and diming" you
for additional services or products.
Wonderful people to work with.
I also have put President Hayes's genealogy in this program and the software allows
you to mount it on their website:
http://sites.rootsmagic.com/RutherfordBHayes/
Becky Hill
Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Library & Museums
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420
419.332.2081 ext. 231<tel:419.332.2081%20ext.%20231>
bhill at rbhayes.org<mailto:bhill at rbhayes.org>
www.rbhayes.org<http://www.rbhayes.org/>
419.332.4952<tel:419.332.4952> (fax)
Rutherford B. Hayes Library is open Monday - Saturdays, 9 to 5
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cheryl Smith
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:03 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
In the last few days, I have had several patrons ask me what to use now that Family
Tree Maker is going away. I make a few suggestions with my point of view hoping
not to be more in favor of one over the others. Has anyone created a handout they
give patrons when asked "What software do I use for my family tree?"
I suggest several - Ancestry.com, FamilySearch, LegacyFamilyTree, Rootsweb Magic. I
know of but haven't used - Master Genealogist, Findmypast.com, Myheritage.com. I'm
sure there are a few more. I want to create a list of these to handout for the

patrons to be able to compare and make their own decisions.
Questions I'm interested in:
1)

Name of product/website URL

2)

Costs?

3)

Tree is private or public

4)

Anyone can edit your tree?

5)

Anyone can "borrow" from your tree?

6)

Can you upload your tree from your software to the new one easily?

7)

Easy/Hard to use

8)

Anything else of interest?

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image001.png at 01D14952.92D518C0]
Plano Public Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:youremail at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov>
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From pcooper at irclibrary.org Thu Jan 7 14:18:20 2016
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2016 14:18:20 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
In-Reply-To: <05903BF09C67D44598DA9D0352D281880103CF87A7@Bravo2.evpl.scb>
References:
<DM2PR09MB0576127D287379BD25FF81A4ACF50@DM2PR09MB0576.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<568EAEA0.9070108@charter.net>
<05903BF09C67D44598DA9D0352D281880103CF87A7@Bravo2.evpl.scb>
Message-ID: <008601d14980$2c1d3c10$8457b430$@irclibrary.org>
Happy New Year all!

I will not give an opinion on software. The patron's logic and mine will be
different. I tell them to download the 30-day free trials and if they can
use it without instructions, it might be for them. They need to do their
homework and make their own decision.

Here is the website I give to the patrons along with the others mentioned
previously.
http://genealogy-software-review.toptenreviews.com/

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor

Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Oathout, Larry
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:39 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions

We switched to Legacy and have been very pleased. The cost, which was
between $30 & $40, is good for every computer in the house, and I find it
much easier and faster to get the reports I want. They also have a thriving
online community for questions.

Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-8244
EVPL_Logo_4c_R_signature

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Megan Isely
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:30 PM

To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions

As a TMG (The Master Genealogist) refugee the company that sold TMG, Wholly
Genes, went out of business a couple of years ago. People are still using it
(I am) and there is a group working on a similar capability program that
would be more open source but TMG is not a current option for folks.
This site encourages reviews: http://www.gensoftreviews.com/
RootsMagic is certified to work with Family Search Family Tree (which is
supposed to make it easy to correct/add information in Family Tree). There
are likely others as well.
Megan Isely
La Crosse, Wisconsin
On 1/7/2016 12:03 PM, Cheryl Smith wrote:
In the last few days, I have had several patrons ask me what to use now that
Family Tree Maker is going away. I make a few suggestions with my point of
view hoping not to be more in favor of one over the others. Has anyone
created a handout they give patrons when asked "What software do I use for
my family tree?"

I suggest several - Ancestry.com, FamilySearch, LegacyFamilyTree, Rootsweb
Magic. I know of but haven't used - Master Genealogist, Findmypast.com,
Myheritage.com. I'm sure there are a few more. I want to create a list of
these to handout for the patrons to be able to compare and make their own
decisions.

Questions I'm interested in:
1)

Name of product/website URL

2)

Costs?

3)

Tree is private or public

4)

Anyone can edit your tree?

5)

Anyone can "borrow" from your tree?

6)

Can you upload your tree from your software to the new one easily?

7)

Easy/Hard to use

8)

Anything else of interest?

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey <http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey> .

Plano Public Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian

2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov
<http://www.plano.gov> plano.gov

<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>
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From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Thu Jan 7 14:46:31 2016
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2016 19:46:31 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
In-Reply-To: <008601d14980$2c1d3c10$8457b430$@irclibrary.org>
References:
<DM2PR09MB0576127D287379BD25FF81A4ACF50@DM2PR09MB0576.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<568EAEA0.9070108@charter.net>
<05903BF09C67D44598DA9D0352D281880103CF87A7@Bravo2.evpl.scb>
<008601d14980$2c1d3c10$8457b430$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID:

<CY1PR09MB0635BBDD2EC75A71EFCD8A49ACF50@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Pam said just what I was going to say. I recommend Top Ten Reviews in my beginner
programs and to anyone who asks about genealogical software. They compare ten
different programs and give substantive ratings and reviews.
Nancy
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:18 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
Happy New Year all!
I will not give an opinion on software. The patron's logic and mine will be
different. I tell them to download the 30-day free trials and if they can use it
without instructions, it might be for them. They need to do their homework and make
their own decision.
Here is the website I give to the patrons along with the others mentioned
previously.
http://genealogy-software-review.toptenreviews.com/
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Oathout, Larry
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:39 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
We switched to Legacy and have been very pleased.

The cost, which was between $30

& $40, is good for every computer in the house, and I find it much easier and
faster to get the reports I want... They also have a thriving online community for
questions.
Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-8244
[EVPL_Logo_4c_R_signature]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Megan Isely
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:30 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
As a TMG (The Master Genealogist) refugee the company that sold TMG, Wholly Genes,
went out of business a couple of years ago. People are still using it (I am) and
there is a group working on a similar capability program that would be more open
source but TMG is not a current option for folks.
This site encourages reviews: http://www.gensoftreviews.com/
RootsMagic is certified to work with Family Search Family Tree (which is supposed
to make it easy to correct/add information in Family Tree). There are likely others
as well.
Megan Isely
La Crosse, Wisconsin
On 1/7/2016 12:03 PM, Cheryl Smith wrote:
In the last few days, I have had several patrons ask me what to use now that Family
Tree Maker is going away. I make a few suggestions with my point of view hoping
not to be more in favor of one over the others. Has anyone created a handout they
give patrons when asked "What software do I use for my family tree?"
I suggest several - Ancestry.com,
know of but haven't used - Master
sure there are a few more. I want
patrons to be able to compare and

FamilySearch, LegacyFamilyTree, Rootsweb Magic. I
Genealogist, Findmypast.com, Myheritage.com. I'm
to create a list of these to handout for the
make their own decisions.

Questions I'm interested in:
1)

Name of product/website URL

2)

Costs?

3)

Tree is private or public

4)

Anyone can edit your tree?

5)

Anyone can "borrow" from your tree?

6)

Can you upload your tree from your software to the new one easily?

7)

Easy/Hard to use

8)

Anything else of interest?

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
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System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov>
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From ahoggatt at library.ohio.gov Thu Jan 7 15:01:09 2016
From: ahoggatt at library.ohio.gov (ahoggatt at library.ohio.gov)
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2016 20:01:09 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
In-Reply-To: <05903BF09C67D44598DA9D0352D281880103CF87A7@Bravo2.evpl.scb>
References:
<DM2PR09MB0576127D287379BD25FF81A4ACF50@DM2PR09MB0576.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<568EAEA0.9070108@charter.net>
<05903BF09C67D44598DA9D0352D281880103CF87A7@Bravo2.evpl.scb>
Message-ID: <1D2A5656725099468DB82C80358F984124DA40D6@socmb01.css.id.ohio.gov>
I agree with Larry. Our family research group chose to go with Legacy 4 years ago
largely due to the fact we did not want others to access the information and change
it without confirmation of validity. The group core who are spread out in
different states went from software novices to experts and have been pleased with
the all aspects of Legacy in operation, storage and reporting. Mind you that these
researchers are lay people other than myself in the library/research world and they
adapted very easily to Legacy without breaking anyone's piggybank to purchase.
Last summer we published a 20 year update of the family line which would have been
impossible without Legacy.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Oathout, Larry
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:39 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
We switched to Legacy and have been very pleased. The cost, which was between $30
& $40, is good for every computer in the house, and I find it much easier and
faster to get the reports I want... They also have a thriving online community for
questions.

Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-8244
[EVPL_Logo_4c_R_signature]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Megan Isely
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:30 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
As a TMG (The Master Genealogist) refugee the company that sold TMG, Wholly Genes,
went out of business a couple of years ago. People are still using it (I am) and
there is a group working on a similar capability program that would be more open
source but TMG is not a current option for folks.
This site encourages reviews: http://www.gensoftreviews.com/
RootsMagic is certified to work with Family Search Family Tree (which is supposed
to make it easy to correct/add information in Family Tree). There are likely others
as well.
Megan Isely
La Crosse, Wisconsin
On 1/7/2016 12:03 PM, Cheryl Smith wrote:
In the last few days, I have had several patrons ask me what to use now that Family
Tree Maker is going away. I make a few suggestions with my point of view hoping
not to be more in favor of one over the others. Has anyone created a handout they
give patrons when asked "What software do I use for my family tree?"
I suggest several - Ancestry.com,
know of but haven't used - Master
sure there are a few more. I want
patrons to be able to compare and

FamilySearch, LegacyFamilyTree, Rootsweb Magic. I
Genealogist, Findmypast.com, Myheritage.com. I'm
to create a list of these to handout for the
make their own decisions.

Questions I'm interested in:
1)

Name of product/website URL

2)

Costs?

3)

Tree is private or public

4)

Anyone can edit your tree?

5)

Anyone can "borrow" from your tree?

6)

Can you upload your tree from your software to the new one easily?

7)

Easy/Hard to use

8)

Anything else of interest?

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction

Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
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From kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov Thu Jan 7 16:58:37 2016
From: kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov (Kathleen Poznick)
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2016 21:58:37 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy software reviews
Message-ID:
<87B5243F1ABD4D4B98066A32C73C24E80116128066@WFMS01.local.ci.weatherford.tx.us>
I have used the following website when discussing different software that is
available for genealogy.
http://genealogy-software-review.toptenreviews.com/ppc-index.html?
gclid=CPG15LXYmMoCFQEdaQodgR8GjA&cmpid=GPPC-TTR-Genealogy-SoftwareEcomm&s_kwcid=AL!3987!3!77945959826!e!!g!!genealogy%20software
%20reviews&pkw=Genealogy%20Software%20Reviews&ef_id=VNUaxAAABLdSCXQ:20160107215517:s
You can also just Google "genealogy software reviews"
Kathleen Poznick
Genealogy/Children?s Services
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov
________________________________
Weatherford, Texas is a service oriented, yet still ?small town? community that
upgrades its infrastructure, celebrates and shares its rich history, and fosters
quality economic growth?in a fiscally-responsible, even revenue-generating fashion.
This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the
individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is
confidential, or subject to copyright. If you are not the intended recipient you

are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this
message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the
message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from the City of
Weatherford may be monitored.
Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or
incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any
errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have
arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please
request a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of
the author and do not necessarily represent those of the City of Weatherford.
From genbook at gmail.com Thu Jan 7 17:41:15 2016
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2016 14:41:15 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhX+dBB=4X1v-eLbv84rWMA2RKQYMDiL60f5BKzpVgz_Pg@mail.gmail.com>
<812-428-8244>
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Questions I?m interested in:
1)
Name of product/website URL - there are quite a few desktop
programs, and quite a few web sites which host trees/research/"cousin
bait". Of late I have gotten away from recommended any one specific program
or site, and pointing people to various sites (mentioned by some others:
which cross compare various features. I think is it silly to use multiple
programs at once, or have more than one site, (personal opinion) because
you spend all this time keeping things up to date and much less time doing
research and citations.
2)
Costs? - I prefer free, like most places and people do, but
sometimes paying (like for one's own web site) allows much more control.
3)
Tree is private or public - If you are going to publish a tree
(with appropriate recent hold backs), why would you make it private.
Doesn't that defeat the purpose of sharing?
4)
Anyone can edit your tree? - this really fries me sometimes,
Just yesterday discovered some errors on my tree in Familysearch (and I am
waiting for a contact back). No, Great Grandpa did not have that daughter.
I personally knew all of his children. No he did not immigrate 5 different
times. No, that non existent daughter born in 1902 was not the mother of a
son born in 1832. And so one. Just because someone has the same or similar
name does not mean that they are related. I would prefer that someone be
able to leave a message and not alter the teee.
5)
Anyone can ?borrow? from your tree? - Again, this has happened
to me. Why would you publish if you did not want to share. Also, do not get
me started on how many people fail to do the proper acknowledgement and
simply take the data.
6)
Can you upload your tree from your software to the new one
easily? - It i good if you can move from one program to the other without a
lot of retyping. But I have stayed with one program though many iterations
for about 20 years.

> 7)
Easy/Hard to use - If you cannot figure it out easily to start,
> I give up. I used to write a lot of reviews, and while I value power in
> program, I have a limited amount of time (and patience!) to set up a
> program.
> 8)
Anything else of interest? - As other have mentioned, there are
> programs for the desktop, and places to host online data. Of course you can
> put data into Familysearch, but not get it out. You can put data into
> Ancestry and get it out. You can put data into Rootsweb and update it - but
> many people just keep uploading the same tree over and over and messing up
> the searching. So to sum up - have people loom at the various evaluation
> sites; decide if they wish to put anything online; and keep your data clean
> (and well cited).
>
>
For what it's worth, our genealogy computer interest group has been meeting
for 25 years. Not to pick on them, but 95 per cent of the problems brought
up were from Family Tree Maker. Yes, I know that there are lurkers from the
commercial sites and software developers, but that is the simple truth.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
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From laurawilliamscarter at gmail.com Thu Jan 7 18:07:22 2016
From: laurawilliamscarter at gmail.com (Laura Carter)
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2016 18:07:22 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
In-Reply-To: <008601d14980$2c1d3c10$8457b430$@irclibrary.org>
References:
<DM2PR09MB0576127D287379BD25FF81A4ACF50@DM2PR09MB0576.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<568EAEA0.9070108@charter.net>
<05903BF09C67D44598DA9D0352D281880103CF87A7@Bravo2.evpl.scb>
<008601d14980$2c1d3c10$8457b430$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <CAOG+fb1_nk3pvVv_ZFvcKwAdAJi4fo0zRkijbPYYxo4yJ8RyWg@mail.gmail.com>

I agree with Pam Cooper about this. Everyone's brain works differently and
they need to check the software for themselves.
Laura
On Thu, Jan 7, 2016 at 2:18 PM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org> wrote:
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Happy New Year all!

I will not give an opinion on software. The patron?s logic and mine will
be different. I tell them to download the 30-day free trials and if they
can use it without instructions, it might be for them. They need to do
their homework and make their own decision.

Here is the website I give to the patrons along with the others mentioned
previously.
http://genealogy-software-review.toptenreviews.com/

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
*Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Oathout, Larry
*Sent:* Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:39 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
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We switched to Legacy and have been very pleased. The cost, which was
between $30 & $40, is good for every computer in the house, and I find it
much easier and faster to get the reports I want? They also have a
thriving online community for questions.

Larry Oathout
Chief Operations Officer
Evansville Vanderburgh Public Library
200 SE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Evansville, IN. 47713
812-428-8244
[image: EVPL_Logo_4c_R_signature]

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [
mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] *On Behalf Of *Megan Isely
*Sent:* Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:30 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions

As a TMG (The Master Genealogist) refugee the company that sold TMG,
Wholly Genes, went out of business a couple of years ago. People are still
using it (I am) and there is a group working on a similar capability
program that would be more open source but TMG is not a current option for
folks.
This site encourages reviews: http://www.gensoftreviews.com/
RootsMagic is certified to work with Family Search Family Tree (which is
supposed to make it easy to correct/add information in Family Tree). There
are likely others as well.
Megan Isely
La Crosse, Wisconsin
On 1/7/2016 12:03 PM, Cheryl Smith wrote:
In the last few days, I have had several patrons ask me what to use now
that Family Tree Maker is going away. I make a few suggestions with my
point of view hoping not to be more in favor of one over the others. Has
anyone created a handout they give patrons when asked ?What software do I
use for my family tree??
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I suggest several ? Ancestry.com, FamilySearch, LegacyFamilyTree, Rootsweb
Magic. I know of but haven?t used ? Master Genealogist, Findmypast.com,
Myheritage.com. I?m sure there are a few more. I want to create a list of
these to handout for the patrons to be able to compare and make their own
decisions.

Questions I?m interested in:
1)

Name of product/website URL

2)

Costs?

3)

Tree is private or public

4)

Anyone can edit your tree?

5)

Anyone can ?borrow? from your tree?

6)
Can you upload your tree from your software to the new one
easily?
7)

Easy/Hard to use

8)

Anything else of interest?

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey <http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.

*Plano Public Library*
*System*
Cheryl Smith
*Genealogy Librarian*

2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
*cheryls at plano.gov <cheryls at plano.gov>*
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*plano.gov <http://www.plano.gov>*

<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Laura W. Carter
3710 Barnett Shoals Road
Athens, GA 30605
706-369-9420
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From JMaguire at nehgs.org Fri Jan 8 09:46:32 2016
From: JMaguire at nehgs.org (Maguire, Jean)
Date: Fri, 8 Jan 2016 14:46:32 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
In-Reply-To: <4350D35D1209354384EF9FC31ADD6B871BE62CEB@TCLFS2.TCLibrary.local>
References:
<DM2PR09MB0576127D287379BD25FF81A4ACF50@DM2PR09MB0576.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<4350D35D1209354384EF9FC31ADD6B871BE62CEB@TCLFS2.TCLibrary.local>
Message-ID: <EF25BCE926BC6541A82788D6BD768B5C75E28EF7@NEHGS-EX10.nehgs.local>
Thank you for mentioning this, Amy. NEHGS will also be offering a free webinar on
this topic on Jan. 26. You can find more information here:
http://www.americanancestors.org/Education/Online-Classes/.
Jean Maguire
Library Director
New England Historic Genealogical Society
99-101 Newbury Street
Boston, MA 02116
AmericanAncestors.org <http://www.americanancestors.org/>
To advance the study of family history in America and beyond, NEHGS educates,
inspires, and connects people through our scholarship, collections, and expertise.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Amy Girmscheid
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 1:00 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
I've been referring patrons to NEHGS's comparison chart.
http://www.americanancestors.org/education/learning-resources/read/genealogicalsoftware-programs

Amy Vidlak Girmscheid
History & Genealogy Collection Coordinator
Town and Country Library
320 E North Street
Elburn, IL 60119
(630)365-2244
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Cheryl Smith
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2016 12:03 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>)
Subject: [Genealib] Family Tree Maker replacement suggestions
In the last few days, I have had several patrons ask me what to use now that Family
Tree Maker is going away. I make a few suggestions with my point of view hoping
not to be more in favor of one over the others. Has anyone created a handout they
give patrons when asked "What software do I use for my family tree?"
I suggest several - Ancestry.com,
know of but haven't used - Master
sure there are a few more. I want
patrons to be able to compare and

FamilySearch, LegacyFamilyTree, Rootsweb Magic. I
Genealogist, Findmypast.com, Myheritage.com. I'm
to create a list of these to handout for the
make their own decisions.

Questions I'm interested in:
1)

Name of product/website URL

2)

Costs?

3)

Tree is private or public

4)

Anyone can edit your tree?

5)

Anyone can "borrow" from your tree?

6)

Can you upload your tree from your software to the new one easily?

7)

Easy/Hard to use

8)

Anything else of interest?

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image001.png at 01D149F9.7487DB80]
Plano Public Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075

T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:youremail at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov>

[cid:image002.png at 01D149F9.7487DB80]

[cid:image003.png at 01D149F9.7487DB80]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

This email message is a private communication. The information transmitted,
including attachments, is intended only for the person or entity to which it is
addressed and may contain confidential, privileged, and/or proprietary material.
Any review, duplication, re-transmission, distribution, or other use of, or
taking of any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities
other than the intended recipient is unauthorized by the sender and is
prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please contact the sender
immediately by return email and delete the original message from all computer
systems. Thank you.
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From royalhouses at uwclub.net Thu Jan 14 06:38:16 2016
From: royalhouses at uwclub.net (Royal Houses)
Date: Thu, 14 Jan 2016 11:38:16 -0000
Subject: [Genealib] Enquiries from people descended from European Royals and
noblemen?
Message-ID: <4140604DCEC345B88F43C7F68011CB2D@EndUserPC>
Have you had readers wanting to trace their ancestry back to European Royals or
Noblemen?
Then you may need books in this series, which traces every European Royal Dynasty
and hundreds of noble ones, showing thousands of U.S. citizens and residents
descended from them.
The strength of the dollar against European currencies in recent months means that
this is a very good time to purchase genealogical books from Europe (an effective
price drop of 10% in the last three months alone).
Have you had readers making enquiries about ancestors who were from Europe and were
titled (e.g. Prince, Count, Baron)? This series of books, published in England,
about royal genealogy could provide the answers.
They are offering an additional 20% discount for U.S. Libraries.
This is a good time to start or complete your collection of this key source.
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
This series of 33 volumes covers all the European Royal Dynasties and their
descendants. They provide a full royal genealogy laid out in inter-connecting royal
family trees of the Royal Houses of Europe. The books cover the reigning monarchies
of Europe, the great Imperial Dynasties and the former monarchies of Europe. They
include the British Royal House, now the House of Windsor, descended from Queen
Victoria, and the British dynasties of Stuart, Hanover and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. The
dynasties of Hohenzollern, Romanov, Habsburg, Bonaparte and Bourbon have separate
books on each, together with the Monarchies of Scandinavia, the Benelux,
Liechtenstein, Iberia, Monaco, Italy and the Balkans, and the former German
Kingdoms, and Grand Duchies. In all cases the full descent is shown, extending to
related noble and commoner families, in Britain, across Europe, and in the U.S.A,
Canada, Australia and Latin America. They are an essential source of information
for genealogists providing details right down to the present day. All books have
ISBN numbers.
In particular, they are a source of detailed information on German Royal and Noble
dynasties.
The relevant 10 German/Austrian volumes are:
The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: In respect of the Habsburg Dynasty in Tuscany
and Modena.
The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY

The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER
The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg /
Mountbatten
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.
The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH
The full list of volumes in this series:
GREAT BRITAIN
Volume 1 - The Descendants of H.M. Queen Victoria.
Volume 2 - The Families of the British Consorts.
Volume 3 - The Descendants of King George III including the Fitz-Clarence family.
Volume 4 - The Descendants of King George II, the Collateral lines. - 2 volumes
Volume 5 - The Descendants of King George I, and the Stuart - Hanover connection.
The STUART Dynasty of GREAT BRITAIN - 9 volumes
Volume 1 - Preface and the Legitimist Line from King James I to the present day,
and Index
Volume 2 - The Lines descended from Countess Palatine Charlotte von Simmern,
Duchess of Orleans.
Volume 3 - The Lines descended from Ludwig Otto, 5th Prince of Salm. - 2 volumes
Volume 4 - The Lines descended from Princess Eleonore of Salm and the 1st Duke of
Ursel - 2 volumes
Volume 5 - The Lines descended from Princess Amelie of Saxony and Carlos III, King
of Spain.
Volume 6 - The Lines descended from Lady Frederica Schomberg and the 3rd Earl of
Holderness.
Volume 7 - The Lines descended from Lady Mary Schomberg and Christoph Martin II,
Imperial Count of Degenfeld-Schonburg.
SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA
The BENELUX MONARCHIES: The Netherlands Belgium Luxembourg
The SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES: Denmark Sweden Norway
The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Serbia,
Montenegro, Albania, Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena.
The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of SPAIN

The BRAGAN?A Dynasty of PORTUGAL and BRAZIL
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA
The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY
The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER
The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg /
Mountbatten
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.
The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH
Says Patricia Arnold, publisher of the series, "Books may be bought individually,
or in groups (e.g. The British 6 or 15, Stuart 9, German 10 set). Payment may be
made by check, credit card or bankers payment, and we can receive a direct
purchase, or we could despatch the book with an invoice. We will respond personally
to enquiries concerning specific orders".
"We offer a discount of 20% to U.S. Libraries:
All books are priced at GBP (British Pounds) ? 38.00 (US$ 54.63 at today's exchange
rate).
A delivery charge of GBP ? 5.00 (US$ 7,19) is added to each order (regardless of
the number of books) for packaging and delivery (by air mail or courier)
The easiest purchasing method is through the website:
http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
Purchase the books normally. To obtain the discount, type in the coupon code USL
(U.S. Libraries) when asked. This will give you a 20% discount on your books,
resulting in a price of GBP30 = US$43.13 per book.
The total price will be charged to your credit or debit card in U.S. Dollars
through PayPal.
Payments by check in U.S. Dollars should be calculated (e-mail us to confirm exact
amount) and checks should be made payable to Patricia Arnold
Bankers Payments should be made to our account in England (e-mail us for details).
Orders for despatch with an invoice should be made directly by e-mail to us, and a
quote will be made.
We hope you will purchase these books which will help you and your readers with
your genealogical research, and add value to your collection
Yours ever
Patricia

PATRICIA ARNOLD
Publisher of
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
series of genealogical books
243 London Road
West Malling, Kent
ME19 5AD
England.
Tel & fax: +44 (0) 1732 848388
e-mail: royalhouses at uwclub.net
website: http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
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From ccottone at lyon.lib.mi.us Thu Jan 14 11:01:17 2016
From: ccottone at lyon.lib.mi.us (Cathy Cottone )
Date: Thu, 14 Jan 2016 11:01:17 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] question about genealogy departments
In-Reply-To: <1724877522.8480602.1452786893143.JavaMail.root@lyon.lib.mi.us>
Message-ID: <376660884.8481628.1452787277353.JavaMail.root@lyon.lib.mi.us>
Hi,
Our small public library in Michigan is going to try and go for a larger library on
the ballot in August.
My director has asked me to find out some information to help us decide how much
money to budget for our genealogy department.
Can you take a few minutes and answer some question for me?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

How much do you budget for staffing?
How much do you budget for databases?
How much do you budget for genealogy books?
How much do you budget for genealogy periodicals?
What genealogy databases do you have?
What technology equipment to you have in the genealogy department?
How much square footage is given to the genealogy department?
Lastly - what class size is your library?

Thanks for any info you can send our way.
Cathy
--

Cathy Cottone, Genealogist
Lyon Township Public Library
27005 S. Milford Road
South Lyon, Michigan 48178
248 437-8800 x104
www.lyon.lib.mi.us
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From genbook at gmail.com Thu Jan 14 11:14:06 2016
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 14 Jan 2016 08:14:06 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] question about genealogy departments
In-Reply-To: <376660884.8481628.1452787277353.JavaMail.root@lyon.lib.mi.us>
References: <1724877522.8480602.1452786893143.JavaMail.root@lyon.lib.mi.us>
<376660884.8481628.1452787277353.JavaMail.root@lyon.lib.mi.us>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhWCXDa7P_ooJXVt3T=fw569JZO8qssGVC_JeD1z99G+BA@mail.gmail.com>
Check with this lady, who is my successor at Rochester: Christine Ridarsky.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
On Thu, Jan 14, 2016 at 8:01 AM, Cathy Cottone <ccottone at lyon.lib.mi.us>
wrote:
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Hi,
Our small public library in Michigan is going to try and go for a larger
library on the ballot in August.
My director has asked me to find out some information to help us decide
how much money to budget for our genealogy department.
Can you take a few minutes and answer some question for me?

> 1. How much do you budget for staffing?
> 2. How much do you budget for databases?
> 3. How much do you budget for genealogy books?
> 4. How much do you budget for genealogy periodicals?
> 5. What genealogy databases do you have?
> 6. What technology equipment to you have in the genealogy department?
> 7. How much square footage is given to the genealogy department?
> 8. Lastly - what class size is your library?
>
> Thanks for any info you can send our way.
>
> Cathy
>
>
> ->
>
>
> Cathy Cottone, Genealogist
> Lyon Township Public Library
> 27005 S. Milford Road
> South Lyon, Michigan 48178
> 248 437-8800 x104
> www.lyon.lib.mi.us
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> <http://www.lyon.lib.mi.us/assets/Ltpl%20logo/library%20logo.gif>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160114/2bc8039d/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: geekgenealogy.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 2540 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160114/2bc8039d/
attachment.jpg>
From GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG

Thu Jan 14 11:31:37 2016

From: GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Thu, 14 Jan 2016 16:31:37 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] question about genealogy departments
In-Reply-To: <376660884.8481628.1452787277353.JavaMail.root@lyon.lib.mi.us>
References: <1724877522.8480602.1452786893143.JavaMail.root@lyon.lib.mi.us>
<376660884.8481628.1452787277353.JavaMail.root@lyon.lib.mi.us>
Message-ID: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD013C297AEE@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
Please send your direct email address.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cathy Cottone
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2016 11:01 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] question about genealogy departments
Hi,
Our small public library in Michigan is going to try and go for a larger library on
the ballot in August.
My director has asked me to find out some information to help us decide how much
money to budget for our genealogy department.
Can you take a few minutes and answer some question for me?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

How much do you budget for staffing?
How much do you budget for databases?
How much do you budget for genealogy books?
How much do you budget for genealogy periodicals?
What genealogy databases do you have?
What technology equipment to you have in the genealogy department?
How much square footage is given to the genealogy department?
Lastly - what class size is your library?

Thanks for any info you can send our way.
Cathy
--

Cathy Cottone, Genealogist
Lyon Township Public Library

27005 S. Milford Road
South Lyon, Michigan 48178
248 437-8800 x104
www.lyon.lib.mi.us<http://www.lyon.lib.mi.us>

[cid:image002.jpg at 01D14EBF.20C13CB0]
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From pcooper at irclibrary.org Thu Jan 14 13:43:19 2016
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu, 14 Jan 2016 13:43:19 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Discarding Microfilm
Message-ID: <006201d14efb$70a5d8d0$51f18a70$@irclibrary.org>
Has anyone discarded microfilm here in Florida? We tried to take ours to the
landfill and they do not accept any film including x-rays, etc.

Any suggestions?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor

Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160114/7feba162/
attachment.html>
From flrova at mchsi.com Thu Jan 14 13:53:11 2016
From: flrova at mchsi.com (Bruce and Connie Rova)
Date: Thu, 14 Jan 2016 12:53:11 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Discarding Microfilm
In-Reply-To: <006201d14efb$70a5d8d0$51f18a70$@irclibrary.org>
References: <006201d14efb$70a5d8d0$51f18a70$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <001e01d14efc$d1a658c0$74f30a40$@com>
Pam, and others.
Here is a link to what the American Library Association recommends.
http://www.ala.org/alcts/resources/collect/serials/microforms07

Two of the top suggestions seem to be:
Offer free for the cost of postage to any library that may want the
microfilm to improve their resources
Contact your local medical facility to see what they do to recycle or
dispose of their x-ray films, as it may also be the best resource for you to
use.

Regards,
Bruce Rova

Volunteer at West Florida Genealogy Library
Pensacola, FL

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2016 12:43 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Discarding Microfilm

Has anyone discarded microfilm here in Florida? We tried to take ours to the
landfill and they do not accept any film including x-rays, etc.

Any suggestions?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160114/5e5d76a9/
attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Thu Jan 14 15:32:00 2016
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)

Date: Thu, 14 Jan 2016 15:32:00 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Discarding Microfilm
In-Reply-To: <006201d14efb$70a5d8d0$51f18a70$@irclibrary.org>
References: <006201d14efb$70a5d8d0$51f18a70$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <5697BF70020000AA0005DB4E@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
We have not discarded microfilm here. Most of what we have is the local newspaper,
which is in constant use. I have kept the other things we have, but how to
responsibly dispose of something is something I should keep in mind for the future.

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Pam Cooper" <pcooper at irclibrary.org> 1/14/2016 1:43 PM >>>
Has anyone discarded microfilm here in Florida? We tried to take ours to the
landfill and they do not accept any film including x-rays, etc.
Any suggestions?
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160114/49218e96/
attachment.html>
From bearpair at comcast.net Thu Jan 14 16:31:30 2016
From: bearpair at comcast.net (Laurel Smith)
Date: Thu, 14 Jan 2016 13:31:30 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Discarding Microfilm
In-Reply-To: <006201d14efb$70a5d8d0$51f18a70$@irclibrary.org>
References: <006201d14efb$70a5d8d0$51f18a70$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <00a801d14f12$ef134c40$cd39e4c0$@comcast.net>
Hi Pam,
I must first say that I am not in Florida. Our library is I Portland,

Oregon.
We had a few thousand rolls to discard last year. At the time, I was not on
the genealib list, so never considered offering for postage. Good suggestion
though.
The artist donation suggestion ALTCS makes is quite valid. We were able to
get rid of all of them this way. We are located in a building full of
artists in an "arty" district, and there is a wonderful non-profit called
Scrap that took all the rest for artists. They said there was always a
demand for film from the art community. I would recommend at least exploring
this option.
Good luck.
Laurel
_____
Laurel Smith
President
Genealogical Forum of Oregon

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Pam Cooper
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2016 10:43 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Discarding Microfilm

Has anyone discarded microfilm here in Florida? We tried to take ours to the
landfill and they do not accept any film including x-rays, etc.

Any suggestions?

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160114/909dd2a7/
attachment-0001.html>
From rosef at post.tau.ac.il Fri Jan 15 04:22:53 2016
From: rosef at post.tau.ac.il (Rose Feldman)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 11:22:53 +0200
Subject: [Genealib] Additional material on name changes and marriages in
Palestine
Message-ID: <20160115112253.Horde.d2GLBTpRoYRWmLptihTkImA@webmail.tau.ac.il>
This release includes name changes from 1937-1948, names changes from
1978 and over 3,000 additional marriage certificates from the period
of the British Mandate.
http://www.slideshare.net/igra3/igra-release-jan-2016
Rose Feldman
Israel Genealogy Research Association
http://genealogy.org.il
http:/facebook.com/israelgenealogy
Keep up to date on archives, databases and genealogy in general and
Jewish and Israeli roots in particular with
http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl
From mkmannix at gmail.com Fri Jan 15 09:57:20 2016
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 09:57:20 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Discarding Microfilm
In-Reply-To: <006201d14efb$70a5d8d0$51f18a70$@irclibrary.org>
References: <006201d14efb$70a5d8d0$51f18a70$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <CAPXojw8FY6uho1gXbLGw22s9VA0foib8VKuHkGKRU37fOZ+ZUA@mail.gmail.com>
Several years back, I sent microfilm to NEDCC who disposed of it for
me in an appropriate manner. Don't know if they still do that. And,
yes, I still have plenty of microfilm that gets used every day. This
was film from another department. :) It may be worth giving them a
call. And, if they don't, I bet they can recommend what to do. NEDCC
is always wonderful to interact with!! Mary

On Thu, Jan 14, 2016 at 1:43 PM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org> wrote:
> Has anyone discarded microfilm here in Florida? We tried to take ours to the
> landfill and they do not accept any film including x-rays, etc.
>
>
>
> Any suggestions?
>
>
>
> Pam
>
>
>
> Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
>
> Archive Center & Genealogy Department
>
> Indian River County Main Library
>
> 1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
>
>
>
> 772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
>
> Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
>
> Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
>
> Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
> public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
> to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
> Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From cheryls at plano.gov Fri Jan 15 16:24:17 2016
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 21:24:17 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
Message-ID:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>

I've been trying to access CyndisList.com just now.
Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack?

I get sent to some link about
I've sent her an email also.

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image005.png at 01D14FA8.CADF0AD0]
Plano Public
Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov/>

Connect with Plano
[cid:image006.png at 01D14FA8.CADF0AD0]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From SELLETTB at neumann.edu Fri Jan 15 16:25:47 2016
From: SELLETTB at neumann.edu (Barbara Selletti)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 21:25:47 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <16d6996f5acb49f4a67806db495ee089@GOING-BACK.neumann.edu>
Yes, I'm getting the same thing. Maybe they were hacked?
Barbara J. Selletti, MS
Interlibrary Loan/Reserves
Neumann University Library
Rm 215C Bachmann Main Bldg.
One Neumann Drive
Aston, PA 19014
610-361-5216
sellettb at neumann.edu
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cheryl Smith
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu) <genealib
at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
I've been trying to access CyndisList.com just now.
Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack?

I get sent to some link about
I've sent her an email also.

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image001.png at 01D14FB1.63252740]
Plano Public
Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov/>

Connect with Plano
[cid:image002.png at 01D14FB1.63252740]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>
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From kwieland at otis.lioninc.org Fri Jan 15 16:32:52 2016
From: kwieland at otis.lioninc.org (Kathleen Wieland)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 16:32:52 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To: <16d6996f5acb49f4a67806db495ee089@GOING-BACK.neumann.edu>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<16d6996f5acb49f4a67806db495ee089@GOING-BACK.neumann.edu>
Message-ID: <171c7d66cc9b454fa9c8ada5fd0ecff4@otis.lioninc.org>
I'm having the same result.
Kathleen Wieland

Looks like they were hacked.

Genealogy Librarian

Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365
FAX 860-886-4744
kwieland at otis.lioninc.org

---------------------------------------From: "Barbara Selletti" <SELLETTB at neumann.edu>
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 4:27 PM
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] CyndisList

Yes, I'm getting the same thing. Maybe they were hacked?

Barbara J. Selletti, MS
Interlibrary Loan/Reserves
Neumann University Library
Rm 215C Bachmann Main Bldg.
One Neumann Drive
Aston, PA 19014
610-361-5216
sellettb at neumann.edu

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cheryl Smith
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 4:24 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu) <genealib
at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList

I've been trying to access CyndisList.com just now.
Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack?

I get sent to some link about
I've sent her an email also.

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction Survey.

Plano Public
Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian

2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov
plano.gov

Connect with Plano
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From bparadis at belfastlibrary.org Fri Jan 15 16:42:25 2016
From: bparadis at belfastlibrary.org (Betsy Paradis)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 16:42:25 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To: <171c7d66cc9b454fa9c8ada5fd0ecff4@otis.lioninc.org>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<16d6996f5acb49f4a67806db495ee089@GOING-BACK.neumann.edu>
<171c7d66cc9b454fa9c8ada5fd0ecff4@otis.lioninc.org>
Message-ID: <CAKfE_KhFN3zr+iqY5kR3U0tMFpW+i2v25J=+63iG2rjK82cA=Q@mail.gmail.com>

It's working for me.

Maybe just a temporary problem?

On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 4:32 PM, Kathleen Wieland <kwieland at otis.lioninc.org
> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I'm having the same result.

Looks like they were hacked.

Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365
FAX 860-886-4744
kwieland at otis.lioninc.org
-----------------------------*From*: "Barbara Selletti" <SELLETTB at neumann.edu>
*Sent*: Friday, January 15, 2016 4:27 PM
*To*: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject*: Re: [Genealib] CyndisList
Yes, I?m getting the same thing. Maybe they were hacked?

*Barbara J. Selletti, MS*
Interlibrary Loan/Reserves
Neumann University Library
Rm 215C Bachmann Main Bldg.
One Neumann Drive
Aston, PA 19014
610-361-5216
sellettb at neumann.edu

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Cheryl Smith
*Sent:* Friday, January 15, 2016 4:24 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu) <
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* [Genealib] CyndisList

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I?ve been trying to access CyndisList.com just now. I get sent to some
link about Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack? I?ve sent
her an email also.

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey <http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.

*Plano Public*
*Library*
*System*
Cheryl Smith
*Genealogy Librarian*

2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
*cheryls at plano.gov <cheryls at plano.gov>*
*plano.gov <http://www.plano.gov/>*

*Connect with Plano*
<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

>
>
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-*Betsy Paradis*
*Reference/Special Collections Librarian*
*Belfast Free Library*
*Belfast, ME 04915*
*338-3884 ext. 25*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/7d1119d6/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6612 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/7d1119d6/
attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
Type: image/png
Size: 14846 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/7d1119d6/
attachment-0001.png>
From cyndi at cyndislist.com Fri Jan 15 16:59:00 2016
From: cyndi at cyndislist.com (Cyndi Ingle)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 14:59:00 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAHL=V1QZhV+i1q8-1aPNTDj=yPNCjV2z9UF2ZKxuxD+jiuDKww@mail.gmail.com>
Cheryl I'm looking at it now -- it's normal for me.
You've got the spelling correct?
Cyndi

http://www.CyndisList.com

*Cyndi Ingle*
*Owner*
*, Cyndi's List*cyndi at cyndislist.com
http://www.CyndisList.com <http://www.cyndislist.com/>

[image: logo]
Donations:
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=AVHEW94ZTDTBJ
[image: Facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/CyndisList> [image: Twitter]
<http://twitter.com/CyndisList> [image: Google Plus Page]
<https://plus.google.com/107399342052902753109/posts> [image: Blogger]
<http://cyndislist.blogspot.com/> [image: Amazon]
<http://astore.amazon.com/cyndislist-20/> [image: pinterest]
<http://pinterest.com/cyndislist/>
On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 2:24 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I?ve been trying to access CyndisList.com just now. I get sent to some
link about Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack? I?ve sent
her an email also.

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey <http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.

*Plano Public*
*Library*
*System*
Cheryl Smith
*Genealogy Librarian*

2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
*cheryls at plano.gov <cheryls at plano.gov>*
*plano.gov <http://www.plano.gov/>*

>
>
>
> *Connect with Plano*
>
> <http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/
e4ca4da2/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image005.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6612 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/
e4ca4da2/attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image006.png
Type: image/png
Size: 14846 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/
e4ca4da2/attachment-0001.png>
From cheryls at plano.gov Fri Jan 15 17:00:05 2016
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 22:00:05 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To: <CAHL=V1QZhV+i1q8-1aPNTDj=yPNCjV2z9UF2ZKxuxD+jiuDKww@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAHL=V1QZhV+i1q8-1aPNTDj=yPNCjV2z9UF2ZKxuxD+jiuDKww@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BY1PR09MB0565AE4A46037F2900C0D983ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
I clicked from your Facebook page.
Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image005.png at 01D14FAD.CACEEBF0]
Plano Public

Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov/>

Connect with Plano
[cid:image006.png at 01D14FAD.CACEEBF0]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cyndi Ingle
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 3:59 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] CyndisList
Cheryl I'm looking at it now -- it's normal for me.
You've got the spelling correct?
Cyndi

http://www.CyndisList.com

Cyndi Ingle
Owner, Cyndi's List
cyndi at cyndislist.com<mailto:cyndi at cyndislist.com>
http://www.CyndisList.com<http://www.cyndislist.com/>
[Image removed by sender. logo]
Donations:
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=AVHEW94ZTDTBJ
[Image removed by sender. Facebook]<http://www.facebook.com/CyndisList> [Image
removed by sender. Twitter] <http://twitter.com/CyndisList> [Image removed by
sender. Google Plus Page] <https://plus.google.com/107399342052902753109/posts>
[Image removed by sender. Blogger] <http://cyndislist.blogspot.com/> [Image
removed by sender. Amazon] <http://astore.amazon.com/cyndislist-20/> [Image
removed by sender. pinterest] <http://pinterest.com/cyndislist/>
On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 2:24 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls
at plano.gov>> wrote:
I?ve been trying to access CyndisList.com just now. I get sent to some link about
Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack? I?ve sent her an email also.

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image009.png at 01D14FAD.C7103640]
Plano Public
Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240<tel:972.769.4240>
F 972.769.4269<tel:972.769.4269>
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov/>

Connect with Plano
[cid:image010.png at 01D14FAD.C7103640]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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URL:
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URL:
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From cyndi at cyndislist.com Fri Jan 15 17:00:31 2016
From: cyndi at cyndislist.com (Cyndi Ingle)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 15:00:31 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To: <CAHL=V1QZhV+i1q8-1aPNTDj=yPNCjV2z9UF2ZKxuxD+jiuDKww@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAHL=V1QZhV+i1q8-1aPNTDj=yPNCjV2z9UF2ZKxuxD+jiuDKww@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAHL=V1TmePjdOj3zZdL7jVdXH6cMWRLfu5=ivT89fZ3MPi2Jpg@mail.gmail.com>
FYI -- my web host & development team (fusionspan.com) was moving the site
to a new server today. Perhaps the problem you experienced happened during
the move?
Please let me know if you are still having an issue.
*Cyndi Ingle*
*Owner*

*, Cyndi's List*cyndi at cyndislist.com
http://www.CyndisList.com <http://www.cyndislist.com/>
[image: logo]
Donations:
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=AVHEW94ZTDTBJ
[image: Facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/CyndisList> [image: Twitter]
<http://twitter.com/CyndisList> [image: Google Plus Page]
<https://plus.google.com/107399342052902753109/posts> [image: Blogger]
<http://cyndislist.blogspot.com/> [image: Amazon]
<http://astore.amazon.com/cyndislist-20/> [image: pinterest]
<http://pinterest.com/cyndislist/>
On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 2:59 PM, Cyndi Ingle <cyndi at cyndislist.com> wrote:
> Cheryl > I'm looking at it now -- it's normal for me. http://www.CyndisList.com
> You've got the spelling correct?
> Cyndi
>
>
> *Cyndi Ingle*
> *Owner*
> *, Cyndi's List*cyndi at cyndislist.com
> http://www.CyndisList.com <http://www.cyndislist.com/>
>
> [image: logo]
>
> Donations:
>
> https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_sxclick&hosted_button_id=AVHEW94ZTDTBJ
>
>
> [image: Facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/CyndisList> [image: Twitter]
> <http://twitter.com/CyndisList> [image: Google Plus Page]
> <https://plus.google.com/107399342052902753109/posts> [image: Blogger]
> <http://cyndislist.blogspot.com/> [image: Amazon]
> <http://astore.amazon.com/cyndislist-20/> [image: pinterest]
> <http://pinterest.com/cyndislist/>
>
> On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 2:24 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> wrote:
>
>> I?ve been trying to access CyndisList.com just now. I get sent to some
>> link about Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack? I?ve sent
>> her an email also.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
>> Survey <http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>> *Plano Public*
>>
>> *Library*
>>
>> *System*
>>
>> Cheryl Smith
>>
>> *Genealogy Librarian*
>>
>>
>>
>> 2501 Coit Road
>>
>> Plano, Texas 75075
>>
>> T 972.769.4240
>>
>> F 972.769.4269
>>
>> *cheryls at plano.gov <cheryls at plano.gov>*
>>
>> *plano.gov <http://www.plano.gov/>*
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> *Connect with Plano*
>>
>> <http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
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From RencherDE at familysearch.org Fri Jan 15 17:01:21 2016
From: RencherDE at familysearch.org (David E. Rencher)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 22:01:21 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To: <CAHL=V1QZhV+i1q8-1aPNTDj=yPNCjV2z9UF2ZKxuxD+jiuDKww@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAHL=V1QZhV+i1q8-1aPNTDj=yPNCjV2z9UF2ZKxuxD+jiuDKww@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <BCF2DAD518383542939D3B185B86AC86429AD9E6@w12089.ldschurch.org>
Cyndi,
I wasn?t the one trying to access it ? but I?m getting the same response from three
different librarians on the list serve, so I?m assuming they are spelling it
correctly. I can forward the other two if you?d like.
David
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cyndi Ingle
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 2:59 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] CyndisList
Cheryl I'm looking at it now -- it's normal for me.
http://www.CyndisList.com<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.CyndisList.com&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=00fGcKkQT_tHXRU_BmeNxLVg9UV5Tv1A1VzNj48Hpac&e=>
You've got the spelling correct?
Cyndi
Cyndi Ingle
Owner, Cyndi's List
cyndi at cyndislist.com<mailto:cyndi at cyndislist.com>
http://www.CyndisList.com<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.cyndislist.com_&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=cgtjBhG_w2oyOMrxrPtYeRYXCLo6zo_5TUEi8VojqOI&e=>
[logo]

Donations:
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_sxclick&hosted_button_id=AVHEW94ZTDTBJ<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?
u=https-3A__www.paypal.com_cgi-2Dbin_webscr-3Fcmd-3D-5Fs-2Dxclick-26hosted5Fbutton-5Fid-3DAVHEW94ZTDTBJ&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=AaSt2DghJEtn52BVLq9QO_wAnJ-On7hp0EXCMbfG2EY&e=>
[Facebook]<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.facebook.com_CyndisList&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=TNbfNQyj_Ux_er9pU6TuzKM_Yz-4wXrwcb6tWqlgNrc&e=>
[Twitter] <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__twitter.com_CyndisList&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=1n0BpcRhEErxHOkdzlkhKw56DjZSdPdHggtCGFbVDIU&e=>
[Google Plus Page] <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__plus.google.com_107399342052902753109_posts&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r
=-18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=JUJ8U3ojn9MtGOBr2sv9TfeP8Glf-tlxt4TtBU2u-ZQ&e=>
[Blogger] <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__cyndislist.blogspot.com_&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=9lCCvuKGOoMik2wtg9x4q4qwt_ID0Unq5V42grn0xqE&e=>
[Amazon] <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__astore.amazon.com_cyndislist-2D20_&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=P7n_4-NK4wJi9Ss7kPlxBUaFdfCLrAe2mlyUVtJCoeI&e=>
[pinterest] <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__pinterest.com_cyndislist_&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=9BjiPU_Lq_qLm135xabB2pdaaJgj7L9VyQR5AhBmO44&e=>
On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 2:24 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls
at plano.gov>> wrote:
I?ve been trying to access CyndisList.com just now. I get sent to some link about
Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack? I?ve sent her an email also.
Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.surveymonkey.com_s_PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6L
AMN6dVEqQ&r=-18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=pvQWsCTV7BtdgiFzRMOotJxbFa8_c3i4o4iy8Qznjjs&e=>.
[cid:image001.png at 01D14FA5.97846750]
Plano Public
Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240<tel:972.769.4240>

F 972.769.4269<tel:972.769.4269>
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>
plano.gov<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.plano.gov_&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=AgjIIwFhWp9YuPhu5GsCITuDOYgfnhmDlkZTWTvPAN8&e=>

Connect with Plano
[cid:image002.png at 01D14FA5.97846750]<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?
u=http-3A__plano.gov_Pages_connectwithus.aspx&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=7mCmSRyJ4YrsOOS7p0HllYXryBY8s9z58a9hl0FJeq8&e=>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVE
qQ&r=-18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=AwYouDhTZg08a-tUXRLiTOMaZoveg9N0Kdx8EaI8yq0&e=>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/
deb98601/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6612 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/
deb98601/attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
Type: image/png
Size: 14846 bytes
Desc: image002.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/
deb98601/attachment-0001.png>
From cgreene at Exchange.FULLERTON.EDU Fri Jan 15 17:01:42 2016
From: cgreene at Exchange.FULLERTON.EDU (Greene, Colleen)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 22:01:42 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To: <CAHL=V1QZhV+i1q8-1aPNTDj=yPNCjV2z9UF2ZKxuxD+jiuDKww@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>

<CAHL=V1QZhV+i1q8-1aPNTDj=yPNCjV2z9UF2ZKxuxD+jiuDKww@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <21833D13-AB9A-4AD6-ABA9-1C4F39AE9307@exchange.fullerton.edu>
Cyndi,
It?s down for me too.
Redirects right away to this: http://crm.fusionspan.com/
Colleen
-Colleen Greene
Marketing & Web Systems Librarian
Pollak Library | California State University, Fullerton
http://www.library.fullerton.edu<http://www.library.fullerton.edu/>
Phone: 657-278-3991<tel:657-278-3991>
Email: cgreene at fullerton.edu<http://cgreene at fullerton.edu/>
Twitter: @colleengreene<http://twitter.com/colleengreene>
Google+: http://gplus.to/colleengreene
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/colleengreene
From: Cyndi Ingle
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists
Date: Friday, January 15, 2016 at 1:59 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] CyndisList
Cheryl I'm looking at it now -- it's normal for me.
You've got the spelling correct?
Cyndi

http://www.CyndisList.com

Cyndi Ingle
Owner, Cyndi's List
cyndi at cyndislist.com<mailto:cyndi at cyndislist.com>
http://www.CyndisList.com<http://www.cyndislist.com/>
[logo]
Donations:
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=AVHEW94ZTDTBJ
[Facebook]<http://www.facebook.com/CyndisList> [Twitter]
<http://twitter.com/CyndisList> [Google Plus Page]
<https://plus.google.com/107399342052902753109/posts> [Blogger]
<http://cyndislist.blogspot.com/> [Amazon] <http://astore.amazon.com/cyndislist20/> [pinterest] <http://pinterest.com/cyndislist/>
On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 2:24 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls
at plano.gov>> wrote:
I?ve been trying to access CyndisList.com just now. I get sent to some link about
Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack? I?ve sent her an email also.
Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction

Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image005.png at 01D14FA8.CADF0AD0]
Plano Public
Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240<tel:972.769.4240>
F 972.769.4269<tel:972.769.4269>
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov/>

Connect with Plano
[cid:image006.png at 01D14FA8.CADF0AD0]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/1370f21b/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image005.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6612 bytes
Desc: image005.png
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<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/1370f21b/
attachment-0002.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image006.png
Type: image/png
Size: 14846 bytes
Desc: image006.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/1370f21b/
attachment-0003.png>

From cyndi at cyndislist.com Fri Jan 15 17:06:39 2016
From: cyndi at cyndislist.com (Cyndi Ingle)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 15:06:39 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To: <BCF2DAD518383542939D3B185B86AC86429AD9E6@w12089.ldschurch.org>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAHL=V1QZhV+i1q8-1aPNTDj=yPNCjV2z9UF2ZKxuxD+jiuDKww@mail.gmail.com>
<BCF2DAD518383542939D3B185B86AC86429AD9E6@w12089.ldschurch.org>
Message-ID: <CAHL=V1TxQqWxQbA8mH1+=iXFKvRRnegB5xCJQGgRo6RBF7wmEw@mail.gmail.com>
David I'm on Genealib too. So, I got those.
Colleen -- thank you for providing the address. I will copy my web people
on that. The address is one of theirs. They have done some upgrades on my
site and are moving it to a new server. I *think* what has happened is that
they have done the physical move and DNS servers are playing catch-up with
the new location. I think that after a couple of hours things should be
normal everywhere. It's normal from here right now - I'm in Salt Lake City.
Kathleen, Barbara & Cheryl -- can you all try it again, after a refresh, in
about 15 minutes and let me know if it is still not going to the site?
Thanks so much for bringing this to my attention,
Cyndi
*Cyndi Ingle*
*Owner*
*, Cyndi's List*cyndi at cyndislist.com
http://www.CyndisList.com <http://www.cyndislist.com/>
[image: logo]
Donations:
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=AVHEW94ZTDTBJ
[image: Facebook] <http://www.facebook.com/CyndisList> [image: Twitter]
<http://twitter.com/CyndisList> [image: Google Plus Page]
<https://plus.google.com/107399342052902753109/posts> [image: Blogger]
<http://cyndislist.blogspot.com/> [image: Amazon]
<http://astore.amazon.com/cyndislist-20/> [image: pinterest]
<http://pinterest.com/cyndislist/>
On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 3:01 PM, David E. Rencher <
RencherDE at familysearch.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Cyndi,
I wasn?t the one trying to access it ? but I?m getting the same response
from three different librarians on the list serve, so I?m assuming they are
spelling it correctly. I can forward the other two if you?d like.
David

>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Cyndi Ingle
> *Sent:* Friday, January 15, 2016 2:59 PM
> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Subject:* Re: [Genealib] CyndisList
>
>
>
> Cheryl >
> I'm looking at it now -- it's normal for me. http://www.CyndisList.com
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.CyndisList.com&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=00fGcKkQT_tHXRU_BmeNxLVg9UV5Tv1A1VzNj48Hpac&e=>
>
> You've got the spelling correct?
>
> Cyndi
>
>
>
> * Cyndi Ingle*
> *Owner, Cyndi's List*
> cyndi at cyndislist.com
> http://www.CyndisList.com
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.cyndislist.com_&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=cgtjBhG_w2oyOMrxrPtYeRYXCLo6zo_5TUEi8VojqOI&e=>
>
>
> [image: logo]
>
> Donations:
>
>
> https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_sxclick&hosted_button_id=AVHEW94ZTDTBJ
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.paypal.com_cgi2Dbin_webscr-3Fcmd-3D-5Fs-2Dxclick-26hosted-5Fbutton-5Fid3DAVHEW94ZTDTBJ&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=AaSt2DghJEtn52BVLq9QO_wAnJ-On7hp0EXCMbfG2EY&e=>
>
>
>
>
> [image: Facebook]
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.facebook.com_CyndisList&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=TNbfNQyj_Ux_er9pU6TuzKM_Yz-4wXrwcb6tWqlgNrc&e=>
> [image: Twitter]
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__twitter.com_CyndisList&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=1n0BpcRhEErxHOkdzlkhKw56DjZSdPdHggtCGFbVDIU&e=>

> [image: Google Plus Page]
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__plus.google.com_107399342052902753109_posts&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r
=-18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=JUJ8U3ojn9MtGOBr2sv9TfeP8Glf-tlxt4TtBU2u-ZQ&e=>
> [image: Blogger]
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__cyndislist.blogspot.com_&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=9lCCvuKGOoMik2wtg9x4q4qwt_ID0Unq5V42grn0xqE&e=>
> [image: Amazon]
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__astore.amazon.com_cyndislist-2D20_&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=P7n_4-NK4wJi9Ss7kPlxBUaFdfCLrAe2mlyUVtJCoeI&e=>
> [image: pinterest]
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__pinterest.com_cyndislist_&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=9BjiPU_Lq_qLm135xabB2pdaaJgj7L9VyQR5AhBmO44&e=>
>
>
>
> On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 2:24 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> wrote:
>
> I?ve been trying to access CyndisList.com just now. I get sent to some
> link about Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack? I?ve sent
> her an email also.
>
>
>
>
>
> Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
> Survey
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.surveymonkey.com_s_PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6L
AMN6dVEqQ&r=-18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=pvQWsCTV7BtdgiFzRMOotJxbFa8_c3i4o4iy8Qznjjs&e=>
> .
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> *Plano Public*
>
> *Library*
>
> *System*
>
> Cheryl Smith
>
> *Genealogy Librarian*
>
>
>

> 2501 Coit Road
>
> Plano, Texas 75075
>
> T 972.769.4240
>
> F 972.769.4269
>
> *cheryls at plano.gov <cheryls at plano.gov>*
>
> *plano.gov
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__www.plano.gov_&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=AgjIIwFhWp9YuPhu5GsCITuDOYgfnhmDlkZTWTvPAN8&e=>*
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> *Connect with Plano*
>
>
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__plano.gov_Pages_connectwithus.aspx&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVEqQ&r=18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=7mCmSRyJ4YrsOOS7p0HllYXryBY8s9z58a9hl0FJeq8&e=>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> <https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=CwMFaQ&c=z0adcvxXWKG6LAMN6dVE
qQ&r=-18DkupJ1SUJhln2SBKHM81dWgjWcHm2riY4ppLIw1U&m=qvdA8aQEkwq8G5EBvDPm2xs3K878cQRCJhItwhNNks&s=AwYouDhTZg08a-tUXRLiTOMaZoveg9N0Kdx8EaI8yq0&e=>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/
db412949/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...

Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6612 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/
db412949/attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
Type: image/png
Size: 14846 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/
db412949/attachment-0001.png>
From genbook at gmail.com Fri Jan 15 17:15:32 2016
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 14:15:32 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhUXhvwF42XuNdpCR2cMy6seb8h9YODpt2WLhSz_TZ9OXg@mail.gmail.com>
Same thing happened to me.
Larry Naukam
On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 1:24 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I?ve been trying to access CyndisList.com just now. I get sent to some
link about Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack? I?ve sent
her an email also.

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey <http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.

*Plano Public*
*Library*
*System*
Cheryl Smith
*Genealogy Librarian*

>
> 2501 Coit Road
>
> Plano, Texas 75075
>
> T 972.769.4240
>
> F 972.769.4269
>
> *cheryls at plano.gov <cheryls at plano.gov>*
>
> *plano.gov <http://www.plano.gov/>*
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> *Connect with Plano*
>
> <http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/5935a3b4/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image005.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6612 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/5935a3b4/
attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image006.png
Type: image/png
Size: 14846 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/5935a3b4/
attachment-0001.png>
From cyndi at cyndislist.com

Fri Jan 15 18:52:12 2016

From: cyndi at cyndislist.com (Cyndi Ingle)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 16:52:12 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhUXhvwF42XuNdpCR2cMy6seb8h9YODpt2WLhSz_TZ9OXg@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAKEoNhUXhvwF42XuNdpCR2cMy6seb8h9YODpt2WLhSz_TZ9OXg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAHL=V1TNJ3G2O7nqYtHsbP2cUOhNYQToobGyT=CKZ5ivM=eqTg@mail.gmail.com>
Hello again Can you all give it another try and let me know how it goes?
http://www.CyndisList.com
Thanks!
Cyndi
On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 3:15 PM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
> Same thing happened to me.
>
> Larry Naukam
>
> On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 1:24 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> wrote:
>
>> I?ve been trying to access CyndisList.com just now. I get sent to some
>> link about Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack? I?ve sent
>> her an email also.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
>> Survey <http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> *Plano Public*
>>
>> *Library*
>>
>> *System*
>>
>> Cheryl Smith
>>
>> *Genealogy Librarian*
>>
>>
>>
>> 2501 Coit Road
>>
>> Plano, Texas 75075
>>

>> T 972.769.4240
>>
>> F 972.769.4269
>>
>> *cheryls at plano.gov <cheryls at plano.gov>*
>>
>> *plano.gov <http://www.plano.gov/>*
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> *Connect with Plano*
>>
>> <http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/9a827a6a/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image005.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6612 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/9a827a6a/
attachment-0002.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image006.png
Type: image/png
Size: 14846 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/9a827a6a/
attachment-0003.png>

From Danielle.Haas at fresnolibrary.org Fri Jan 15 18:57:37 2016
From: Danielle.Haas at fresnolibrary.org (Haas, Danielle)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 23:57:37 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To: <CAHL=V1TNJ3G2O7nqYtHsbP2cUOhNYQToobGyT=CKZ5ivM=eqTg@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAKEoNhUXhvwF42XuNdpCR2cMy6seb8h9YODpt2WLhSz_TZ9OXg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHL=V1TNJ3G2O7nqYtHsbP2cUOhNYQToobGyT=CKZ5ivM=eqTg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<DM2PR0501MB13097CA6D52FE511D61DDF9CE5CD0@DM2PR0501MB1309.namprd05.prod.outlook.com
>
I just used your link and am still getting crm.fusionspan.com instead.
Danielle Haas
JSA
E-Services Librarian
Fresno County Public Library
559-600-6221

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cyndi Ingle
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 3:52 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] CyndisList
Hello again Can you all give it another try and let me know how it goes?
http://www.CyndisList.com
Thanks!
Cyndi
On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 3:15 PM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com<mailto:genbook at
gmail.com>> wrote:
Same thing happened to me.
Larry Naukam
On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 1:24 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls
at plano.gov>> wrote:
I?ve been trying to access CyndisList.com just now. I get sent to some link about
Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack? I?ve sent her an email also.
Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
[cid:image001.png at 01D14FAD.71301C90]
Plano Public
Library
System

Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240<tel:972.769.4240>
F 972.769.4269<tel:972.769.4269>
cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls at plano.gov>
plano.gov<http://www.plano.gov/>

Connect with Plano
[cid:image002.png at 01D14FAD.71301C90]<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/0bd949e1/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6612 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/0bd949e1/
attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
Type: image/png
Size: 14846 bytes
Desc: image002.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/0bd949e1/
attachment-0001.png>
From bearpair at comcast.net

Fri Jan 15 19:18:36 2016

From: bearpair at comcast.net (Laurel Smith)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 16:18:36 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To: <CAHL=V1TNJ3G2O7nqYtHsbP2cUOhNYQToobGyT=CKZ5ivM=eqTg@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAKEoNhUXhvwF42XuNdpCR2cMy6seb8h9YODpt2WLhSz_TZ9OXg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHL=V1TNJ3G2O7nqYtHsbP2cUOhNYQToobGyT=CKZ5ivM=eqTg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <02db01d14ff3$71ee87c0$55cb9740$@comcast.net>
Working fine for me. Thanks Cyndi.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cyndi Ingle
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 3:52 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] CyndisList

Hello again Can you all give it another try and let me know how it goes?

http://www.CyndisList.com

Thanks!
Cyndi

On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 3:15 PM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
Same thing happened to me.
Larry Naukam

On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 1:24 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> wrote:
I?ve been trying to access CyndisList.com just now.
Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack?

I get sent to some link about
I?ve sent her an email also.

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction Survey
<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey> .

Plano Public
Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian

2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov
<http://www.plano.gov/> plano.gov

Connect with Plano
<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/260af870/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6612 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/260af870/
attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
Type: image/png
Size: 14846 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/260af870/
attachment-0001.png>
From genbook at gmail.com Fri Jan 15 20:28:57 2016
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 17:28:57 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To: <CAHL=V1TNJ3G2O7nqYtHsbP2cUOhNYQToobGyT=CKZ5ivM=eqTg@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAKEoNhUXhvwF42XuNdpCR2cMy6seb8h9YODpt2WLhSz_TZ9OXg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHL=V1TNJ3G2O7nqYtHsbP2cUOhNYQToobGyT=CKZ5ivM=eqTg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhV_wsC7m=okYnQNb=9n8CkSbWsH-jFf3VT64gJsoWExJQ@mail.gmail.com>
Just now it still directs one to:
http://crm.fusionspan.com/
Larry Naukam
On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 3:52 PM, Cyndi Ingle <cyndi at cyndislist.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello again Can you all give it another try and let me know how it goes?
http://www.CyndisList.com
Thanks!

> Cyndi
>
>
> On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 3:15 PM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> Same thing happened to me.
>>
>> Larry Naukam
>>
>> On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 1:24 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> wrote:
>>
>>> I?ve been trying to access CyndisList.com just now. I get sent to some
>>> link about Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack? I?ve sent
>>> her an email also.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer
>>> Satisfaction Survey
>>> <http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> *Plano Public*
>>>
>>> *Library*
>>>
>>> *System*
>>>
>>> Cheryl Smith
>>>
>>> *Genealogy Librarian*
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> 2501 Coit Road
>>>
>>> Plano, Texas 75075
>>>
>>> T 972.769.4240
>>>
>>> F 972.769.4269
>>>
>>> *cheryls at plano.gov <cheryls at plano.gov>*
>>>
>>> *plano.gov <http://www.plano.gov/>*
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

>>> *Connect with Plano*
>>>
>>> <http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> _______________________________________________
>>> genealib mailing list
>>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/0c1b55ec/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image006.png
Type: image/png
Size: 14846 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/0c1b55ec/
attachment-0002.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image005.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6612 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/0c1b55ec/
attachment-0003.png>
From bearpair at comcast.net Fri Jan 15 20:48:50 2016
From: bearpair at comcast.net (Laurel Smith)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 17:48:50 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhV_wsC7m=okYnQNb=9n8CkSbWsH-jFf3VT64gJsoWExJQ@mail.gmail.com>
References:

<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAKEoNhUXhvwF42XuNdpCR2cMy6seb8h9YODpt2WLhSz_TZ9OXg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHL=V1TNJ3G2O7nqYtHsbP2cUOhNYQToobGyT=CKZ5ivM=eqTg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAKEoNhV_wsC7m=okYnQNb=9n8CkSbWsH-jFf3VT64gJsoWExJQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <031301d15000$0cd14b40$2673e1c0$@comcast.net>
You may have to clear your cache.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 5:29 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] CyndisList

Just now it still directs one to:
http://crm.fusionspan.com/
Larry Naukam

On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 3:52 PM, Cyndi Ingle <cyndi at cyndislist.com> wrote:
Hello again Can you all give it another try and let me know how it goes?

http://www.CyndisList.com

Thanks!
Cyndi

On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 3:15 PM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
Same thing happened to me.
Larry Naukam

On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 1:24 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> wrote:
I?ve been trying to access CyndisList.com just now.
Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack?

I get sent to some link about
I?ve sent her an email also.

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction Survey
<http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey> .

Plano Public
Library
System
Cheryl Smith
Genealogy Librarian

2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
cheryls at plano.gov
<http://www.plano.gov/> plano.gov

Connect with Plano
<http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/
ae3df283/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6612 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/
ae3df283/attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
Type: image/png
Size: 14846 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/
ae3df283/attachment-0001.png>
From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Fri Jan 15 21:17:30 2016
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 21:17:30 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Virginia genealogy periodicals FREE to a good library
home
Message-ID: <189E501C-0FD1-44B5-A13A-CD1709D00E47@yahoo.com>
The following, from my personal bookshelves, are offered free to a good library
home:
Magazine of Virginia Genealogy, Vol. 53 (2015)
Virginia Genealogical Society Newsletter, Vols. XL and XLI (2014 and 2015)
Northern Virginia Genealogy, Vol. 3, No. 3 (July 1998)

Please reply off list to cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com and include your library?s
mailing address.
Thanks
Claire Kluskens
website/blog: twelvekey.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/3414a806/
attachment.html>
From rklittle at wisc.edu Fri Jan 15 22:04:33 2016
From: rklittle at wisc.edu (Rollie Littlewood)
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 2016 03:04:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAKEoNhUXhvwF42XuNdpCR2cMy6seb8h9YODpt2WLhSz_TZ9OXg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHL=V1TNJ3G2O7nqYtHsbP2cUOhNYQToobGyT=CKZ5ivM=eqTg@mail.gmail.com>
<DM2PR0501MB13097CA6D52FE511D61DDF9CE5CD0@DM2PR0501MB1309.namprd05.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID:
<BN1PR06MB0057FE83CEEA9685B41D4D1BBCE0@BN1PR06MB005.namprd06.prod.outlook.com>
Haas, Danielle wrote on 1/15/2016 at 5:57 PM:
I just used your link and am still getting crm.fusionspan.com instead. . . .
This sounds to me like the change is server locations is just taking a very long
time to be promulgated across the universe of domain name servers. Some of us may
see the move reflected very quickly, while others may just have to wait up to a
day.
Rollie

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Cyndi Ingle
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 3:52 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] CyndisList
Hello again Can you all give it another try and let me know how it goes?
http://www.CyndisList.com
Thanks!
Cyndi
On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 3:15 PM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com<mailto:genbook at
gmail.com>> wrote:
Same thing happened to me.
Larry Naukam

On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 1:24 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov<mailto:cheryls
at plano.gov>> wrote:
I've been trying to access CyndisList.com just now. I get sent to some link about
Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack? I've sent her an email also.
. . .
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160116/
effeec8a/attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Fri Jan 15 22:09:24 2016
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2016 19:09:24 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To: <031301d15000$0cd14b40$2673e1c0$@comcast.net>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAKEoNhUXhvwF42XuNdpCR2cMy6seb8h9YODpt2WLhSz_TZ9OXg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHL=V1TNJ3G2O7nqYtHsbP2cUOhNYQToobGyT=CKZ5ivM=eqTg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAKEoNhV_wsC7m=okYnQNb=9n8CkSbWsH-jFf3VT64gJsoWExJQ@mail.gmail.com>
<031301d15000$0cd14b40$2673e1c0$@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhWNKPCkcSviOfkJF3oE0FfhgtritAW4aRCD27iRgKJjMg@mail.gmail.com>
That did it.
Larry
On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 5:48 PM, Laurel Smith <bearpair at comcast.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

You may have to clear your cache.

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *genbook
*Sent:* Friday, January 15, 2016 5:29 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] CyndisList

Just now it still directs one to:
http://crm.fusionspan.com/
Larry Naukam

On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 3:52 PM, Cyndi Ingle <cyndi at cyndislist.com> wrote:
Hello again Can you all give it another try and let me know how it goes?

http://www.CyndisList.com

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thanks!
Cyndi

On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 3:15 PM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
Same thing happened to me.
Larry Naukam

On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 1:24 PM, Cheryl Smith <cheryls at plano.gov> wrote:
I?ve been trying to access CyndisList.com just now. I get sent to some
link about Medicine. Has anyone heard anything? Is it a hack? I?ve sent
her an email also.

Please take a moment to complete the City of Plano Customer Satisfaction
Survey <http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PlanoCustomerSatisfactionSurvey>.

*Plano Public*
*Library*
*System*
Cheryl Smith
*Genealogy Librarian*

2501 Coit Road
Plano, Texas 75075
T 972.769.4240
F 972.769.4269
*cheryls at plano.gov <cheryls at plano.gov>*

>
> *plano.gov <http://www.plano.gov/>*
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> *Connect with Plano*
>
> <http://plano.gov/Pages/connectwithus.aspx>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/102d4615/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
Type: image/png
Size: 14846 bytes

Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/102d4615/
attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 6612 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160115/102d4615/
attachment-0001.png>
From dsmith at usf.edu Sat Jan 16 08:23:22 2016
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 2016 08:23:22 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To: <031301d15000$0cd14b40$2673e1c0$@comcast.net>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAKEoNhUXhvwF42XuNdpCR2cMy6seb8h9YODpt2WLhSz_TZ9OXg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHL=V1TNJ3G2O7nqYtHsbP2cUOhNYQToobGyT=CKZ5ivM=eqTg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAKEoNhV_wsC7m=okYnQNb=9n8CkSbWsH-jFf3VT64gJsoWExJQ@mail.gmail.com>
<031301d15000$0cd14b40$2673e1c0$@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <CALSepZaZ7fztcm5WP8Fj_cLdCjkgiOuWXRwKM7LKiUP0u4ebBg@mail.gmail.com>
On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 8:48 PM, Laurel Smith <bearpair at comcast.net> wrote:
> You may have to clear your cache.
Exactly. When a site is moved from one
may change. Your browser does a lookup
should go to only if it doesn't already
you don't clear your cache, you'll keep
no longer works).

server to another, its IP address
of a URL to see what IP address it
have that URL in its cache, so if
going to the old IP address (which

Clearing the cache in a situation like this is a good idea.
Drew
Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian
Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
dsmith at usf.edu
813-974-3492
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160116/
c061fc31/attachment.html>
From smoulder at nc.rr.com Sat Jan 16 09:09:11 2016
From: smoulder at nc.rr.com (smoulder at nc.rr.com)
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 2016 14:09:11 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ILLing microfilm
Message-ID: <20160116140911.4FNDR.69733.root@cdptpa-web01>
Colleagues,

I'm relatively new to Local History/Genealogy Library services, and I have a
question about ILLs. I have a patron in Montreal who would like to use copies of
our local paper for a project he's working on. The newspaper is on microfilm. Do
any of you loan out reels of film? This is the only copy we have.
TIA,
Sana Moulder, LA
CCPL&IC, Fayetteville NC
From GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG Sat Jan 16 09:14:25 2016
From: GlasgowE at WTCPL.ORG (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 2016 14:14:25 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ILLing microfilm
In-Reply-To: <20160116140911.4FNDR.69733.root@cdptpa-web01>
References: <20160116140911.4FNDR.69733.root@cdptpa-web01>
Message-ID: <8553689BD2AE744CB6C110AB31422ECD013C2A7C3F@OHWAR300.WPL.LOCAL>
We have an online research request form by which patrons can request free copies.
We consider the microfilm to be part of the reference collection and it never
circulates.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.?
John Lubbock

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of smoulder at nc.rr.com
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2016 9:09 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] ILLing microfilm
Colleagues,
I'm relatively new to Local History/Genealogy Library services, and I have a
question about ILLs. I have a patron in Montreal who would like to use copies of
our local paper for a project he's working on. The newspaper is on microfilm. Do
any of you loan out reels of film? This is the only copy we have.
TIA,
Sana Moulder, LA
CCPL&IC, Fayetteville NC
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From genbook at gmail.com Sat Jan 16 09:25:21 2016
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 2016 06:25:21 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] ILLing microfilm
In-Reply-To: <20160116140911.4FNDR.69733.root@cdptpa-web01>
References: <20160116140911.4FNDR.69733.root@cdptpa-web01>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhWhB5+ZBCJZeKG+gH9Am-1x0b6hGOcRzLTW1US30YULXw@mail.gmail.com>
As Sara wrote, many libraries consider their microfilmed papers as
reference materials. But consider also that many places have backfiles
online now; that newspapers may charge for access but it is indexed, and
that the state library (at least in NY) DOES lend out microfilm rolls.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library

On Sat, Jan 16, 2016 at 6:09 AM, <smoulder at nc.rr.com> wrote:
> Colleagues,
>
> I'm relatively new to Local History/Genealogy Library services, and I have
> a question about ILLs. I have a patron in Montreal who would like to use
> copies of our local paper for a project he's working on. The newspaper is
> on microfilm. Do any of you loan out reels of film? This is the only copy
> we have.
>
> TIA,
>
> Sana Moulder, LA
> CCPL&IC, Fayetteville NC
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160116/
b0f333ea/attachment-0001.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Sat Jan 16 09:15:19 2016
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 2016 09:15:19 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] ILLing microfilm
In-Reply-To: <20160116140911.4FNDR.69733.root@cdptpa-web01>
References: <20160116140911.4FNDR.69733.root@cdptpa-web01>
Message-ID: <569A0A27020000AA0005DCB6@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
I know some facilities loan microfilm, as we have received newspaper reels via ILL
for patrons. However, we do not loan microfilm because, as with your situation, it
is the only copy we have,

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> <smoulder at nc.rr.com> 1/16/2016 9:09 AM >>>
Colleagues,
I'm relatively new to Local History/Genealogy Library services, and I have a
question about ILLs. I have a patron in Montreal who would like to use copies of
our local paper for a project he's working on. The newspaper is on microfilm. Do
any of you loan out reels of film? This is the only copy we have.
TIA,
Sana Moulder, LA
CCPL&IC, Fayetteville NC
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160116/
b35ebc0a/attachment.html>
From smoulder at nc.rr.com Sat Jan 16 09:42:36 2016
From: smoulder at nc.rr.com (smoulder at nc.rr.com)
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 2016 14:42:36 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ILLing microfilm reels
Message-ID: <20160116144236.2YYSN.70153.root@cdptpa-web01>
I should have been more clear; the gentleman in Montreal is researching a minor
league baseball team that played here in Fayetteville from 1997-2000. He would like
access to the newspapers from April 1 to September 30 of each of those four years,
to see the articles that were written and the accompanying box scores. Minor league
teams play 140-144 games per year, so there would be an article/box score for each
game. While the paper is online, the box scores are not included in the online
version.
Sana Moulder
CCPL&IC, Fayetteville NC
From genbook at gmail.com Sat Jan 16 10:03:56 2016
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 2016 07:03:56 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] ILLing microfilm reels
In-Reply-To: <20160116144236.2YYSN.70153.root@cdptpa-web01>
References: <20160116144236.2YYSN.70153.root@cdptpa-web01>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhV8Z3znTsLrHOxYCfw+v1bMOrm6WkrB6GaZHSBeRBsELQ@mail.gmail.com>
Sana, we had a similar request a few years go, only for hockey games. We
advised the patron to try the state library, or to come in. We also sent a
list of local researchers, and I do not know if he ever contacted them.
While staff can do brief lookups, this would be beyond the scope of what
the library could offer. Although, there may be a baseball historian in
your town who is willing to do this [ there was such a person by us 20

years ago].
Larry Naukam
On Sat, Jan 16, 2016 at 6:42 AM, <smoulder at nc.rr.com> wrote:
> I should have been more clear; the gentleman in Montreal is researching a
> minor league baseball team that played here in Fayetteville from 1997-2000.
> He would like access to the newspapers from April 1 to September 30 of each
> of those four years, to see the articles that were written and the
> accompanying box scores. Minor league teams play 140-144 games per year, so
> there would be an article/box score for each game. While the paper is
> online, the box scores are not included in the online version.
>
> Sana Moulder
> CCPL&IC, Fayetteville NC
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160116/5173e596/
attachment.html>
From SELLETTB at neumann.edu Sat Jan 16 11:01:03 2016
From: SELLETTB at neumann.edu (Barbara Selletti)
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 2016 16:01:03 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] ILLing microfilm
In-Reply-To: <20160116140911.4FNDR.69733.root@cdptpa-web01>
References: <20160116140911.4FNDR.69733.root@cdptpa-web01>
Message-ID: <39237327a1504a208374961cbcf25be5@GOING-BACK.neumann.edu>
We used to back when we had microforms, but all our things are digital now. I know
of several local libraries that also will lend out microforms.
Barbara J. Selletti, MS
Interlibrary Loan/Reserves
Neumann University Library
Rm 215C Bachmann Main Bldg.
One Neumann Drive
Aston, PA 19014
610-361-5216
sellettb at neumann.edu
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of smoulder at nc.rr.com
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2016 9:09 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] ILLing microfilm
Colleagues,
I'm relatively new to Local History/Genealogy Library services, and I have a
question about ILLs. I have a patron in Montreal who would like to use copies of

our local paper for a project he's working on. The newspaper is on microfilm. Do
any of you loan out reels of film? This is the only copy we have.
TIA,
Sana Moulder, LA
CCPL&IC, Fayetteville NC
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From laurawilliamscarter at gmail.com Sat Jan 16 11:13:24 2016
From: laurawilliamscarter at gmail.com (Laura Carter)
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 2016 11:13:24 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] ILLing microfilm
In-Reply-To: <20160116140911.4FNDR.69733.root@cdptpa-web01>
References: <20160116140911.4FNDR.69733.root@cdptpa-web01>
Message-ID: <CAOG+fb1k0o16RkReUN6aK96_0YWgu7PCQimFLSjKo1rtXD4s1w@mail.gmail.com>
Sana,
Beginning in the 1950s there was a project to microfilm newspapers from
every state funded by the feds. It was originally called the historic
newspaper preservation project or something similar. One of the conditions
for getting the federal money was that the microfilm was to be loaned from
whichever institution got the money to film to anywhere else in the US.
Georgia still has this project available at the Georgia Newspaper Project
based at the University of Georgia Libraries.
You might want to check here
http://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/ghl/resources/newspapers.html to see if
copies of your newspaper were filmed as part of this and are still
available on ILL.
These state newspaper repositories are listed in
Ancestry's Red Book for each state in the wiki at Ancestry Learning Center
which is free to everyone and available without a subscription to
Ancestry.com. To access from the wiki choose State Research > North
Carolina and scroll down to North Carolina Periodicals, Newspapers, and
Manuscripts and get a list of other places that might have newspapers.
Hope this helps
Laura
On Sat, Jan 16, 2016 at 9:09 AM, <smoulder at nc.rr.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Colleagues,
I'm relatively new to Local History/Genealogy Library services, and I have
a question about ILLs. I have a patron in Montreal who would like to use
copies of our local paper for a project he's working on. The newspaper is
on microfilm. Do any of you loan out reels of film? This is the only copy
we have.
TIA,
Sana Moulder, LA
CCPL&IC, Fayetteville NC
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Laura W. Carter
3710 Barnett Shoals Road
Athens, GA 30605
706-369-9420
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160116/162f014b/
attachment.html>
From agometz at rhus.com Sat Jan 16 11:13:44 2016
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 2016 11:13:44 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] ILLing microfilm reels
In-Reply-To: <20160116144236.2YYSN.70153.root@cdptpa-web01>
References: <20160116144236.2YYSN.70153.root@cdptpa-web01>
Message-ID: <569A6C38.2040609@rhus.com>
If this is your local paper and the only complete copies (see below) are
the ones on microfilm, I would not lend it. What will you do if it's lost?
Who else owns it?

Who has the masters?

Anne Gometz
Gastonia, NC
On 1/16/2016 9:42 AM, smoulder at nc.rr.com wrote:
> I should have been more clear; the gentleman in Montreal is researching a minor
league baseball team that played here in Fayetteville from 1997-2000. He would like
access to the newspapers from April 1 to September 30 of each of those four years,
to see the articles that were written and the accompanying box scores. Minor league
teams play 140-144 games per year, so there would be an article/box score for each
game. While the paper is online, the box scores are not included in the online
version.
>
> Sana Moulder
> CCPL&IC, Fayetteville NC
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Sat Jan 16 11:51:46 2016
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 2016 10:51:46 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] ILLing microfilm
In-Reply-To: <CAOG+fb1k0o16RkReUN6aK96_0YWgu7PCQimFLSjKo1rtXD4s1w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <20160116140911.4FNDR.69733.root@cdptpa-web01>
<CAOG+fb1k0o16RkReUN6aK96_0YWgu7PCQimFLSjKo1rtXD4s1w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLHG7XB2fn_0Vzh-dXbYbpyRbdfxrTk-d0aNdNJ2LHz-AA@mail.gmail.com>

In most states your best bet is the state archive, state historical
society, or state library--occasionally a university will have an extra
copy. I usually have a look at the Newspaper Directory at Chronicling
America: http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/search/titles/. You can find
your paper there, info about its history, what it morphed into, etc., AND
holdings--the holdings are not comprehensive (they don't show OUR holdings
?), but do show the major holders of the paper (state archives, etc.) and
whether they have a microfilm service copy--which means one that can be
loaned, because they also have a master copy.
We don't lend our own microfilm, because we only have one copy, and our own
patrons expect to find it here.
Martha Grenzeback

|

Librarian

W. Dale Clark
*Main Library*215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<http://omahalibrary.wordpress.com/>
<http://instagram.com/omahalibrary>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*The Goldfinch, *by Donna Tartt*
On Sat, Jan 16, 2016 at 10:13 AM, Laura Carter <
laurawilliamscarter at gmail.com> wrote:
> Sana,
> Beginning in the 1950s there was a project to microfilm newspapers from
> every state funded by the feds. It was originally called the historic
> newspaper preservation project or something similar. One of the conditions
> for getting the federal money was that the microfilm was to be loaned from
> whichever institution got the money to film to anywhere else in the US.
> Georgia still has this project available at the Georgia Newspaper Project
> based at the University of Georgia Libraries.
>
> You might want to check here
> http://statelibrary.ncdcr.gov/ghl/resources/newspapers.html to see if
> copies of your newspaper were filmed as part of this and are still
> available on ILL.
These state newspaper repositories are listed in
> Ancestry's Red Book for each state in the wiki at Ancestry Learning Center
> which is free to everyone and available without a subscription to
> Ancestry.com. To access from the wiki choose State Research > North
> Carolina and scroll down to North Carolina Periodicals, Newspapers, and
> Manuscripts and get a list of other places that might have newspapers.
>
> Hope this helps
> Laura
>
> On Sat, Jan 16, 2016 at 9:09 AM, <smoulder at nc.rr.com> wrote:
>
>> Colleagues,
>>
>> I'm relatively new to Local History/Genealogy Library services, and I
>> have a question about ILLs. I have a patron in Montreal who would like to

>> use copies of our local paper for a project he's working on. The newspaper
>> is on microfilm. Do any of you loan out reels of film? This is the only
>> copy we have.
>>
>> TIA,
>>
>> Sana Moulder, LA
>> CCPL&IC, Fayetteville NC
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
>
> -> Laura W. Carter
> 3710 Barnett Shoals Road
> Athens, GA 30605
>
> 706-369-9420
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160116/55e30a4d/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: facebook500.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3703 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160116/55e30a4d/
attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: wordpress.png
Type: image/png
Size: 4161 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160116/55e30a4d/
attachment-0001.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: twitter.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3778 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160116/55e30a4d/

attachment-0002.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: instagram.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3824 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160116/55e30a4d/
attachment-0003.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: flickr.png
Type: image/png
Size: 844 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160116/55e30a4d/
attachment-0004.png>
From cyndi at cyndislist.com Sat Jan 16 15:24:24 2016
From: cyndi at cyndislist.com (Cyndi Ingle)
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 2016 13:24:24 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] CyndisList
In-Reply-To: <CALSepZaZ7fztcm5WP8Fj_cLdCjkgiOuWXRwKM7LKiUP0u4ebBg@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<BY1PR09MB0565D96B2C0AFCC1459467A1ACCD0@BY1PR09MB0565.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAKEoNhUXhvwF42XuNdpCR2cMy6seb8h9YODpt2WLhSz_TZ9OXg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAHL=V1TNJ3G2O7nqYtHsbP2cUOhNYQToobGyT=CKZ5ivM=eqTg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAKEoNhV_wsC7m=okYnQNb=9n8CkSbWsH-jFf3VT64gJsoWExJQ@mail.gmail.com>
<031301d15000$0cd14b40$2673e1c0$@comcast.net>
<CALSepZaZ7fztcm5WP8Fj_cLdCjkgiOuWXRwKM7LKiUP0u4ebBg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAHL=V1SVg66Eb6ZGeEir8Y04ndn6Hu0mhbE-gXaPZ4CuzyYoJA@mail.gmail.com>
I hope today everyone has no problem getting to the site. It appears to be
back to normal after the server move.
Cyndi
http://www.CyndisList.com
On Sat, Jan 16, 2016 at 6:23 AM, Drew Smith <dsmith at usf.edu> wrote:
> On Fri, Jan 15, 2016 at 8:48 PM, Laurel Smith <bearpair at comcast.net>
> wrote:
>
>> You may have to clear your cache.
>
>
> Exactly. When a site is moved from one server to another, its IP address
> may change. Your browser does a lookup of a URL to see what IP address it
> should go to only if it doesn't already have that URL in its cache, so if
> you don't clear your cache, you'll keep going to the old IP address (which
> no longer works).
>
> Clearing the cache in a situation like this is a good idea.
>
> Drew
>

> Drew Smith
> Assistant Librarian
> Academic Services, USF Tampa Library
> dsmith at usf.edu
> 813-974-3492
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160116/
e1ccc298/attachment.html>
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Mon Jan 18 09:40:23 2016
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Mon, 18 Jan 2016 09:40:23 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Discarding Microfilm
In-Reply-To: <CAPXojw8FY6uho1gXbLGw22s9VA0foib8VKuHkGKRU37fOZ+ZUA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <006201d14efb$70a5d8d0$51f18a70$@irclibrary.org>
<CAPXojw8FY6uho1gXbLGw22s9VA0foib8VKuHkGKRU37fOZ+ZUA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <005e01d151fe$2a552060$7eff6120$@irclibrary.org>
Thank you for your help. I want to clarify that I intentionally did not tell
you what is the film because it has gone bad and we would not be able to
mail it. Many of you were hoping that I send it to your library. If I had, I
think I would have gotten in trouble!!
Anyway, we are still having a problem locally as our own hazardous waste
facility said they do not accept any film of any kind including people's
negatives. Crazy! And, they could not tell me who does it. They said to call
a doctor! Wish he could mend our film.
We are working on it.
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:57 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discarding Microfilm

Several years back, I sent microfilm to NEDCC who disposed of it for me in
an appropriate manner. Don't know if they still do that. And, yes, I still
have plenty of microfilm that gets used every day. This was film from
another department. :) It may be worth giving them a call. And, if they
don't, I bet they can recommend what to do. NEDCC is always wonderful to
interact with!! Mary
On Thu, Jan 14, 2016 at 1:43 PM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org> wrote:
> Has anyone discarded microfilm here in Florida? We tried to take ours
> to the landfill and they do not accept any film including x-rays, etc.
>
>
>
> Any suggestions?
>
>
>
> Pam
>
>
>
> Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
>
> Archive Center & Genealogy Department
>
> Indian River County Main Library
>
> 1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
>
>
>
> 772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
>
> Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
>
> Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
>
> Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
> are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
> response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
entity.
> Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us Mon Jan 18 10:25:40 2016
From: tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us (Tom Hobbs)
Date: Mon, 18 Jan 2016 09:25:40 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Discarding Microfilm
In-Reply-To: <005e01d151fe$2a552060$7eff6120$@irclibrary.org>
References: <006201d14efb$70a5d8d0$51f18a70$@irclibrary.org>
<CAPXojw8FY6uho1gXbLGw22s9VA0foib8VKuHkGKRU37fOZ+ZUA@mail.gmail.com>
<005e01d151fe$2a552060$7eff6120$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <569D03F4.8040801@dadeco.lib.mo.us>
Check with the company below - ask about film and who reclaims silver
from the films.
Precious Metals Reclaiming Service
Website <http://preciousmetalsreclaiming.com/>
Directions
<https://www.google.com/maps/dir/%27%27/precious+metals+reclaiming+service+florida/
data=%214m5%214m4%211m0%211m2%211m1%211s0x88d8d9019ff2d191:0x35017cdb5c3b66a2?
sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjm9Z6_1LPKAhVG7SYKHTDMCbUQ9RcImgEwCw>
Jewelry Buyer
Address:2200 N Florida Mango Rd #8, West Palm Beach, FL 33409
Phone:(561) 686-7004
Hours:
Open today?9AM?5PM <javascript:void(0)>
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day might affect these hours

On 1/18/2016 8:40 AM, Pam Cooper wrote:
> Thank you for your help. I want to clarify that I intentionally did not tell
> you what is the film because it has gone bad and we would not be able to
> mail it. Many of you were hoping that I send it to your library. If I had, I
> think I would have gotten in trouble!!
>
> Anyway, we are still having a problem locally as our own hazardous waste
> facility said they do not accept any film of any kind including people's
> negatives. Crazy! And, they could not tell me who does it. They said to call
> a doctor! Wish he could mend our film.
>
> We are working on it.
>
> Pam
>
> Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
> Archive Center & Genealogy Department
> Indian River County Main Library
> 1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
>
> 772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
> Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
> Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
> Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are

> public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
> to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
> Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
>
> -----Original Message----> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix
> Sent: Friday, January 15, 2016 9:57 AM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Discarding Microfilm
>
> Several years back, I sent microfilm to NEDCC who disposed of it for me in
> an appropriate manner. Don't know if they still do that. And, yes, I still
> have plenty of microfilm that gets used every day. This was film from
> another department. :) It may be worth giving them a call. And, if they
> don't, I bet they can recommend what to do. NEDCC is always wonderful to
> interact with!! Mary
>
> On Thu, Jan 14, 2016 at 1:43 PM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org> wrote:
>> Has anyone discarded microfilm here in Florida? We tried to take ours
>> to the landfill and they do not accept any film including x-rays, etc.
>>
>>
>>
>> Any suggestions?
>>
>>
>>
>> Pam
>>
>>
>>
>> Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
>>
>> Archive Center & Genealogy Department
>>
>> Indian River County Main Library
>>
>> 1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
>>
>>
>>
>> 772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
>>
>> Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
>>
>> Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
>>
>> Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
>> are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
>> response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
> entity.
>> Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list

>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> -> Mary K. Mannix
> Maryland Room Manager
> C. Burr Artz Public Library
> Frederick County Public Libraries
> Frederick, MD
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160118/
e5367ef7/attachment.html>
From bbelzainaz at gmail.com Tue Jan 19 16:38:55 2016
From: bbelzainaz at gmail.com (Bonnie Belza)
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 2016 14:38:55 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Disposing of genealogical collection
Message-ID: <008901d15301$cd293e80$677bbb80$@gmail.com>
As this group may have heard, the Arizona State Genealogical Library was
closed and the cataloged materials moved to closed stacks. Some of the
physical catalogued items are being digitized and when completed, are to be
discarded. My questions for this group are:

1) When they are deleted from the catalog, is there a way of showing that
they were discarded and the date?
2) If the books are transferred to another organization, can the catalog
reflect who the materials were transferred to and when?
3) Or another option, can the catalog be updated to reflect the information
on the digital location of the material?

I'm hoping to figure out how to provide continuity for researchers who may
have cited the material in the past and provide a pointer for future
researchers.

-Bonnie

bbelzainaz at gmail.com

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160119/6ce0fb11/
attachment.html>
From LThornton at cn.edu Tue Jan 19 18:56:08 2016
From: LThornton at cn.edu (Lori Thornton)
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 2016 23:56:08 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Disposing of genealogical collection
In-Reply-To: <008901d15301$cd293e80$677bbb80$@gmail.com>
References: <008901d15301$cd293e80$677bbb80$@gmail.com>
Message-ID: <32DC41810969D54BB4B99F83B8520FB2010478A49E@cnccma01.cn.edu>
Most library systems allow the addition of a local note to the bibliographic
record. That is a 590 MARC field usually. You are also able to add an 856 field to
item records which will provide the URL for the item. You can usually add a
subfield z that provides text telling patron to "Connect to online resource" or
something similar.
Lori Thornton, Associate Professor
Technical Services Librarian
Stephens-Burnett Memorial Library
Carson-Newman University
Jefferson City, TN 37760
lthornton at cn.edu
(865) 471-3339
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Bonnie Belza [bbelzainaz at gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2016 4:38 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Disposing of genealogical collection
As this group may have heard, the Arizona State Genealogical Library was closed and
the cataloged materials moved to closed stacks. Some of the physical catalogued
items are being digitized and when completed, are to be discarded. My questions
for this group are:
1) When they are deleted from the catalog, is there a way of showing that they were
discarded and the date?
2) If the books are transferred to another organization, can the catalog reflect
who the materials were transferred to and when?
3) Or another option, can the catalog be updated to reflect the information on the
digital location of the material?
I'm hoping to figure out how to provide continuity for researchers who may have
cited the material in the past and provide a pointer for future researchers.
-Bonnie
bbelzainaz at gmail.com<mailto:bbelzainaz at gmail.com>

From kellenbergerroom at gmail.com Thu Jan 21 09:54:47 2016
From: kellenbergerroom at gmail.com (Kellenberger Room)
Date: Thu, 21 Jan 2016 09:54:47 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Photo for Auction Use Question
Message-ID: <00cd01d1545b$ac5b5980$05120c80$@com>
I have a first time situation and am wondering how other institutions would
handle this. A local museum will be holding their annual meeting and auction
at the end of the month. They have asked to use several photos in our
collection to make a framed collage to auction at the meeting, giving our
library credit on the back of the frame for the images.
Assuming you hold the proper copyright to allow prints to be made, what
would be the response of your institution?
We have made images for local businesses who wanted to hang old photos of
town or their business at their business, also local authors to illustrate
historical books (with us getting a copy of the book), but no one has asked
to use the images in an auction/resale situation.
Thanks in advance.
Victor
--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098

Phone: (252) 638-7808

Fax: (252) 638-7817

E-mail: <mailto:vjones at cpclib.org> vtjones at nbccpl.org or
<mailto:kellenbergerroom at gmail.com> kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
Web:

<http://newbern.cpclib.org/> http://newbern.cpclib.org

Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to
North Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential
disclosure of this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this
communication are mine and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
library.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160121/
cdf91edc/attachment.html>
From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Sat Jan 23 22:53:59 2016
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Sat, 23 Jan 2016 21:53:59 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Photo for Auction Use Question
In-Reply-To: <00cd01d1545b$ac5b5980$05120c80$@com>
References: <00cd01d1545b$ac5b5980$05120c80$@com>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLFCe+KrYcCiG2prR0mhXAPaRJyeY46j14-HepqhybrhkA@mail.gmail.com>
We don't provide prints, but we do license use of the high-resolution
digital images we have made of our historical photos, postcards, etc. Our
policy and prices are here:
http://www.omahapubliclibrary.org/about-us/policies/872, and we are
somewhat flexible depending on circumstances--educational use? Good cause?
I like having a written policy, because it makes these decisions a little
easier. Especially a policy that was crafted, or at least approved, by our
board--meaning I don't have to be the arbiter, and we charge according to
predetermined circumstances, not who we like best. ?
If you are already providing prints free to other institutions, is this
different? On the other hand, since the museum will be making money off
your labor, is there any reason they shouldn't pay at least a nominal fee?
Or will your library gain something else in return that makes it worthwhile
(good will, future favors....)?
It can indeed be tricky!

Martha Grenzeback

|

Librarian

W. Dale Clark
*Main Library*215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<http://omahalibrary.wordpress.com/>
<http://instagram.com/omahalibrary>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*The Goldfinch, *by Donna Tartt*
On Thu, Jan 21, 2016 at 8:54 AM, Kellenberger Room <
kellenbergerroom at gmail.com> wrote:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have a first time situation and am wondering how other institutions
would handle this. A local museum will be holding their annual meeting and
auction at the end of the month. They have asked to use several photos in
our collection to make a framed collage to auction at the meeting, giving
our library credit on the back of the frame for the images.
Assuming you hold the proper copyright to allow prints to be made, what
would be the response of your institution?
We have made images for local businesses who wanted to hang old photos of
town or their business at their business, also local authors to illustrate
historical books (with us getting a copy of the book), but no one has asked
to use the images in an auction/resale situation.
Thanks in advance.
Victor
--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098

Phone: (252) 638-7808

Fax: (252) 638-7817

E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org <vjones at cpclib.org> or
kellenbergerroom at gmail.com
Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org

Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to
North Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential
disclosure of this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this
communication are mine and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
library.

_______________________________________________

> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160123/0439c4dc/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: flickr.png
Type: image/png
Size: 844 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160123/0439c4dc/
attachment-0005.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: twitter.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3778 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160123/0439c4dc/
attachment-0006.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: wordpress.png
Type: image/png
Size: 4161 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160123/0439c4dc/
attachment-0007.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: facebook500.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3703 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160123/0439c4dc/
attachment-0008.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: instagram.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3824 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160123/0439c4dc/
attachment-0009.png>
From dsleblanc at aol.com Sun Jan 24 23:22:47 2016
From: dsleblanc at aol.com (Susan LeBlanc)
Date: Sun, 24 Jan 2016 23:22:47 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Books

Message-ID: <15277051255-3054-403a@webstg-a04.mail.aol.com>
I am looking for a few books that I would like to add to my collection. Thought
this list might help me in locating them for purchase. I know some of them are
online or in CD format, but I would like to find the actual printed books.
They are:
Strong Family History Vol. 1, Strong Family Association (looking for two)
Strong Family History Vol. 3, Strong Family Association
Topographical Dictionary of 2885 English Emigrants to New England by Charles Edward
Banks
Here Shall I Die Ashore by Caleb Johnson
I appreciate this group and thank you for any help you can provide.
Susan
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160124/8f752686/
attachment.html>
From smoulder at nc.rr.com Mon Jan 25 10:18:53 2016
From: smoulder at nc.rr.com (smoulder at nc.rr.com)
Date: Mon, 25 Jan 2016 15:18:53 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Resolution of ILLing Microfilm Reels
Message-ID: <20160125151853.6W33N.3666.root@cdptpa-web09>
So, this is the rest of the story...
The patron was looking for issues of a local newspaper that covered a 4-year time
span. There would have been approximately 144 articles per year for 4 years,
meaning that asking staff to find and transmit the articles was completely out of
the question. The customer lives in Montreal, Canada, so asking him to come in and
do it himself was also relatively impossible. The library in Montreal had obtained
microfilm reels of newspapers from other NC communities through the State Library
of NC for him. When he asked to ILL film from the Fayetteville paper, he was told
that the State Library of NC did not own film for the title, dates, and years in
question.
I contacted the State Library about this, and it turns out that they do own this
film, and are more than happy to ship the film to Canada for him to use. We are not
sure where the disconnect or miscommunication came in, but it is resolved, and
everyone is happy.
Yay,Libraries!
Sana Moulder
From tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us Mon Jan 25 10:24:30 2016
From: tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us (Tom Hobbs)
Date: Mon, 25 Jan 2016 09:24:30 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Resolution of ILLing Microfilm Reels
In-Reply-To: <20160125151853.6W33N.3666.root@cdptpa-web09>
References: <20160125151853.6W33N.3666.root@cdptpa-web09>
Message-ID: <56A63E2E.6040200@dadeco.lib.mo.us>
Save this one in the X-Files !! :-)
On 1/25/2016 9:18 AM, smoulder at nc.rr.com wrote:

> So, this is the rest of the story...
>
> The patron was looking for issues of a local newspaper that covered a 4-year time
span. There would have been approximately 144 articles per year for 4 years,
meaning that asking staff to find and transmit the articles was completely out of
the question. The customer lives in Montreal, Canada, so asking him to come in and
do it himself was also relatively impossible. The library in Montreal had obtained
microfilm reels of newspapers from other NC communities through the State Library
of NC for him. When he asked to ILL film from the Fayetteville paper, he was told
that the State Library of NC did not own film for the title, dates, and years in
question.
>
> I contacted the State Library about this, and it turns out that they do own this
film, and are more than happy to ship the film to Canada for him to use. We are not
sure where the disconnect or miscommunication came in, but it is resolved, and
everyone is happy.
>
> Yay,Libraries!
>
> Sana Moulder
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From twinmom22 at cox.net Mon Jan 25 12:35:08 2016
From: twinmom22 at cox.net (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Mon, 25 Jan 2016 11:35:08 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] ILLing Microfilm
In-Reply-To: <CAHXGPsOk1R=vZi2p+AwMuumdRBesgf3m1d4mZP=DzQg8uU1sbA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <mailman.14355.1453687028.6772.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<CAHXGPsOk1R=vZi2p+AwMuumdRBesgf3m1d4mZP=DzQg8uU1sbA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAHXGPsMiM+FU+7s3=Ke2UFeB1jgPxSs+PGAK5qq-ws0+xbe7ow@mail.gmail.com>
See below, I've had trouble sending this.
Kathy Rippel
Great Bend, KS
twinmom22 at cox.net
On Jan 25, 2016 12:19 AM, "Kathy Rippel" <twinmom22 at cox.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> During the 30 years I was at Great Bend Public Library and Central
Kansas Library System (same building, shared collections) we did lend
Microfilm newspapers.
>
> Our reasoning was that we should lend anything we might want to request
for a patron.
>
> We could purchase copies from our State Historical Society, if
necessary, but no reels went missing on ILL... They only disappeared
directly in our building a few times!
>
> Over those years we also borrowed mf from quite a few libraries.
>
> My only advice for a project like this... We told the borrowing library
that we would only lend X number of reels at a time and then they could
request the next batch.

> >
> > Kathy Rippel
> > Retired
> >
> > > Colleagues,
> > >
> > > I'm relatively new to Local History/Genealogy Library services, and I
> have a question about ILLs. I have a patron in Montreal who would like to
> use copies of our local paper for a project he's working on. The newspaper
> is on microfilm. Do any of you loan out reels of film? This is the only
> copy we have.
> > >
> > > TIA,
> > >
> > > Sana Moulder, LA
> > > CCPL&IC, Fayetteville NC
> >
> >
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160125/1323158a/
attachment.html>
From swixom2 at gmail.com Tue Jan 26 17:18:45 2016
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Tue, 26 Jan 2016 17:18:45 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Bindery question
Message-ID: <CANue--VFdpmsYVdUYnrnh3LBxcXUqH51tOu_J2RBJ_PKf5upfQ@mail.gmail.com>
We are losing the bindery we have used for years. I would appreciate
recommendations for a new bindery that you have been happy with and any
comments about ones to avoid.
Thank you very much.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31404
912-652-3697 or 912-652-3625
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160126/
e6373ce7/attachment.html>
From jet4 at mail.usf.edu Wed Jan 27 07:12:27 2016
From: jet4 at mail.usf.edu (Joann Tebo)
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2016 07:12:27 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Bindery question
In-Reply-To: <CANue--VFdpmsYVdUYnrnh3LBxcXUqH51tOu_J2RBJ_PKf5upfQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--VFdpmsYVdUYnrnh3LBxcXUqH51tOu_J2RBJ_PKf5upfQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAJ0jkDmLw5tqbX_6Q5gmTgJxstXZd_49wSqS2Bj6Yed=5q8YjA@mail.gmail.com>
I used Norris Bookbinders of Greenwood, MS for years with a previous
business. They are thorough and do excellent work. www.*norrisbookbinding*
.com/

JoAnn Tebo
On Tue, Jan 26, 2016 at 5:18 PM, Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We are losing the bindery we have used for years. I would appreciate
recommendations for a new bindery that you have been happy with and any
comments about ones to avoid.
Thank you very much.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31404
912-652-3697 or 912-652-3625
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-JoAnn Tebo
jet4 at mail.usf.edu
It's amazing what one can accomplish when one doesn't know what one *can't
do*. --Garfield the Cat
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160127/5247df87/
attachment.html>
From egrundset at dar.org Wed Jan 27 08:36:31 2016
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2016 13:36:31 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Bindery question
In-Reply-To: <CANue--VFdpmsYVdUYnrnh3LBxcXUqH51tOu_J2RBJ_PKf5upfQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--VFdpmsYVdUYnrnh3LBxcXUqH51tOu_J2RBJ_PKf5upfQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94663377@Mail3.darlib.org>
We?ve used the Heckman Bindery (The HF Group) in Indiana probably since the mid20th century. They have a pick-up office in Front Royal, Va., about 50 miles due
west of Washington, D. C., and there are others. I think that our books are now
actually bound in the North Carolina facility listed below. I am not aware of any
problems during the last 32+ years I?ve worked here. There is a 50-item minimum
before things are picked up, but that works for us. We don?t bind anywhere near as
much as we used to of course, but they are very reliable.
Here?s the information from their website:
HF Group
1010 North Sycamore Street
North Manchester, IN 46962

Phone: (260) 982-2107
Fax: (260) 982-1130
Toll Free: (800) 334-3628
Hours of Operation
Monday ? Friday, 8 a.m. ? 4:30 p.m. EST/EDT
North Carolina
Services
The HF Group
AcmeBinding
ECSConservation
DigitalSolutions
6204 Corporate Park Drive
Browns Summit, NC 27214-9745
(336) 931-0800 (All services)
I hope this helps.
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 5:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Bindery question
We are losing the bindery we have used for years. I would appreciate
recommendations for a new bindery that you have been happy with and any comments
about ones to avoid.
Thank you very much.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31404
912-652-3697 or 912-652-3625
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160127/4d417f94/
attachment.html>
From mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org Wed Jan 27 11:21:27 2016
From: mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org (Martha Grenzeback (LIB))
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2016 10:21:27 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Bindery question
In-Reply-To: <CAJ0jkDmLw5tqbX_6Q5gmTgJxstXZd_49wSqS2Bj6Yed=5q8YjA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--VFdpmsYVdUYnrnh3LBxcXUqH51tOu_J2RBJ_PKf5upfQ@mail.gmail.com>

<CAJ0jkDmLw5tqbX_6Q5gmTgJxstXZd_49wSqS2Bj6Yed=5q8YjA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CANLxXLF6cLPscfUE4i-5aAMvnE83w3bjEo=fC0VeX8f-X14pcg@mail.gmail.com>
We use Houchen Bindery in Utica, NE--possibly too far away for you, but
they are very long-established and do a great job! I'm not sure what their
shipping arrangements are. http://houchenbindery.com/

Martha Grenzeback

|

Librarian

W. Dale Clark
*Main Library*215 S. 15th St. | Omaha, NE 68102
mgrenzeback at omahalibrary.org | 402.444.4826
omahalibrary.org
<https://www.facebook.com/OmahaLibrary>
<https://twitter.com/OmahaLibrary>
<http://omahalibrary.wordpress.com/>
<http://instagram.com/omahalibrary>
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/omahalibrary/sets/>
*What I am reading?*The Goldfinch, *by Donna Tartt*
On Wed, Jan 27, 2016 at 6:12 AM, Joann Tebo <jet4 at mail.usf.edu> wrote:
> I used Norris Bookbinders of Greenwood, MS for years with a previous
> business. They are thorough and do excellent work. www.*norrisbookbinding*
> .com/
>
> JoAnn Tebo
>
> On Tue, Jan 26, 2016 at 5:18 PM, Sharen Wixom <swixom2 at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> We are losing the bindery we have used for years. I would appreciate
>> recommendations for a new bindery that you have been happy with and any
>> comments about ones to avoid.
>>
>> Thank you very much.
>>
>> Sharen Lee
>> Reference Librarian
>> Bull Street Library
>> 2002 Bull Street
>> Savannah, GA 31404
>> 912-652-3697 or 912-652-3625
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
>
> -> JoAnn Tebo
> jet4 at mail.usf.edu
>
> It's amazing what one can accomplish when one doesn't know what one *can't
> do*. --Garfield the Cat

>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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From bearpair at comcast.net Wed Jan 27 11:23:34 2016
From: bearpair at comcast.net (Laurel Smith)

Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2016 08:23:34 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Bindery question
In-Reply-To: <CANue--VFdpmsYVdUYnrnh3LBxcXUqH51tOu_J2RBJ_PKf5upfQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CANue--VFdpmsYVdUYnrnh3LBxcXUqH51tOu_J2RBJ_PKf5upfQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <024401d1591f$125e4040$371ac0c0$@comcast.net>
Although a long way from you, we are thrilled with the service, quality, and price
of the Trappist Abbey Book Bindery. http://www.bookbindery.org/
Laurel
_____
Laurel Smith
President
Genealogical Forum of Oregon

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 2:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Bindery question

We are losing the bindery we have used for years. I would appreciate
recommendations for a new bindery that you have been happy with and any comments
about ones to avoid.
Thank you very much.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA

31404

912-652-3697 or 912-652-3625
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us Wed Jan 27 12:30:26 2016
From: mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Michelle Gross)

Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2016 17:30:26 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Bindery question
In-Reply-To: <024401d1591f$125e4040$371ac0c0$@comcast.net>
References: <CANue--VFdpmsYVdUYnrnh3LBxcXUqH51tOu_J2RBJ_PKf5upfQ@mail.gmail.com>
<024401d1591f$125e4040$371ac0c0$@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <33267fdb280f4b17b9ea9ecc8b351a04@Mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
We really like the work of the bindery we use here in North Carolina!
contact information for the HF Group Bindery.

Below is the

HF GROUP Bindery
Nicole Pierce Arocho
Ph. 336-931-0800 x2205
Fax. 336-931-0711
npierce at HFGroup.com<mailto:npierce at HFGroup.com>
Michelle
Michelle Gross
Local & State History Manager
Headquarters Library
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28314
910-483-7727 ext. 1360

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Laurel Smith
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 11:24 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Bindery question
Although a long way from you, we are thrilled with the service, quality, and price
of the Trappist Abbey Book Bindery. http://www.bookbindery.org/
Laurel
_____
Laurel Smith
President
Genealogical Forum of Oregon

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 2:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Bindery question
We are losing the bindery we have used for years. I would appreciate
recommendations for a new bindery that you have been happy with and any comments
about ones to avoid.
Thank you very much.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian

Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31404
912-652-3697 or 912-652-3625
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov Wed Jan 27 13:43:39 2016
From: Gretchen.Witt at rowancountync.gov (Witt, Gretchen B.)
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2016 18:43:39 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Bindery question
In-Reply-To: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94663377@Mail3.darlib.org>
References: <CANue--VFdpmsYVdUYnrnh3LBxcXUqH51tOu_J2RBJ_PKf5upfQ@mail.gmail.com>
<B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E94663377@Mail3.darlib.org>
Message-ID: <E058E4563CD27B469B2B455221960C400AC94F@is01s125.rowannc.org>
We use this bindery service as well.

No complaints.

Gretchen
Gretchen Beilfuss Witt, Librarian
Edith M. Clark History Room
gretchen.witt at rowancountync.gov<mailto:gretchen.witt at rowancountync.gov>
704-216-8232
Rowan Public Library
Edith M. Clark History Room
201 W. Fisher Street
Salisbury, NC 28144

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Grundset, Eric
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 8:37 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Bindery question
We?ve used the Heckman Bindery (The HF Group) in Indiana probably since the mid20th century. They have a pick-up office in Front Royal, Va., about 50 miles due
west of Washington, D. C., and there are others. I think that our books are now
actually bound in the North Carolina facility listed below. I am not aware of any
problems during the last 32+ years I?ve worked here. There is a 50-item minimum
before things are picked up, but that works for us. We don?t bind anywhere near as
much as we used to of course, but they are very reliable.
Here?s the information from their website:
HF Group
1010 North Sycamore Street
North Manchester, IN 46962
Phone: (260) 982-2107
Fax: (260) 982-1130
Toll Free: (800) 334-3628
Hours of Operation

Monday ? Friday, 8 a.m. ? 4:30 p.m. EST/EDT
North Carolina
Services
The HF Group
AcmeBinding
ECSConservation
DigitalSolutions
6204 Corporate Park Drive
Browns Summit, NC 27214-9745
(336) 931-0800 (All services)
I hope this helps.
Eric
Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>
Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 5:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Bindery question
We are losing the bindery we have used for years. I would appreciate
recommendations for a new bindery that you have been happy with and any comments
about ones to avoid.
Thank you very much.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Bull Street Library
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31404
912-652-3697 or 912-652-3625
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160127/75c07feb/
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From debra.schiff at chesterlib.org Wed Jan 27 13:51:56 2016
From: debra.schiff at chesterlib.org (Debra Schiff)
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2016 13:51:56 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] comparing Ancestry to Heritage Quest
Message-ID: <002701d15933$cb828db0$6287a910$@chesterlib.org>
Hi All,

As part of the Morris County library system, we're evaluating our genealogy
databases. Have any of you done a side-by-side comparison of the library
editions of Ancestry and Heritage Quest? If so, what were your findings?

Also, very importantly, we heard through the grapevine that Ancestry was
cutting some of its offerings to libraries. Have you heard this? If so,
which services?

Thanks for all of your help.

Best regards,
Debra Schiff
Local History Librarian
Chester Library
250 West Main Street
Chester, NJ 07930
908-879-7612, ext. 33
http://chesterlib.com/local-history-room/

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From tbeaird at plainfieldpubliclibrary.org Wed Jan 27 14:22:47 2016
From: tbeaird at plainfieldpubliclibrary.org (Tina Beaird)
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2016 13:22:47 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 148, Issue 15
In-Reply-To: <mailman.15334.1453920226.6772.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.15334.1453920226.6772.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <CAC5oH4j_DDysQzEVyVK9k2NiKww804=Y-kFKRWdSZOXYxVKhgw@mail.gmail.com>
>
>
>
>
>

I have, personally, had bad experiences with Heckman from two different
libraries where I have worked. I now use Houchen Bindery
www.houchenbindery.com. I have used them multiple times over the last
decade. Never a single complaint.

Just my two cents.
Tina Beaird
Plainfield Public Library

> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
> Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 2:19 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: [Genealib] Bindery question
>
>
>
> We are losing the bindery we have used for years. I would appreciate
> recommendations for a new bindery that you have been happy with and any
> comments about ones to avoid.
>
> Thank you very much.
>
> Sharen Lee
>
> Reference Librarian
>
> Bull Street Library
>
> 2002 Bull Street
>
> Savannah, GA 31404
>
> 912-652-3697 or 912-652-3625
>
> ->
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From misely at charter.net Wed Jan 27 20:05:04 2016
From: misely at charter.net (Megan Isely)
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2016 19:05:04 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] comparing Ancestry to Heritage Quest
In-Reply-To: <002701d15933$cb828db0$6287a910$@chesterlib.org>
References: <002701d15933$cb828db0$6287a910$@chesterlib.org>
Message-ID: <56A96940.90802@charter.net>
ProQuest has some nice materials online including an Ancestry Lib Ed/HQ
comparison under additional documentation.
http://proquest.libguides.com/ancestrylibraryedition/more
My library subscribes to Ancestry LE and our state subscribes to
Heritage Quest. Heritage Quest is kind of a "subset" of Ancestry, with
the addition of some materials Ancestry does not have. The Unique
content section of the comparison covers the basics. There is another
piece of information in that additional documentation: a comparison of
Ancestry LE and Ancestry.com that highlights some of what ALE does not
have. Also, Heritage Quest can be offered for home use to patrons and
Ancestry cannot.
I haven't heard your grapevine mention and I'll be interested to see
what others say about that.

Megan Isely
La Crosse, WI, who works at the La Crosse Public Library
On 1/27/2016 12:51 PM, Debra Schiff wrote:
>
> Hi All,
>
> As part of the Morris County library system, we?re evaluating our
> genealogy databases. Have any of you done a side-by-side comparison of
> the library editions of Ancestry and Heritage Quest? If so, what were
> your findings?
>
> Also, very importantly, we heard through the grapevine that Ancestry
> was cutting some of its offerings to libraries. Have you heard this?
> If so, which services?
>
> Thanks for all of your help.
>
> Best regards,
>
> Debra Schiff
>
> Local History Librarian
>
> Chester Library
>
> 250 West Main Street
>
> Chester, NJ 07930
>
> 908-879-7612, ext. 33
>
> http://chesterlib.com/local-history-room/
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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attachment.html>
From mkmannix at gmail.com Wed Jan 27 20:27:43 2016
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2016 20:27:43 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] comparing Ancestry to Heritage Quest
In-Reply-To: <56A96940.90802@charter.net>
References: <002701d15933$cb828db0$6287a910$@chesterlib.org>
<56A96940.90802@charter.net>
Message-ID: <CAPXojw-f0dWK9NozE4MBhxKvfMYcSXDj+hnqh0uEwnH2idijbg@mail.gmail.com>
I have always found the ProQuest created materials to be very useful!!
And, have distributed them far and wide over the years. I all but
forced them on people. But, truthfully I have not looked at them since

the Heritage Quest "change" or, as I usually say, when HQ broke my
heart. Not to beat a dead horse. Though, taking a quick gander, it
looks like they have not been updated, especially in regards to the
census. Or, I am looking in the wrong place.
I, too, haven't heard anything about the change with AncestryLibraryEdition.
Deb, I would be very interested in your final findings.
Mary

On Wed, Jan 27, 2016 at 8:05 PM, Megan Isely <misely at charter.net> wrote:
> ProQuest has some nice materials online including an Ancestry Lib Ed/HQ
> comparison under additional documentation.
> http://proquest.libguides.com/ancestrylibraryedition/more
>
> My library subscribes to Ancestry LE and our state subscribes to Heritage
> Quest. Heritage Quest is kind of a "subset" of Ancestry, with the addition
> of some materials Ancestry does not have. The Unique content section of the
> comparison covers the basics. There is another piece of information in that
> additional documentation: a comparison of Ancestry LE and Ancestry.com that
> highlights some of what ALE does not have. Also, Heritage Quest can be
> offered for home use to patrons and Ancestry cannot.
>
> I haven't heard your grapevine mention and I'll be interested to see what
> others say about that.
>
> Megan Isely
> La Crosse, WI, who works at the La Crosse Public Library
>
> On 1/27/2016 12:51 PM, Debra Schiff wrote:
>
> Hi All,
>
>
>
> As part of the Morris County library system, we?re evaluating our genealogy
> databases. Have any of you done a side-by-side comparison of the library
> editions of Ancestry and Heritage Quest? If so, what were your findings?
>
>
>
> Also, very importantly, we heard through the grapevine that Ancestry was
> cutting some of its offerings to libraries. Have you heard this? If so,
> which services?
>
>
>
> Thanks for all of your help.
>
>
>
> Best regards,
>
> Debra Schiff
>
> Local History Librarian

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Chester Library
250 West Main Street
Chester, NJ 07930
908-879-7612, ext. 33
http://chesterlib.com/local-history-room/
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-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Wed Jan 27 22:10:30 2016
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2016 22:10:30 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Question
Message-ID: <CAAWdkZVcQfcMUXV1iPmhpXZu0qrcsyuX4cdsZe+7f9HYg9G1dA@mail.gmail.com>
Has anyone heard of the following series of books:
List of Lights and Fog-Signals of the United States
They were published each year for different areas of the country back in
the 1800s and early 1900s. Would anyone have these in your collection for
the Atlantic coast? Seeking a lookup for pre 1890.
If so, please email me at the email listed below.
Thanks.
Pam
-Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor

Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
*Please note:* As of *July 1, 2006*, under Florida law, e-mail addresses
are public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this
entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160127/71475d31/
attachment.html>
From rklittle at wisc.edu Wed Jan 27 22:33:13 2016
From: rklittle at wisc.edu (Rollie Littlewood)
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2016 21:33:13 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Question
In-Reply-To: <CAAWdkZVcQfcMUXV1iPmhpXZu0qrcsyuX4cdsZe+7f9HYg9G1dA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAWdkZVcQfcMUXV1iPmhpXZu0qrcsyuX4cdsZe+7f9HYg9G1dA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <56A98BF9.7080407@wisc.edu>
Pam Cooper wrote on 1/27/2016 9:10 PM:
> Has anyone heard of the following series of books:
>
>
>
List of Lights and Fog-Signals of the United States
>
> They were published each year for different areas of the country back
> in the 1800s and early 1900s. Would anyone have these in your
> collection for the Atlantic coast? Seeking a lookup for pre 1890.
>
> If so, please email me at the email listed below.
>
> Thanks.
>
> Pam
> . . .
I find five of this series in our GovDocs collection, but none seem
to be what you want. I also see the note that they keep only the latest
version. Here are two of the five:
List of lights and fog-signals of the United States on the northern
lakes and rivers and also of the lights and fog signals of the Dominion
of Canada on those waters, corrected to the opening of navigation, 1898
List of lights, radio aids and fog signals. Greenland, the east coasts
of North and South America (excluding continental U.S.A. except the east
coast of Florida) and the West Indies

WorldCat must not include the various GovDocs collections, as they are
showing this series only in three NY libraries, one in Michigan, and one
outside the U.S. Yet the University of Wisconsin has five (all there
are?) of them. Published by Defense Mapping Agency--hmm, perhaps a
military library?
-Rollie
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160127/2e5fb907/
attachment.html>
From nross at bryantx.gov Wed Jan 27 22:48:00 2016
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 2016 03:48:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Question
In-Reply-To: <56A98BF9.7080407@wisc.edu>
References: <CAAWdkZVcQfcMUXV1iPmhpXZu0qrcsyuX4cdsZe+7f9HYg9G1dA@mail.gmail.com>,
<56A98BF9.7080407@wisc.edu>
Message-ID: <tpf3xfmth9mba0lg2d1v6dtn.1453952879853@email.android.com>
Would they also be published in seamanship
books?

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
-------- Original message -------From: Rollie Littlewood <rklittle at wisc.edu>
Date: 1/27/2016 9:34 PM (GMT-06:00)
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Question
Pam Cooper wrote on 1/27/2016 9:10 PM:
Has anyone heard of the following series of books:
List of Lights and Fog-Signals of the United States
They were published each year for different areas of the country back in the 1800s
and early 1900s. Would anyone have these in your collection for the Atlantic coast?
Seeking a lookup for pre 1890.
If so, please email me at the email listed below.
Thanks.
Pam
. . .
I find five of this series in our GovDocs collection, but none seem to be what
you want. I also see the note that they keep only the latest version. Here are two
of the five:
List of lights and fog-signals of the United States on the northern lakes and
rivers and also of the lights and fog signals of the Dominion of Canada on those

waters, corrected to the opening of navigation, 1898
List of lights, radio aids and fog signals. Greenland, the east coasts of North and
South America (excluding continental U.S.A. except the east coast of Florida) and
the West Indies
WorldCat must not include the various GovDocs collections, as they are showing this
series only in three NY libraries, one in Michigan, and one outside the U.S. Yet
the University of Wisconsin has five (all there are?) of them. Published by Defense
Mapping Agency--hmm, perhaps a military library?
-Rollie
From cksteinhoff at gmail.com Wed Jan 27 23:12:55 2016
From: cksteinhoff at gmail.com (Cynthia Steinhoff)
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2016 23:12:55 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Question
In-Reply-To: <CAAWdkZVcQfcMUXV1iPmhpXZu0qrcsyuX4cdsZe+7f9HYg9G1dA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAWdkZVcQfcMUXV1iPmhpXZu0qrcsyuX4cdsZe+7f9HYg9G1dA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <D2CEFEBB.3FAA1%cksteinhoff@gmail.com>
Try Google Books.

There are some in full-text there.

Cindy in Maryland
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Pam Cooper
<pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 at 10:10 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Question
Has anyone heard of the following series of books:
List of Lights and Fog-Signals of the United States
They were published each year for different areas of the country back in the
1800s and early 1900s. Would anyone have these in your collection for the
Atlantic coast? Seeking a lookup for pre 1890.
If so, please email me at the email listed below.
Thanks.
Pam
-Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446

Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
_______________________________________________ genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From laurawilliamscarter at gmail.com Thu Jan 28 08:26:56 2016
From: laurawilliamscarter at gmail.com (Laura Carter)
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 2016 08:26:56 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] comparing Ancestry to Heritage Quest
In-Reply-To: <CAPXojw-f0dWK9NozE4MBhxKvfMYcSXDj+hnqh0uEwnH2idijbg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <002701d15933$cb828db0$6287a910$@chesterlib.org>
<56A96940.90802@charter.net>
<CAPXojw-f0dWK9NozE4MBhxKvfMYcSXDj+hnqh0uEwnH2idijbg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAOG+fb1vdyd7fMkVMmcMv_oC_OhqgZ864iRcvdNjwGnNvMNp1A@mail.gmail.com>
HQO now uses Ancestry images and indexing for census so researchers no
longer have access to an additional version of census images and indexing.
Instead of being able to check online censuses in FamilySearch, HQO, and
Ancestry, now we only have two digital options for finding those people who
are not showing up where we think they should. But HQO added Mortality
Schedules, Slave schedules and some other censuses that were not previously
in HQO.
The digital books in HQO and the PERSI archives in HQO are useful for many
patrons. The Freedman's Bank records and the American Revolution records
are good.
New PERSI is in Find My Past. One of the things I love the
best is the Census Map Guide which is the images of the
Dollarhide/Thorndale maps for the censuses. Most of the content is as it
was, just more attractive and easier to access.
The new interface of HQO is easier for patrons to deal with and they have
some good supplemental materials as well.
I think libraries need both when possible, especially since HQO is
available to people from home.
Laura
On Wed, Jan 27, 2016 at 8:27 PM, Mary K. Mannix <mkmannix at gmail.com> wrote:
> I have always found the ProQuest created materials to be very useful!!
> And, have distributed them far and wide over the years. I all but
> forced them on people. But, truthfully I have not looked at them since
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the Heritage Quest "change" or, as I usually say, when HQ broke my
heart. Not to beat a dead horse. Though, taking a quick gander, it
looks like they have not been updated, especially in regards to the
census. Or, I am looking in the wrong place.
I, too, haven't heard anything about the change with
AncestryLibraryEdition.
Deb, I would be very interested in your final findings.
Mary

On Wed, Jan 27, 2016 at 8:05 PM, Megan Isely <misely at charter.net> wrote:
> ProQuest has some nice materials online including an Ancestry Lib Ed/HQ
> comparison under additional documentation.
> http://proquest.libguides.com/ancestrylibraryedition/more
>
> My library subscribes to Ancestry LE and our state subscribes to Heritage
> Quest. Heritage Quest is kind of a "subset" of Ancestry, with the
addition
> of some materials Ancestry does not have. The Unique content section of
the
> comparison covers the basics. There is another piece of information in
that
> additional documentation: a comparison of Ancestry LE and Ancestry.com
that
> highlights some of what ALE does not have. Also, Heritage Quest can be
> offered for home use to patrons and Ancestry cannot.
>
> I haven't heard your grapevine mention and I'll be interested to see what
> others say about that.
>
> Megan Isely
> La Crosse, WI, who works at the La Crosse Public Library
>
> On 1/27/2016 12:51 PM, Debra Schiff wrote:
>
> Hi All,
>
>
>
> As part of the Morris County library system, we?re evaluating our
genealogy
> databases. Have any of you done a side-by-side comparison of the library
> editions of Ancestry and Heritage Quest? If so, what were your findings?
>
>
>
> Also, very importantly, we heard through the grapevine that Ancestry was
> cutting some of its offerings to libraries. Have you heard this? If so,
> which services?
>
>
>
> Thanks for all of your help.
>
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Best regards,
Debra Schiff
Local History Librarian
Chester Library
250 West Main Street
Chester, NJ 07930
908-879-7612, ext. 33
http://chesterlib.com/local-history-room/

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Laura W. Carter
3710 Barnett Shoals Road
Athens, GA 30605
706-369-9420
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From nross at bryantx.gov Thu Jan 28 10:20:07 2016
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 2016 15:20:07 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] comparing Ancestry to Heritage Quest
In-Reply-To: <CAOG+fb1vdyd7fMkVMmcMv_oC_OhqgZ864iRcvdNjwGnNvMNp1A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <002701d15933$cb828db0$6287a910$@chesterlib.org>
<56A96940.90802@charter.net>
<CAPXojw-f0dWK9NozE4MBhxKvfMYcSXDj+hnqh0uEwnH2idijbg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAOG+fb1vdyd7fMkVMmcMv_oC_OhqgZ864iRcvdNjwGnNvMNp1A@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819473C85D39@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
Heritage Quest,
I am having difficulties bringing up the HQ search panes for the census and
other topics. Does anyone have any suggestions about what type of specific
investigative steps I can take before going to our IT department or the Texas State
Library with this problem? I would hate for it to be something simple that I could
have easily fixed.
I must admit I really miss some of the HQ searches that can be narrowed in
odd ways.
Nan Ross
Carnegie History Center
nross at bryantx.gov
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Laura Carter
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2016 7:27 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] comparing Ancestry to Heritage Quest
HQO now uses Ancestry images and indexing for census so researchers no longer have
access to an additional version of census images and indexing. Instead of being
able to check online censuses in FamilySearch, HQO, and Ancestry, now we only have
two digital options for finding those people who are not showing up where we think
they should. But HQO added Mortality Schedules, Slave schedules and some other
censuses that were not previously in HQO.
The digital books in HQO and the PERSI archives in HQO are useful for many patrons.
The Freedman's Bank records and the American Revolution records are good.
New
PERSI is in Find My Past. One of the things I love the best is the Census Map
Guide which is the images of the Dollarhide/Thorndale maps for the censuses. Most
of the content is as it was, just more attractive and easier to access.
The new interface of HQO is easier for patrons to deal with and they have some good
supplemental materials as well.
I think libraries need both when possible, especially since HQO is available to
people from home.
Laura
On Wed, Jan 27, 2016 at 8:27 PM, Mary K. Mannix <mkmannix at
gmail.com<mailto:mkmannix at gmail.com>> wrote:
I have always found the ProQuest created materials to be very useful!!
And, have distributed them far and wide over the years. I all but
forced them on people. But, truthfully I have not looked at them since
the Heritage Quest "change" or, as I usually say, when HQ broke my
heart. Not to beat a dead horse. Though, taking a quick gander, it
looks like they have not been updated, especially in regards to the
census. Or, I am looking in the wrong place.

I, too, haven't heard anything about the change with AncestryLibraryEdition.
Deb, I would be very interested in your final findings.
Mary

On Wed, Jan 27, 2016 at 8:05 PM, Megan Isely <misely at charter.net<mailto:misely
at charter.net>> wrote:
> ProQuest has some nice materials online including an Ancestry Lib Ed/HQ
> comparison under additional documentation.
> http://proquest.libguides.com/ancestrylibraryedition/more<http://cp.mcafee.com/
d/
avndygO93hJ5xZAQsL3D4T3tPqtTT3hOCCMqekPqadQTNPWrXVJ56X1EVhjpuodEETvuoshd7a9K4qQE2y4
iSMC7YhGpdA8BJxcfUzkOrRcszKKfZvzhOUevKqemuLsKCODvAjhOztxUsqeuEyCJtdmUVfBgYF6lK1FJ4S-rLObzUVBBdyXxKVI06J6EITZ9Yv8whrAxZenPom-AUBzV48X4JW4FOH35qNYSh7Wv8wn8lrxrW0EjlS7qKJPt7uZ1ISy-MqehNI5-Aq83iS4Lx-DO86BQQgbHr6k29Ew48mAUBzh1eFEw2_NBfifCy01S_FcS-yr-MYE>
>
> My library subscribes to Ancestry LE and our state subscribes to Heritage
> Quest. Heritage Quest is kind of a "subset" of Ancestry, with the addition
> of some materials Ancestry does not have. The Unique content section of the
> comparison covers the basics. There is another piece of information in that
> additional documentation: a comparison of Ancestry LE and Ancestry.com that
> highlights some of what ALE does not have. Also, Heritage Quest can be
> offered for home use to patrons and Ancestry cannot.
>
> I haven't heard your grapevine mention and I'll be interested to see what
> others say about that.
>
> Megan Isely
> La Crosse, WI, who works at the La Crosse Public Library
>
> On 1/27/2016 12:51 PM, Debra Schiff wrote:
>
> Hi All,
>
>
>
> As part of the Morris County library system, we?re evaluating our genealogy
> databases. Have any of you done a side-by-side comparison of the library
> editions of Ancestry and Heritage Quest? If so, what were your findings?
>
>
>
> Also, very importantly, we heard through the grapevine that Ancestry was
> cutting some of its offerings to libraries. Have you heard this? If so,
> which services?
>
>
>
> Thanks for all of your help.
>
>
>
> Best regards,
>
> Debra Schiff

>
> Local History Librarian
>
> Chester Library
>
> 250 West Main Street
>
> Chester, NJ 07930
>
> 908-879-7612, ext. 33<tel:908-879-7612%2C%20ext.%2033>
>
>
http://chesterlib.com/local-history-room/<http://cp.mcafee.com/d/2DRPow72gQrhovpd7b
MVNdMTsSDtZMQsFFI6zBcSyztdYs-C--rhhKMqekkSnC3qadTTC74jhOyrx6Ja0Ex4JI9x_4qCjp29roj38RcCZj78XHz_nUQsK3DXCzBDHTbFIFTV4QsETou76zDG8FHnjlKejVkffGhBrwqrjdLCXYyUeppjoKUrKr01S9_ivNfAgVv3WSQYKjBitoByYqRlMSh-7Wv8wn8lrxrW0EjlS7qKJPt7uZ1ISy-MqehNI5Aq83iS4Lx-DO86BQQgbHr6k29Ew48m-AUBzh1eFEw2_NBfifCy01S_FcS-yrCMGE>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<http://cp.mcafee.com/d/
FZsS939J5xZAQsL3D4T3tPqtTT3hOCCMqekPqadQTNPWrXVJ56X1EVhjpuodEETvuoshd7a9K4qQE2y4iSM
C7YhGpdA8BJxcfUzkOrRcszKKfZvzhOUevKqemuLsKCODvAjhOztxUsqeuEyCJtdmUVfBgY-F6lK1FJASrLObzUVBBdyXxKVI069GX3JnmVKzLuwTwCHIcfBisEeRMzYfQ-h0Sh7Wv8wn8lrxrW0EjlS7qKJPt7uZ1ISy-MqehNI5-Aq83iS4Lx-DO86BQQgbHr6k29Ew48mAUBzh1eFEw2_NBfifCy01S_FcS-yrHlki>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<http://cp.mcafee.com/d/
2DRPoOrhovpd7bMVNdMTsSDtZMQsFFI6zBcSyztdYs-C-rhhKMqekkSnC3qadTTC74jhOyrx6Ja0Ex4JI9x_4qCjp29roj38RcCZj78XHz_nUQsK3DXCzBDHTbFIFTV4QsETou76zDG8FHnjlKejVkffGhBrwqrodLCXYyUeppjoKUrKr01yqKMXlRKrEXTEdU9GX33VkDa3Js8_3ZfAgdAvx-DO85O5mUmwa4RtxSHHsThTLgrdELI6zAsr1vF6y0QJxbUvFYy1Ftd42WSNB0yq8125LFe9oQgjGq80LYpjQzVEw0tLWj
dLECNE3pn2um0eNQ>

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<http://cp.mcafee.com/d/
FZsS76Qm7SjhOYesjsdTdFTvsd7aqr1EVjdEETjv7fFLLCQkrI6zB5dBVwSyztZVxN4QsECUhHiwa8hbr2o
vN6FASgymS4M_ydj9LkNOeWU_R-d7bwV-VEVpWZOWrat-hd7adS7xNEVWyaqRQRrzA-

l3PWApmU6CTPrVK_8KfzCmkSbK6XCM0oCHIeRtrCWeZW3u2qKMMl9OwXn2fM_jV43p7UvFYy1sxlK5LE2xdnotGWTdQtXQ6PqbX1EV76MnWhEwdboi7Wv8wqnjh0KJIpg8Cy0gxrWjymd44WCy0b_6kZ8-q807r-APrW9J37A>

-Laura W. Carter
3710 Barnett Shoals Road
Athens, GA 30605
706-369-9420
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160128/87bbca92/
attachment.html>
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Thu Jan 28 12:04:50 2016
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 2016 17:04:50 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] comparing Ancestry to Heritage Quest
In-Reply-To: <62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819473C85D39@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
References: <002701d15933$cb828db0$6287a910$@chesterlib.org>
<56A96940.90802@charter.net>
<CAPXojw-f0dWK9NozE4MBhxKvfMYcSXDj+hnqh0uEwnH2idijbg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAOG+fb1vdyd7fMkVMmcMv_oC_OhqgZ864iRcvdNjwGnNvMNp1A@mail.gmail.com>
<62959C9DA565A048983C46EA8953819473C85D39@COBMBX1.cobnet.org>
Message-ID:
<CY1PR09MB0635A059C91FC82ABC54980CACDA0@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
The comparison guide is helpful, but it was created in 2013 and doesn?t reflect
recent changes. I hope Ancestry updates it.
Nancy
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ross, Nancy M
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2016 9:20 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] comparing Ancestry to Heritage Quest
Heritage Quest,
I am having difficulties bringing up the HQ search panes for the census and
other topics. Does anyone have any suggestions about what type of specific
investigative steps I can take before going to our IT department or the Texas State
Library with this problem? I would hate for it to be something simple that I could
have easily fixed.
I must admit I really miss some of the HQ searches that can be narrowed in
odd ways.
Nan Ross
Carnegie History Center
nross at bryantx.gov<mailto:nross at bryantx.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Laura Carter
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2016 7:27 AM

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] comparing Ancestry to Heritage Quest
HQO now uses Ancestry images and indexing for census so researchers no longer have
access to an additional version of census images and indexing. Instead of being
able to check online censuses in FamilySearch, HQO, and Ancestry, now we only have
two digital options for finding those people who are not showing up where we think
they should. But HQO added Mortality Schedules, Slave schedules and some other
censuses that were not previously in HQO.
The digital books in HQO and the PERSI archives in HQO are useful for many patrons.
The Freedman's Bank records and the American Revolution records are good.
New
PERSI is in Find My Past. One of the things I love the best is the Census Map
Guide which is the images of the Dollarhide/Thorndale maps for the censuses. Most
of the content is as it was, just more attractive and easier to access.
The new interface of HQO is easier for patrons to deal with and they have some good
supplemental materials as well.
I think libraries need both when possible, especially since HQO is available to
people from home.
Laura
On Wed, Jan 27, 2016 at 8:27 PM, Mary K. Mannix <mkmannix at
gmail.com<mailto:mkmannix at gmail.com>> wrote:
I have always found the ProQuest created materials to be very useful!!
And, have distributed them far and wide over the years. I all but
forced them on people. But, truthfully I have not looked at them since
the Heritage Quest "change" or, as I usually say, when HQ broke my
heart. Not to beat a dead horse. Though, taking a quick gander, it
looks like they have not been updated, especially in regards to the
census. Or, I am looking in the wrong place.
I, too, haven't heard anything about the change with AncestryLibraryEdition.
Deb, I would be very interested in your final findings.
Mary

On Wed, Jan 27, 2016 at 8:05 PM, Megan Isely <misely at charter.net<mailto:misely
at charter.net>> wrote:
> ProQuest has some nice materials online including an Ancestry Lib Ed/HQ
> comparison under additional documentation.
> http://proquest.libguides.com/ancestrylibraryedition/more<http://cp.mcafee.com/
d/
avndygO93hJ5xZAQsL3D4T3tPqtTT3hOCCMqekPqadQTNPWrXVJ56X1EVhjpuodEETvuoshd7a9K4qQE2y4
iSMC7YhGpdA8BJxcfUzkOrRcszKKfZvzhOUevKqemuLsKCODvAjhOztxUsqeuEyCJtdmUVfBgYF6lK1FJ4S-rLObzUVBBdyXxKVI06J6EITZ9Yv8whrAxZenPom-AUBzV48X4JW4FOH35qNYSh7Wv8wn8lrxrW0EjlS7qKJPt7uZ1ISy-MqehNI5-Aq83iS4Lx-DO86BQQgbHr6k29Ew48mAUBzh1eFEw2_NBfifCy01S_FcS-yr-MYE>
>
> My library subscribes to Ancestry LE and our state subscribes to Heritage
> Quest. Heritage Quest is kind of a "subset" of Ancestry, with the addition
> of some materials Ancestry does not have. The Unique content section of the
> comparison covers the basics. There is another piece of information in that
> additional documentation: a comparison of Ancestry LE and Ancestry.com that
> highlights some of what ALE does not have. Also, Heritage Quest can be
> offered for home use to patrons and Ancestry cannot.
>
> I haven't heard your grapevine mention and I'll be interested to see what

> others say about that.
>
> Megan Isely
> La Crosse, WI, who works at the La Crosse Public Library
>
> On 1/27/2016 12:51 PM, Debra Schiff wrote:
>
> Hi All,
>
>
>
> As part of the Morris County library system, we?re evaluating our genealogy
> databases. Have any of you done a side-by-side comparison of the library
> editions of Ancestry and Heritage Quest? If so, what were your findings?
>
>
>
> Also, very importantly, we heard through the grapevine that Ancestry was
> cutting some of its offerings to libraries. Have you heard this? If so,
> which services?
>
>
>
> Thanks for all of your help.
>
>
>
> Best regards,
>
> Debra Schiff
>
> Local History Librarian
>
> Chester Library
>
> 250 West Main Street
>
> Chester, NJ 07930
>
> 908-879-7612, ext. 33<tel:908-879-7612%2C%20ext.%2033>
>
>
http://chesterlib.com/local-history-room/<http://cp.mcafee.com/d/2DRPow72gQrhovpd7b
MVNdMTsSDtZMQsFFI6zBcSyztdYs-C--rhhKMqekkSnC3qadTTC74jhOyrx6Ja0Ex4JI9x_4qCjp29roj38RcCZj78XHz_nUQsK3DXCzBDHTbFIFTV4QsETou76zDG8FHnjlKejVkffGhBrwqrjdLCXYyUeppjoKUrKr01S9_ivNfAgVv3WSQYKjBitoByYqRlMSh-7Wv8wn8lrxrW0EjlS7qKJPt7uZ1ISy-MqehNI5Aq83iS4Lx-DO86BQQgbHr6k29Ew48m-AUBzh1eFEw2_NBfifCy01S_FcS-yrCMGE>
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<http://cp.mcafee.com/d/
FZsS939J5xZAQsL3D4T3tPqtTT3hOCCMqekPqadQTNPWrXVJ56X1EVhjpuodEETvuoshd7a9K4qQE2y4iSM
C7YhGpdA8BJxcfUzkOrRcszKKfZvzhOUevKqemuLsKCODvAjhOztxUsqeuEyCJtdmUVfBgY-F6lK1FJASrLObzUVBBdyXxKVI069GX3JnmVKzLuwTwCHIcfBisEeRMzYfQ-h0Sh-

7Wv8wn8lrxrW0EjlS7qKJPt7uZ1ISy-MqehNI5-Aq83iS4Lx-DO86BQQgbHr6k29Ew48mAUBzh1eFEw2_NBfifCy01S_FcS-yrHlki>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<http://cp.mcafee.com/d/
2DRPoOrhovpd7bMVNdMTsSDtZMQsFFI6zBcSyztdYs-C-rhhKMqekkSnC3qadTTC74jhOyrx6Ja0Ex4JI9x_4qCjp29roj38RcCZj78XHz_nUQsK3DXCzBDHTbFIFTV4QsETou76zDG8FHnjlKejVkffGhBrwqrodLCXYyUeppjoKUrKr01yqKMXlRKrEXTEdU9GX33VkDa3Js8_3ZfAgdAvx-DO85O5mUmwa4RtxSHHsThTLgrdELI6zAsr1vF6y0QJxbUvFYy1Ftd42WSNB0yq8125LFe9oQgjGq80LYpjQzVEw0tLWj
dLECNE3pn2um0eNQ>

-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<http://cp.mcafee.com/d/
FZsS76Qm7SjhOYesjsdTdFTvsd7aqr1EVjdEETjv7fFLLCQkrI6zB5dBVwSyztZVxN4QsECUhHiwa8hbr2o
vN6FASgymS4M_ydj9LkNOeWU_R-d7bwV-VEVpWZOWrat-hd7adS7xNEVWyaqRQRrzAl3PWApmU6CTPrVK_8KfzCmkSbK6XCM0oCHIeRtrCWeZW3u2qKMMl9OwXn2fM_jV43p7UvFYy1sxlK5LE2xdnotGWTdQtXQ6PqbX1EV76MnWhEwdboi7Wv8wqnjh0KJIpg8Cy0gxrWjymd44WCy0b_6kZ8-q807r-APrW9J37A>

-Laura W. Carter
3710 Barnett Shoals Road
Athens, GA 30605
706-369-9420
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160128/
d0acf907/attachment-0001.html>
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Thu Jan 28 12:34:26 2016
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 2016 12:34:26 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Question
In-Reply-To: <56A98BF9.7080407@wisc.edu>
References: <CAAWdkZVcQfcMUXV1iPmhpXZu0qrcsyuX4cdsZe+7f9HYg9G1dA@mail.gmail.com>
<56A98BF9.7080407@wisc.edu>
Message-ID: <006701d159f2$22f6c390$68e44ab0$@irclibrary.org>
Thank you everyone for your replies. I used Google Books and the earliest
they have for the Atlantic Coast is 1892. It is possible there are none
prior to that date. I checked WorldCat and it is misleading to me. Some

records state 1871-1890 and 1891-1908. I suspect that I will need to contact
a Government Docs office and will do that.

I am attempting to verify when a place name first existed. Today it is
located on the Indian River and at one time it was the name of the town,
which is typical of places. If a town disappears, the name is often retained
in some kind of landmark. The place was Crawford Point and now is called
Oslo (1897). The real question is "Who is Crawford?" Could he be the person
who placed the signal at that point? Or was there someone living in the area
by that name?

So, I am starting with 1892 and hoping newspapers, local deeds and other
records will reveal the name.

Thanks everyone!!

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rollie
Littlewood
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 10:33 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Question

Pam Cooper wrote on 1/27/2016 9:10 PM:
Has anyone heard of the following series of books:

List of Lights and Fog-Signals of the United States
They were published each year for different areas of the country back in the
1800s and early 1900s. Would anyone have these in your collection for the
Atlantic coast? Seeking a lookup for pre 1890.

If so, please email me at the email listed below.

Thanks.

Pam
. . .
I find five of this series in our GovDocs collection, but none seem to be
what you want. I also see the note that they keep only the latest version.
Here are two of the five:
List of lights and fog-signals of the United States on the northern lakes
and rivers and also of the lights and fog signals of the Dominion of Canada
on those waters, corrected to the opening of navigation, 1898
List of lights, radio aids and fog signals. Greenland, the east coasts of
North and South America (excluding continental U.S.A. except the east coast
of Florida) and the West Indies
WorldCat must not include the various GovDocs collections, as they are
showing this series only in three NY libraries, one in Michigan, and one
outside the U.S. Yet the University of Wisconsin has five (all there are?)
of them. Published by Defense Mapping Agency--hmm, perhaps a military
library?
-Rollie
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160128/
c8f9ba55/attachment.html>
From elizasaf at verizon.net Thu Jan 28 12:42:04 2016
From: elizasaf at verizon.net (elizasaf at verizon.net)
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 2016 11:42:04 -0600 (CST)

Subject: [Genealib] Removal from List
Message-ID: <30371383.621604.1454002924049.JavaMail.root@tvweb133067.mailsrvcs.net>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160128/79fbacd8/
attachment.html>
From debra.schiff at chesterlib.org Thu Jan 28 13:04:26 2016
From: debra.schiff at chesterlib.org (Debra Schiff)
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 2016 13:04:26 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Comparing Ancestry to Heritage Quest
Message-ID: <000501d159f6$531dbde0$f95939a0$@chesterlib.org>
Thanks very much to everyone who has contributed to my original question
below. I'll share with you what we learn at a demo to be held in early
February (date to come).

> Hi All,
>
> As part of the Morris County library system, we're evaluating our
genealogy
> databases. Have any of you done a side-by-side comparison of the library
> editions of Ancestry and Heritage Quest? If so, what were your findings?
>
> Also, very importantly, we heard through the grapevine that Ancestry was
> cutting some of its offerings to libraries. Have you heard this? If so,
> which services?
>
> Thanks for all of your help.

Best regards,
Debra Schiff
Local History Librarian
Chester Library
250 West Main Street
Chester, NJ 07930
908-879-7612, ext. 33

http://chesterlib.com/local-history-room/

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160128/
be051bf5/attachment.html>
From amitchell at ancestry.com Thu Jan 28 14:29:55 2016
From: amitchell at ancestry.com (Anne Mitchell)
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 2016 19:29:55 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] comparing Ancestry to Heritage Quest
Message-ID: <D5F814F7A471474683ABC73AA4870069027472115C@PREXMB03.myfamily.int>
Hello everyone,
I'd like to comment on the idea that Ancestry is cutting some of its offerings on
Ancestry Library Edition.
I'm the product manager for ALE at Ancestry and we are not cutting any of the
current content or services.
New content is added to Ancestry and therefor ALE on an ongoing basis. To see the
latest additions, click on the link "New Collections" in the navigation bar which
will take you to this link:
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/search/CardCatalog.aspx#ccat=hc=25&dbSort=3&sbo=1
Not quite sure who the grapevine is or what they are referring to, but they seem to
be misinformed.
If you get something more specific you would like me to address, let me know.
Anne Mitchell
Product Manager, Ancestry Library Edition

Message: 1
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2016 13:51:56 -0500
From: "Debra Schiff" <debra.schiff at chesterlib.org>
To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] comparing Ancestry to Heritage Quest
Message-ID: <002701d15933$cb828db0$6287a910$@chesterlib.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Hi All,

As part of the Morris County library system, we're evaluating our genealogy
databases. Have any of you done a side-by-side comparison of the library editions
of Ancestry and Heritage Quest? If so, what were your findings?

Also, very importantly, we heard through the grapevine that Ancestry was cutting
some of its offerings to libraries. Have you heard this? If so, which services?

Thanks for all of your help.

Best regards,
Debra Schiff
Local History Librarian
Chester Library
250 West Main Street
Chester, NJ 07930
908-879-7612, ext. 33
http://chesterlib.com/local-history-room/

From laurawilliamscarter at gmail.com Thu Jan 28 14:33:15 2016
From: laurawilliamscarter at gmail.com (Laura Carter)
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 2016 14:33:15 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] comparing Ancestry to Heritage Quest
In-Reply-To: <D5F814F7A471474683ABC73AA4870069027472115C@PREXMB03.myfamily.int>
References: <D5F814F7A471474683ABC73AA4870069027472115C@PREXMB03.myfamily.int>
Message-ID: <CAOG+fb2LxVjyAOXotu7d6R3thsazhBsbUgfSnAMBM5kypqbfdw@mail.gmail.com>
Thank you Anne for this update.
laura
On Thu, Jan 28, 2016 at 2:29 PM, Anne Mitchell <amitchell at ancestry.com>
wrote:
> Hello everyone,
>
> I'd like to comment on the idea that Ancestry is cutting some of its
> offerings on Ancestry Library Edition.
>
> I'm the product manager for ALE at Ancestry and we are not cutting any of
> the current content or services.
>
> New content is added to Ancestry and therefor ALE on an ongoing basis. To
> see the latest additions, click on the link "New Collections" in the
> navigation bar which will take you to this link:
>
>
>
http://search.ancestrylibrary.com/search/CardCatalog.aspx#ccat=hc=25&dbSort=3&sbo=1
>
> Not quite sure who the grapevine is or what they are referring to, but
> they seem to be misinformed.
>
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If you get something more specific you would like me to address, let me
know.
Anne Mitchell
Product Manager, Ancestry Library Edition

Message: 1
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 2016 13:51:56 -0500
From: "Debra Schiff" <debra.schiff at chesterlib.org>
To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] comparing Ancestry to Heritage Quest
Message-ID: <002701d15933$cb828db0$6287a910$@chesterlib.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Hi All,

As part of the Morris County library system, we're evaluating our
genealogy databases. Have any of you done a side-by-side comparison of the
library editions of Ancestry and Heritage Quest? If so, what were your
findings?

Also, very importantly, we heard through the grapevine that Ancestry was
cutting some of its offerings to libraries. Have you heard this? If so,
which services?

Thanks for all of your help.

Best regards,
Debra Schiff
Local History Librarian
Chester Library
250 West Main Street
Chester, NJ 07930
908-879-7612, ext. 33
http://chesterlib.com/local-history-room/
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Laura W. Carter
3710 Barnett Shoals Road
Athens, GA 30605
706-369-9420
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160128/991e54ca/
attachment.html>
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Thu Jan 28 15:09:21 2016
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 2016 20:09:21 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
Message-ID:
<CY1PR09MB06351741E2052AC708D51AF5ACDA0@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Colleagues:
Has anyone done a comparison between Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive? My big
question is how much, if any, overlap exists between the two. We have the latter,
but considering the critical value of newspapers in genealogical research,
Newspapers.com would greatly expand access for our patrons if it includes papers
not in NewspaperArchive. I want to check the listserv before asking Newspapers.com
directly.
Thank you,
Nancy
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160128/
b2534b4d/attachment.html>
From Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org Thu Jan 28 15:35:49 2016
From: Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org (Michele McNabb)
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 2016 20:35:49 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
In-Reply-To:
<CY1PR09MB06351741E2052AC708D51AF5ACDA0@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<CY1PR09MB06351741E2052AC708D51AF5ACDA0@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID:
<BN4PR10MB08667F42BD6B1E572213E1CCEDDA0@BN4PR10MB0866.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>

We just have a regional subscription to NewspaperArchive, but find having both it
and Newspapers.com very helpful. If I only had to choose one, however, I'd
probably go with the latter due to its broader coverage.
Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.
Manager & Librarian
MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
E: LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG<mailto:LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG> | P:
712.764.7008
DANISH ROOTS | AMERICAN BRANCHES | DANISHMUSEUM.ORG<http://www.danishmuseum.org/>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Maxwell
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2016 2:09 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
Colleagues:
Has anyone done a comparison between Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive? My big
question is how much, if any, overlap exists between the two. We have the latter,
but considering the critical value of newspapers in genealogical research,
Newspapers.com would greatly expand access for our patrons if it includes papers
not in NewspaperArchive. I want to check the listserv before asking Newspapers.com
directly.
Thank you,
Nancy
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov<mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160128/
c38f793c/attachment.html>
From cas.search at gmail.com Thu Jan 28 17:45:34 2016
From: cas.search at gmail.com (Charlotte Sellers)
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 2016 17:45:34 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
In-Reply-To:
<BN4PR10MB08667F42BD6B1E572213E1CCEDDA0@BN4PR10MB0866.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<CY1PR09MB06351741E2052AC708D51AF5ACDA0@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<BN4PR10MB08667F42BD6B1E572213E1CCEDDA0@BN4PR10MB0866.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CALFXJknQzSfWGsCjDz54_FMj1YaVJGp-oYgw+eUFf5EQvyq65A@mail.gmail.com>
I'm a home subscriber to both and find that I get different results even

when the years for a particular newspaper overlap ... and I try the
searches in a variety of ways on both for better results. For no doubt a
variety of reasons, some years or particular issues are missing in either
of the collections -- something users need to be aware of.
Don't know how pricing works for libraries, but recently when I get a hit
on Newspapers.com, I also get a message informing me that the "hit" is in a
premium newspaper for which I need to pay an additional subscription fee.
Thinking I may not continue that subscription.
-Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County, Indiana
digging into local & family history
On Thu, Jan 28, 2016 at 3:35 PM, Michele McNabb <
Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org> wrote:
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We just have a regional subscription to NewspaperArchive, but find having
both it and Newspapers.com very helpful. If I only had to choose one,
however, I?d probably go with the latter due to its broader coverage.

*Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.*
*Manager & Librarian*

MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
*E: *LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG *| P:* 712.764.7008

DANISH ROOTS* |* AMERICAN BRANCHES* |* DANISHMUSEUM.ORG
<http://www.danishmuseum.org/>

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Nancy Maxwell
*Sent:* Thursday, January 28, 2016 2:09 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive

Colleagues:

Has anyone done a comparison between Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive?
My big question is how much, if any, overlap exists between the two. We

> have the latter, but considering the critical value of newspapers in
> genealogical research, Newspapers.com would greatly expand access for our
> patrons if it includes papers not in NewspaperArchive. I want to check the
> listserv before asking Newspapers.com directly.
>
>
>
> Thank you,
>
> Nancy
>
>
>
> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
>
> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
>
> Grapevine Public Library
>
> 1201 Municipal Way
>
> Grapevine, TX 76051
>
> Voice: 817-410-3429
>
> Fax: 817-410-3084
>
> E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160128/
a93f3e43/attachment.html>
From bhill at berkeley.edu Fri Jan 29 02:46:11 2016
From: bhill at berkeley.edu (Barbara L. HILL)
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 2016 23:46:11 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Question
In-Reply-To: <006701d159f2$22f6c390$68e44ab0$@irclibrary.org>
References: <CAAWdkZVcQfcMUXV1iPmhpXZu0qrcsyuX4cdsZe+7f9HYg9G1dA@mail.gmail.com>
<56A98BF9.7080407@wisc.edu>
<006701d159f2$22f6c390$68e44ab0$@irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <CANQTj-H3ZjzvqO-Dkts6m3mJb0Y73j9bZnRSxc3P1m9XruSJ4g@mail.gmail.com>
I found a record that No. 1 of "List of lights and fog signals" was
supposedly published in 1888 by the U.S. Hydrographic Office. The
record says it was issued in parts and some issues may have been
accompanied by supplements. Folded maps may have been involved as
well. A variant title was "List of lights of the world" published
between 1888 and 1907, with other slight variations in the title, and
it superseded separate lists, called no. 1-6, issued with special
titles. No, I don't understand what that means; specific place names,

perhaps??? Also, it was part of a series called "H.O. pub." which I
infer means Hydrographic Office publication; and the 1888 issue would
appear to have been H.O. pub. no. 30, maybe.
But I also thought it might have been published within the U.S.
Congressional Serial Set; it seems like just the kind of thing that
might have been included. If there is a university library near you,
you might consult with a government documents specialist there who can
check indexes to the Serial Set, which is now in the thousands of
volumes and is also available as an electronic resource (through
Readex, I think) available in libraries that subscribe to it.
Good luck.
Barbara Hill
Volunteer at California Genealogical Society

On Thu, Jan 28, 2016 at 9:34 AM, Pam Cooper <pcooper at irclibrary.org> wrote:
> Thank you everyone for your replies. I used Google Books and the earliest
> they have for the Atlantic Coast is 1892. It is possible there are none
> prior to that date. I checked WorldCat and it is misleading to me. Some
> records state 1871-1890 and 1891-1908. I suspect that I will need to contact
> a Government Docs office and will do that.
>
>
>
> I am attempting to verify when a place name first existed. Today it is
> located on the Indian River and at one time it was the name of the town,
> which is typical of places. If a town disappears, the name is often retained
> in some kind of landmark. The place was Crawford Point and now is called
> Oslo (1897). The real question is ?Who is Crawford?? Could he be the person
> who placed the signal at that point? Or was there someone living in the area
> by that name?
>
>
>
> So, I am starting with 1892 and hoping newspapers, local deeds and other
> records will reveal the name.
>
>
>
> Thanks everyone!!
>
>
>
> Pam
>
>
>
> Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
>
> Archive Center & Genealogy Department
>
> Indian River County Main Library
>
> 1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
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772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Rollie
Littlewood
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 10:33 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Question

Pam Cooper wrote on 1/27/2016 9:10 PM:
Has anyone heard of the following series of books:

List of Lights and Fog-Signals of the United States
They were published each year for different areas of the country back in the
1800s and early 1900s. Would anyone have these in your collection for the
Atlantic coast? Seeking a lookup for pre 1890.

If so, please email me at the email listed below.

Thanks.

Pam
. . .
I find five of this series in our GovDocs collection, but none seem to be
what you want. I also see the note that they keep only the latest version.
Here are two of the five:
List of lights and fog-signals of the United States on the northern lakes
and rivers and also of the lights and fog signals of the Dominion of Canada
on those waters, corrected to the opening of navigation, 1898

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

List of lights, radio aids and fog signals. Greenland, the east coasts of
North and South America (excluding continental U.S.A. except the east coast
of Florida) and the West Indies
WorldCat must not include the various GovDocs collections, as they are
showing this series only in three NY libraries, one in Michigan, and one
outside the U.S. Yet the University of Wisconsin has five (all there are?)
of them. Published by Defense Mapping Agency--hmm, perhaps a military
library?
-Rollie
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us Fri Jan 29 09:41:55 2016
From: tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us (tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us)
Date: Fri, 29 Jan 2016 08:41:55 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
In-Reply-To: <CALFXJknQzSfWGsCjDz54_FMj1YaVJGp-oYgw+eUFf5EQvyq65A@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<CY1PR09MB06351741E2052AC708D51AF5ACDA0@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<BN4PR10MB08667F42BD6B1E572213E1CCEDDA0@BN4PR10MB0866.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
<CALFXJknQzSfWGsCjDz54_FMj1YaVJGp-oYgw+eUFf5EQvyq65A@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <42a578e1f39cf39b27266f4586a7626d.squirrel@webmail.kinetic.more.net>
Suggest consulting the news wires. One of these two firms was just fined
$100,000 in Iowa for unfair business practices.
> I'm a home subscriber to both and find that I get different results even
> when the years for a particular newspaper overlap ... and I try the
> searches in a variety of ways on both for better results. For no doubt a
> variety of reasons, some years or particular issues are missing in either
> of the collections -- something users need to be aware of.
>
> Don't know how pricing works for libraries, but recently when I get a hit
> on Newspapers.com, I also get a message informing me that the "hit" is in
> a
> premium newspaper for which I need to pay an additional subscription fee.
> Thinking I may not continue that subscription.
>
>
> -> Charlotte Sellers
> Jackson County, Indiana
> digging into local & family history
>
>
> On Thu, Jan 28, 2016 at 3:35 PM, Michele McNabb <
> Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org> wrote:
>
>> We just have a regional subscription to NewspaperArchive, but find
>> having

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

both it and Newspapers.com very helpful. If I only had to choose one,
however, I???d probably go with the latter due to its broader coverage.

*Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.*
*Manager & Librarian*

MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
*E: *LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG *| P:* 712.764.7008

DANISH ROOTS* |* AMERICAN BRANCHES* |* DANISHMUSEUM.ORG
<http://www.danishmuseum.org/>

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Nancy Maxwell
*Sent:* Thursday, January 28, 2016 2:09 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive

Colleagues:

Has anyone done a comparison between Newspapers.com and
NewspaperArchive?
My big question is how much, if any, overlap exists between the two. We
have the latter, but considering the critical value of newspapers in
genealogical research, Newspapers.com would greatly expand access for
our
patrons if it includes papers not in NewspaperArchive. I want to check
the
listserv before asking Newspapers.com directly.

Thank you,
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library

>>
>> 1201 Municipal Way
>>
>> Grapevine, TX 76051
>>
>> Voice: 817-410-3429
>>
>> Fax: 817-410-3084
>>
>> E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From genbook at gmail.com Fri Jan 29 10:07:54 2016
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 29 Jan 2016 07:07:54 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
In-Reply-To: <42a578e1f39cf39b27266f4586a7626d.squirrel@webmail.kinetic.more.net>
References:
<CY1PR09MB06351741E2052AC708D51AF5ACDA0@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<BN4PR10MB08667F42BD6B1E572213E1CCEDDA0@BN4PR10MB0866.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
<CALFXJknQzSfWGsCjDz54_FMj1YaVJGp-oYgw+eUFf5EQvyq65A@mail.gmail.com>
<42a578e1f39cf39b27266f4586a7626d.squirrel@webmail.kinetic.more.net>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhWd7=Fx3QArDNW4m--abiGfm7fXz+TaASx-Mp-6ENZq6Q@mail.gmail.com>
There is an informative article about this in the morning EOGN newsletter.
Larry
On Fri, Jan 29, 2016 at 6:41 AM, <tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Suggest consulting the news wires. One of these two firms was just fined
$100,000 in Iowa for unfair business practices.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I'm a home subscriber to both and find that I get different results even
when the years for a particular newspaper overlap ... and I try the
searches in a variety of ways on both for better results. For no doubt a
variety of reasons, some years or particular issues are missing in either
of the collections -- something users need to be aware of.
Don't know how pricing works for libraries, but recently when I get a hit
on Newspapers.com, I also get a message informing me that the "hit" is in
a
premium newspaper for which I need to pay an additional subscription fee.
Thinking I may not continue that subscription.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
>
> -> Charlotte Sellers
> Jackson County, Indiana
> digging into local & family history
>
>
> On Thu, Jan 28, 2016 at 3:35 PM, Michele McNabb <
> Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org> wrote:
>
>> We just have a regional subscription to NewspaperArchive, but find
>> having
>> both it and Newspapers.com very helpful. If I only had to choose one,
>> however, I???d probably go with the latter due to its broader coverage.
>>
>>
>>
>> *Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.*
>>
>> *Manager & Librarian*
>>
>>
>>
>> MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
>>
>> 4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
>>
>> *E: *LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG *| P:* 712.764.7008
>>
>>
>>
>> DANISH ROOTS* |* AMERICAN BRANCHES* |* DANISHMUSEUM.ORG
>> <http://www.danishmuseum.org/>
>>
>>
>>
>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Nancy Maxwell
>> *Sent:* Thursday, January 28, 2016 2:09 PM
>> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
>>
>>
>>
>> Colleagues:
>>
>>
>>
>> Has anyone done a comparison between Newspapers.com and
>> NewspaperArchive?
>> My big question is how much, if any, overlap exists between the two. We
>> have the latter, but considering the critical value of newspapers in
>> genealogical research, Newspapers.com would greatly expand access for
>> our
>> patrons if it includes papers not in NewspaperArchive. I want to check
>> the
>> listserv before asking Newspapers.com directly.
>>

> >>
> >>
> >> Thank you,
> >>
> >> Nancy
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
> >>
> >> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
> >>
> >> Grapevine Public Library
> >>
> >> 1201 Municipal Way
> >>
> >> Grapevine, TX 76051
> >>
> >> Voice: 817-410-3429
> >>
> >> Fax: 817-410-3084
> >>
> >> E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >> _______________________________________________
> >> genealib mailing list
> >> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> >> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> >>
> > _______________________________________________
> > genealib mailing list
> > genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> > http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160129/
a47f5fde/attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Fri Jan 29 10:50:02 2016
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Fri, 29 Jan 2016 10:50:02 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhWd7=Fx3QArDNW4m--abiGfm7fXz+TaASx-Mp-6ENZq6Q@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<CY1PR09MB06351741E2052AC708D51AF5ACDA0@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<BN4PR10MB08667F42BD6B1E572213E1CCEDDA0@BN4PR10MB0866.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
<CALFXJknQzSfWGsCjDz54_FMj1YaVJGp-oYgw+eUFf5EQvyq65A@mail.gmail.com>
<42a578e1f39cf39b27266f4586a7626d.squirrel@webmail.kinetic.more.net>
<CAKEoNhWd7=Fx3QArDNW4m--abiGfm7fXz+TaASx-Mp-6ENZq6Q@mail.gmail.com>

Message-ID: <56AB43DA020000AA0005E533@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
Yes, it was Newspaperarchive. Check Dick Eastman's blog for details.
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> genbook <genbook at gmail.com> 1/29/2016 10:07 AM >>>
There is an informative article about this in the morning EOGN
newsletter.
Larry
On Fri, Jan 29, 2016 at 6:41 AM, <tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us> wrote:
Suggest consulting the news wires. One of these two firms was just
fined
$100,000 in Iowa for unfair business practices.
> I'm a home subscriber to both and find that I get different results
even
> when the years for a particular newspaper overlap ... and I try the
> searches in a variety of ways on both for better results. For no
doubt a
> variety of reasons, some years or particular issues are missing in
either
> of the collections -- something users need to be aware of.
>
> Don't know how pricing works for libraries, but recently when I get a
hit
> on Newspapers.com, I also get a message informing me that the "hit"
is in
> a
> premium newspaper for which I need to pay an additional subscription
fee.
> Thinking I may not continue that subscription.
>
>
> -> Charlotte Sellers
> Jackson County, Indiana
> digging into local & family history
>
>
> On Thu, Jan 28, 2016 at 3:35 PM, Michele McNabb <
> Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org> wrote:
>
>> We just have a regional subscription to NewspaperArchive, but find
>> having
>> both it and Newspapers.com very helpful. If I only had to choose

one,
>> however, I???d probably go with the latter due to its broader
coverage.
>>
>>
>>
>> *Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.*
>>
>> *Manager & Librarian*
>>
>>
>>
>> MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
>>
>> 4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
>>
>> *E: *LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG *| P:* 712.764.7008
( tel:712.764.7008)
>>
>>
>>
>> DANISH ROOTS* |* AMERICAN BRANCHES* |* DANISHMUSEUM.ORG
>> <http://www.danishmuseum.org/>
>>
>>
>>
>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Nancy
Maxwell
>> *Sent:* Thursday, January 28, 2016 2:09 PM
>> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
>>
>>
>>
>> Colleagues:
>>
>>
>>
>> Has anyone done a comparison between Newspapers.com and
>> NewspaperArchive?
>> My big question is how much, if any, overlap exists between the two.
We
>> have the latter, but considering the critical value of newspapers
in
>> genealogical research, Newspapers.com would greatly expand access
for
>> our
>> patrons if it includes papers not in NewspaperArchive. I want to
check
>> the
>> listserv before asking Newspapers.com directly.
>>
>>
>>
>> Thank you,
>>
>> Nancy

>>
>>
>>
>> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
>>
>> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
>>
>> Grapevine Public Library
>>
>> 1201 Municipal Way
>>
>> Grapevine, TX 76051
>>
>> Voice: 817-410-3429
( tel:817-410-3429)
>>
>> Fax: 817-410-3084
( tel:817-410-3084)
>>
>> E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160129/
f5bbb286/attachment.html>
From Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org Fri Jan 29 11:06:45 2016
From: Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org (Michele McNabb)
Date: Fri, 29 Jan 2016 16:06:45 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
In-Reply-To: <56AB43DA020000AA0005E533@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
References:
<CY1PR09MB06351741E2052AC708D51AF5ACDA0@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<BN4PR10MB08667F42BD6B1E572213E1CCEDDA0@BN4PR10MB0866.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
<CALFXJknQzSfWGsCjDz54_FMj1YaVJGp-oYgw+eUFf5EQvyq65A@mail.gmail.com>
<42a578e1f39cf39b27266f4586a7626d.squirrel@webmail.kinetic.more.net>
<CAKEoNhWd7=Fx3QArDNW4m--abiGfm7fXz+TaASx-Mp-6ENZq6Q@mail.gmail.com>
<56AB43DA020000AA0005E533@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID:

<BN4PR10MB086671C1DA5577BC78F7DE14EDDB0@BN4PR10MB0866.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
Are we talking about 2 different NewspaperArchive.coms? I?m familiar with the
subscription one can get via ProQuest. Is this the same as the material produced
by the (defunct?) Cedar Rapids firm?
Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.
Manager & Librarian
MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
E: LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG<mailto:LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG> | P:
712.764.7008
DANISH ROOTS | AMERICAN BRANCHES | DANISHMUSEUM.ORG<http://www.danishmuseum.org/>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kim Dolce
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 9:50 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
Yes, it was Newspaperarchive. Check Dick Eastman's blog for details.
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
>>> genbook <genbook at gmail.com<mailto:genbook at gmail.com>> 1/29/2016 10:07 AM
>>>
There is an informative article about this in the morning EOGN newsletter.
Larry
On Fri, Jan 29, 2016 at 6:41 AM, <tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us<mailto:tbhobbs at
dadeco.lib.mo.us>> wrote:
Suggest consulting the news wires. One of these two firms was just fined
$100,000 in Iowa for unfair business practices.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I'm a home subscriber to both and find that I get different results even
when the years for a particular newspaper overlap ... and I try the
searches in a variety of ways on both for better results. For no doubt a
variety of reasons, some years or particular issues are missing in either
of the collections -- something users need to be aware of.
Don't know how pricing works for libraries, but recently when I get a hit
on Newspapers.com, I also get a message informing me that the "hit" is in
a
premium newspaper for which I need to pay an additional subscription fee.
Thinking I may not continue that subscription.
-Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County, Indiana

> digging into local & family history
>
>
> On Thu, Jan 28, 2016 at 3:35 PM, Michele McNabb <
> Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org<mailto:Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org>>
wrote:
>
>> We just have a regional subscription to NewspaperArchive, but find
>> having
>> both it and Newspapers.com very helpful. If I only had to choose one,
>> however, I???d probably go with the latter due to its broader coverage.
>>
>>
>>
>> *Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.*
>>
>> *Manager & Librarian*
>>
>>
>>
>> MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
>>
>> 4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
>>
>> *E: *LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG<mailto:LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG> *| P:*
712.764.7008<tel:712.764.7008>
>>
>>
>>
>> DANISH ROOTS* |* AMERICAN BRANCHES* |* DANISHMUSEUM.ORG<http://DANISHMUSEUM.ORG>
>> <http://www.danishmuseum.org/>
>>
>>
>>
>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:
>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] *On Behalf Of *Nancy Maxwell
>> *Sent:* Thursday, January 28, 2016 2:09 PM
>> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
>>
>>
>>
>> Colleagues:
>>
>>
>>
>> Has anyone done a comparison between Newspapers.com and
>> NewspaperArchive?
>> My big question is how much, if any, overlap exists between the two. We
>> have the latter, but considering the critical value of newspapers in
>> genealogical research, Newspapers.com would greatly expand access for
>> our
>> patrons if it includes papers not in NewspaperArchive. I want to check
>> the
>> listserv before asking Newspapers.com directly.
>>

>>
>>
>> Thank you,
>>
>> Nancy
>>
>>
>>
>> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
>>
>> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
>>
>> Grapevine Public Library
>>
>> 1201 Municipal Way
>>
>> Grapevine, TX 76051
>>
>> Voice: 817-410-3429<tel:817-410-3429>
>>
>> Fax: 817-410-3084<tel:817-410-3084>
>>
>> E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov<mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160129/4da0e9f0/
attachment-0001.html>
From kellenbergerroom at gmail.com Fri Jan 29 12:28:54 2016
From: kellenbergerroom at gmail.com (Kellenberger Room)
Date: Fri, 29 Jan 2016 12:28:54 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
In-Reply-To:
<BN4PR10MB086671C1DA5577BC78F7DE14EDDB0@BN4PR10MB0866.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<CY1PR09MB06351741E2052AC708D51AF5ACDA0@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<BN4PR10MB08667F42BD6B1E572213E1CCEDDA0@BN4PR10MB0866.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
<CALFXJknQzSfWGsCjDz54_FMj1YaVJGp-oYgw+eUFf5EQvyq65A@mail.gmail.com>

<42a578e1f39cf39b27266f4586a7626d.squirrel@webmail.kinetic.more.net>
<CAKEoNhWd7=Fx3QArDNW4m--abiGfm7fXz+TaASx-Mp-6ENZq6Q@mail.gmail.com>
<56AB43DA020000AA0005E533@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
<BN4PR10MB086671C1DA5577BC78F7DE14EDDB0@BN4PR10MB0866.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <002301d15aba$872a5390$957efab0$@com>
There are two separate databases available through ProQuest: NewspaperArchive and
Newspapers.com Library Editions.
The Newspapers.com LE is fairly new to them, I think.
Our library recently subscribed to the Newspapers.com Library Edition for just the
North Carolina newspapers (which includes most of the early papers for our town). I
was confused about the titles of the databases, too, and thought I was getting
quotes from one instead of the other. We eventually got that straightened out.
Their products pages for the services are:
http://www.proquest.com/products-services/newsarchive.html
http://www.proquest.com/products-services/Newspaperscom-Library-Edition.html
>From the links you can download complete title lists in an Excel format.
In comparing the two products, I liked the search and printing capabilities of
Newspapers.com better. We went with that database, too, because it had a better
selection of local papers for the price. Also, I noticed that NewspaperArchive
seems to have more recent editions of newspapers, while Newspapers.com has mostly
pre-1920s issues (there are some titles with more recent dates in Newspapers.com).
Victor
--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098

Phone: (252) 638-7808

Fax: (252) 638-7817

E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org <mailto:vjones at cpclib.org>
gmail.com

or kellenbergerroom at

Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org <http://newbern.cpclib.org/>

Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be

considered a public record subject to public records
Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring
this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in
and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the

requests pursuant to North
and potential disclosure of
this communication are mine
library.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Michele McNabb
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 11:07 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive

Are we talking about 2 different NewspaperArchive.coms? I?m familiar with the
subscription one can get via ProQuest. Is this the same as the material produced
by the (defunct?) Cedar Rapids firm?
Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.
Manager & Librarian

MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
E: <mailto:LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG> LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG | P:
712.764.7008

DANISH ROOTS | AMERICAN BRANCHES |

<http://www.danishmuseum.org/> DANISHMUSEUM.ORG

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kim Dolce
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 9:50 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive

Yes, it was Newspaperarchive. Check Dick Eastman's blog for details.

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library

105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org

>>> genbook <genbook at gmail.com> 1/29/2016 10:07 AM >>>
There is an informative article about this in the morning EOGN newsletter.
Larry

On Fri, Jan 29, 2016 at 6:41 AM, <tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us> wrote:
Suggest consulting the news wires. One of these two firms was just fined
$100,000 in Iowa for unfair business practices.
> I'm a home subscriber to both and find that I get different results even
> when the years for a particular newspaper overlap ... and I try the
> searches in a variety of ways on both for better results. For no doubt a
> variety of reasons, some years or particular issues are missing in either
> of the collections -- something users need to be aware of.
>
> Don't know how pricing works for libraries, but recently when I get a hit
> on Newspapers.com, I also get a message informing me that the "hit" is in
> a
> premium newspaper for which I need to pay an additional subscription fee.
> Thinking I may not continue that subscription.
>
>
> -> Charlotte Sellers
> Jackson County, Indiana
> digging into local & family history
>
>
> On Thu, Jan 28, 2016 at 3:35 PM, Michele McNabb <
> Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org> wrote:
>
>> We just have a regional subscription to NewspaperArchive, but find
>> having
>> both it and Newspapers.com very helpful. If I only had to choose one,
>> however, I???d probably go with the latter due to its broader coverage.
>>
>>
>>
>> *Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.*
>>
>> *Manager & Librarian*
>>
>>
>>

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
*E: *LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG *| P:* 712.764.7008

DANISH ROOTS* |* AMERICAN BRANCHES* |* DANISHMUSEUM.ORG
<http://www.danishmuseum.org/>

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Nancy Maxwell
*Sent:* Thursday, January 28, 2016 2:09 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive

Colleagues:

Has anyone done a comparison between Newspapers.com and
NewspaperArchive?
My big question is how much, if any, overlap exists between the two. We
have the latter, but considering the critical value of newspapers in
genealogical research, Newspapers.com would greatly expand access for
our
patrons if it includes papers not in NewspaperArchive. I want to check
the
listserv before asking Newspapers.com directly.

Thank you,
Nancy

Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov

>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160129/3f646d05/
attachment.html>
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Sat Jan 30 12:02:01 2016
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Sat, 30 Jan 2016 17:02:01 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
In-Reply-To: <002301d15aba$872a5390$957efab0$@com>
References:
<CY1PR09MB06351741E2052AC708D51AF5ACDA0@CY1PR09MB0635.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<BN4PR10MB08667F42BD6B1E572213E1CCEDDA0@BN4PR10MB0866.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
<CALFXJknQzSfWGsCjDz54_FMj1YaVJGp-oYgw+eUFf5EQvyq65A@mail.gmail.com>
<42a578e1f39cf39b27266f4586a7626d.squirrel@webmail.kinetic.more.net>
<CAKEoNhWd7=Fx3QArDNW4m--abiGfm7fXz+TaASx-Mp-6ENZq6Q@mail.gmail.com>
<56AB43DA020000AA0005E533@vgwmta.co.volusia.fl.us>
<BN4PR10MB086671C1DA5577BC78F7DE14EDDB0@BN4PR10MB0866.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>,
<002301d15aba$872a5390$957efab0$@com>
Message-ID:
<BY1PR10MB0357C79BB08FC3A004ACDAB8B5DC0@BY1PR10MB0357.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>
Each library needs to evaluate which service has more to offer for their area. In
my case, that's NewspaperArchive.com. But if it looks like great coverage, check
closely. For years they said that they had Oshkosh newspapers for the 1940s when
they did not. They now do, but only the college weekly, not the daily general
newspaper. Seems to be a copyright issue.
newspapers.com has only a few early
Oshkosh papers, which had been thoroughly indexed in the library long, long ago, so
the information was already accessible.
Mara Munroe
Oshkosh Public Library

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Kellenberger Room <kellenbergerroom at
gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 11:28 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
There are two separate databases available through ProQuest: NewspaperArchive and
Newspapers.com Library Editions.
The Newspapers.com LE is fairly new to them, I think.
Our library recently subscribed to the Newspapers.com Library Edition for just the
North Carolina newspapers (which includes most of the early papers for our town). I
was confused about the titles of the databases, too, and thought I was getting
quotes from one instead of the other. We eventually got that straightened out.
Their products pages for the services are:
http://www.proquest.com/products-services/newsarchive.html
[http://media2.proquest.com/images/newspaper-archive-library-editionfeatured.png]<http://www.proquest.com/products-services/newsarchive.html>
NewspaperARCHIVE Library Edition - ProQuest<http://www.proquest.com/productsservices/newsarchive.html>
www.proquest.com
ProQuest is the exclusive worldwide distributor of NewspaperARCHIVE Library
Edition, an online database that provides searchable access to more than 300
hundred years ...
http://www.proquest.com/products-services/Newspaperscom-Library-Edition.html
>From the links you can download complete title lists in an Excel format.
In comparing the two products, I liked the search and printing capabilities of
Newspapers.com better. We went with that database, too, because it had a better
selection of local papers for the price. Also, I noticed that NewspaperArchive
seems to have more recent editions of newspapers, while Newspapers.com has mostly
pre-1920s issues (there are some titles with more recent dates in Newspapers.com).
Victor
--Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Special Collections Librarian
Kellenberger Room
New Bern-Craven County Public Library

400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098

Phone: (252) 638-7808

Fax: (252) 638-7817

E-mail: vtjones at nbccpl.org<mailto:vjones at cpclib.org> or kellenbergerroom at
gmail.com<mailto:kellenbergerroom at gmail.com>
Web: http://newbern.cpclib.org<http://newbern.cpclib.org/>

Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to North
Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential disclosure of
this message to third parties. Opinions expressed in this communication are mine
and do not necessarily represent the opinions of the library.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Michele McNabb
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 11:07 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive

Are we talking about 2 different NewspaperArchive.coms? I?m familiar with the
subscription one can get via ProQuest. Is this the same as the material produced
by the (defunct?) Cedar Rapids firm?
Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.
Manager & Librarian

MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
E: LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG<mailto:LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG> | P:
712.764.7008

DANISH ROOTS | AMERICAN BRANCHES | DANISHMUSEUM.ORG<http://www.danishmuseum.org/>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at

mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Kim Dolce
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 9:50 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive

Yes, it was Newspaperarchive. Check Dick Eastman's blog for details.

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
>>> genbook <genbook at gmail.com<mailto:genbook at gmail.com>> 1/29/2016 10:07 AM
>>>
There is an informative article about this in the morning EOGN newsletter.
Larry

On Fri, Jan 29, 2016 at 6:41 AM, <tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us<mailto:tbhobbs at
dadeco.lib.mo.us>> wrote:
Suggest consulting the news wires. One of these two firms was just fined
$100,000 in Iowa for unfair business practices.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I'm a home subscriber to both and find that I get different results even
when the years for a particular newspaper overlap ... and I try the
searches in a variety of ways on both for better results. For no doubt a
variety of reasons, some years or particular issues are missing in either
of the collections -- something users need to be aware of.
Don't know how pricing works for libraries, but recently when I get a hit
on Newspapers.com, I also get a message informing me that the "hit" is in
a
premium newspaper for which I need to pay an additional subscription fee.
Thinking I may not continue that subscription.
-Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County, Indiana

> digging into local & family history
>
>
> On Thu, Jan 28, 2016 at 3:35 PM, Michele McNabb <
> Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org<mailto:Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org>>
wrote:
>
>> We just have a regional subscription to NewspaperArchive, but find
>> having
>> both it and Newspapers.com very helpful. If I only had to choose one,
>> however, I???d probably go with the latter due to its broader coverage.
>>
>>
>>
>> *Michele McNabb, M.A., M.L.I.S.*
>>
>> *Manager & Librarian*
>>
>>
>>
>> MUSEUM OF DANISH AMERICA GENEALOGY CENTER
>>
>> 4210 MAIN STREET, PO BOX 249, ELK HORN, IA 51531
>>
>> *E: *LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG<mailto:LIBRARIAN at DANISHMUSEUM.ORG> *| P:*
712.764.7008<tel:712.764.7008>
>>
>>
>>
>> DANISH ROOTS* |* AMERICAN BRANCHES* |* DANISHMUSEUM.ORG<http://DANISHMUSEUM.ORG>
>> <http://www.danishmuseum.org/>
>>
>>
>>
>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:
>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] *On Behalf Of *Nancy Maxwell
>> *Sent:* Thursday, January 28, 2016 2:09 PM
>> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>> *Subject:* [Genealib] Newspapers.com and NewspaperArchive
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Colleagues:

Has anyone done a comparison between Newspapers.com and
NewspaperArchive?
My big question is how much, if any, overlap exists between the two. We
have the latter, but considering the critical value of newspapers in
genealogical research, Newspapers.com would greatly expand access for
our
patrons if it includes papers not in NewspaperArchive. I want to check
the
listserv before asking Newspapers.com directly.

>>
>>
>>
>> Thank you,
>>
>> Nancy
>>
>>
>>
>> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
>>
>> Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
>>
>> Grapevine Public Library
>>
>> 1201 Municipal Way
>>
>> Grapevine, TX 76051
>>
>> Voice: 817-410-3429<tel:817-410-3429>
>>
>> Fax: 817-410-3084<tel:817-410-3084>
>>
>> E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov<mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>
>>
>>
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20160130/
d934e755/attachment.html>

